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How do you pick up
sound without noise

Pick up the new RE5
and the new RE85
quiet microphones.

Model RE50 omnidirectional dynamic $128.50 list. Model RP.

Introducing two microphones that
aren't "microphonic ". That are
unexcelled for hearing air-borne sounds,
but shrug off contact noises. The new
hand or stand RE50 and the lavalier
RE85 dynamics.
Small, light, and just barely larger than
the smallest microphones of their type.
Yet both use a unique double-wall construction that is more effective in reducing microphone noise than any other we
have tested.

of mass and resonance have been worked
out (with the aid of our computer) so
that contact noises and cable rustling
never reach the Acoustalloy* diaphragm.
The result is remarkable isolation from
all but air-borne sound, even in hand-held
applications where microphone movement
is uncontrolled. And when you add the
extra protection of the built -in Acoustifoams blast and pop filter, this is one of
the quietest omnidirectional microphones
you can find. Yet response,
output level, and polar pattern are essentially the same
as

the 635A (one of the most

popular professional microLet's look into the RE50 first. A cutaway shows that inside each RE50 nestles
the familiar 635A, case and all. It's shockmounted at top and bottom to the outer
case. Even the connector is isolated from
the actual microphone. And the problems

phones of all time).

But if noise can be a problem with
hand -held and stand microphones, it is
a plague to lavalier types. Clothing rustle,
cord noise, and accidental contact with
hard surfaces are common troubles. Ex-

high fidelity systems and speakers tuners, amplifiers, receivers public address loudspeakers
microphones phono needles and cartridges aerospace and defense electronics
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8142.50 list. Less normal trade discounts

cept with the new RE85. Again, we have
created a microphone within a microphone. But we've gone even farther. A
special low -noise grille, for instance. And
even the hard, smooth paint finish was
chosen to reduce small rubbing noises.

The result is virtually noise -free operation even with inexperienced performers.
And at no expense to sound quality. Like
all E -V lavaliers, output of the RE85 is
peak -free and natural. Each RE85 comes
complete with neck cord, tie clip, and a
belt clip to help control the cable. The
RE50 is supplied with a Model 300 stand

clamp.
Both the RE50 and the RE85 are now
available at your E -V microphone headquarters. In this noisy world, it's a relief
to know that help has quietly arrived.
EV Trade Mark
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 321V
638 Cecil Street. Buchanan. Michigan 49107

glee=p34,ez
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Cohu's Broadcast Color Film Camera
offers superlative performance with complete convenience at a moderate price.
Rapidly adjust for poor film
colorimetry with "Instant Paint Control"
and return to normal colorimetry with the
touch of a button. Enjoy ease of operation
with precision triple action automatic circuitry. Reduce annual retubing costs to an
industry low with three long -life separate
mesh vidicons.
A new optical system design virtually
eliminates flare and ghosting to give you
unsurpassed colorimetry. All circuit boards

.

are silkscreened with each circuit function
clearly designated by name. The price
includes image enhancer, color encoder,
remote setup and control panels, remote
setup and waveform monitors and a cable
connector kit.
For complete information on the
Model 1500 contact Cohu Electronics, Inc.,
Box 623, San Diego, California 92112
Telephone 714 -277 -6700 TWX 910 -335 -1244

at*

LECTRONICS. INC
SAN DIEGO

DIVISION

i

LiwR1

REGISTER THE

CAMERA IN ONLY
2 TO 3 MINUTES

COLOR
BALANCE

IN

THAN
3 MINUTES
LESS

CHANGE A VIDICON
IN 30 SECONDS

WITHOUT DISTURBING

YOKE OR
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
THE
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MODEL 938 QUAD SPLIT GENERATOR
VP

78-

SPORTS
SPECIAL

A

B

A

D

B

C

C

D

J

J

Model 938 is a complete special effects system. It permits up to four video signals to be
displayed simultaneously. The separation of the four quadrants can be emphasized by
the use of a variable width border which can be adjusted to any level from black to
white. In addition, borders can be colorized by use of a color background generator.

Complete remote control of the 938 is provided. The horizontal and vertical separation
lines can be placed anywhere in the raster or, if desired, wiped completely off the
screen to leave two signals separated either horizontally or vertically (see illustration).
The 938 system consists of two plug in modules, plus power supply and mounting
frame. A remote control panel is supplied as standard equipment. GVG Model 909
Color Background Generator (optional) is suggested for those users requiring colorized
borders.

$1,525

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT GRAVCO SALES, INC.
6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF
(213) 462 -6618

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, N.Y.
(516) 487-1311

125 South Wilke Road

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
(312) 394 -1344
Circle Number 5 on Reader Reply Card

Redbird Airport
DALLAS, TEXAS
(214) 330 -1245

1644 Tullie Circle, N.E.
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DIRECT CURRENT
FROM D. C.
MARCH, 1972
by Howard

T.

Head

Direct Current From D.C.
With the NAB issue of BROADCAST ENGINEERING, it's time once again for
our Pompous Predictions, where we try to forecast FCC and other
Government actions for the coming year.
Our batting average for the
past year turns out to have been pretty good, although several of
the items are still waiting for Commission action.
The Commission is feeling the pinch of a personnel cut and an increased
workload, much of the latter in non -broadcast and non -engineering
areas.
An increasing amount of the Commission's time is being devoted
to complaints involving the Fairness Doctrine, a quagmire of the
Commission's own making, and this year's political campaigns and elections
are certain to bring about a sharp rise of fairness complaints. Yet
there will be a few dedicated Commission engineers "tending the store ",
and so once again we bring you our . .
.

1972 Pompous Predictions
Satellite -to -Home Broadcasting: Plans will be completed for experimental
satellite -to -home television broadcasting of educational programs to
Actual broadcasting will begin with the launching
the Rocky Mountain area.
of the ATS -F satellite in the Spring of 1973.
The transmissions will
be broadband FM in the 2.5 GHz region, and will require high -gain
receiving antennas and converters for distribution to school and
home viewers.

Emergency Warning and Broadcast System: The Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS) will be overhauled.
The Office of Civil Defense (OCD) will
proceed with the implementation of its Decision Information Distribution
System (DIDS) employing high -power LF and MF transmitters. The Office
of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) will press for a separation of the
warning function from the broadcast function, and will oppose any
requirement for mandatory inclusion of warning circuits in home
entertainment receivers.
The Commission
New Television Field Strength Curves and Contours:
will adopt its proposed revised curves of field strength vs. distance
and contour field strength definitions for the VHF and UHF television
This will require drawing new contour maps for all television
bands.
broadcast stations. A principal effect of the new contours will be
on the newly adopted CATV regulations, which define many rights and duties
of cable systems in terms of the City Grade, Grade A and Grade B
contours.
There will be a period of utter confusion following the
adoption of the new curves.

4
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THE TV DEMODULATOR

WHE
ITTH

proof of

perform''ce

Certificate

AMF TV Demodulator
HS 2064

Front End Receiver
For Off -Air and Remote

Reference Standard
A precision TV demodulator serves as a reference standard for the evaluation of the performance
of a TV x'mitter. It is the key for all measurements of frequency response, group delay, differential phase and gain, noise, etc. of the transmitter. The tolerances of the demodulator must
therefore be considerably tighter than the FCC transmitter specs.

Operation in Strong RF Fields
The demodulator must be designed specifically for operation in strong r.f. fields. Good shielding
and a high level r.f. input (1 V ff7s) with little attenuation, are therefore mandatory. For the same
reason, the front end receiver HS 2064 which is to be used for remote reception has been
designed as a separate unit. The demodulator must also have tolerances considerably tighter than
those of the x'mitter for its group delay and amplitude responses within the video band.

Certification
The Proof of Performance Certificate delivered with each AMF assures you that the demodulator
has been checked thoroughly to be truly a standard. This six page document contains all the
calibration data which gives the instrument its full value.
Quality Does Not Come Cheap
More than $100,000 worth of
test equipment and many hours
of work by highly trained
specialists are required to prepare these individual certificates and represent a substantial part of the cost of the

Perfaro
Proof of
Certificate

tV -mEmw001OR

Who Wants a Pig in the Poke?
Would you buy a standard
without calibration? If not,
consider
the
Rohde and
Schwarz AMF TV Demodulator with the Proof of Performance Certificate.

AMF.
Write for detailed specs or demonstration.

Yrrr

ROHDE & SCHWARZ SALES CO. (USA) INC.
MAIN OFFICE: 111 Lexington Avenue, Passaic, New Jersey, 07055 Telephone: 201 -773 -8010, Telex: 133310
Western Office: 510 South Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, California, 94086 Telephone: 408 -736 -1122
Circle Number 6 on Reader Reply Card

See us at

NAB Booth 241 West Hall.
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(Continued from page 4)

New Broadcast and Broadcast Auxiliary Rules: A Committee including
representatives from NAB, the Federal Communications Bar Association
(FCBA), and the Association of Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers (AFCCE) will begin work on a general revision of the Commission's
broadcast rules (Part 73).
Commission observers will participate in
the project and will have the wholehearted backing of FCC Chairman
Burch.
The Chairman is hopeful that this work can be completed in
less than a year's time, but this may be somewhat optimistic considering
the magnitude of the task.
AM Modulation Levels:
The Commission will act, perhaps prior to the
NAB Convention, to reimpose a maximum limit on positive modulation for
AM broadcast stations. This limit will be 125 %, but watch it -the
new rules will provide that no positive peak may exceed this level -which
will require that "frequently- recurring peaks" be held to a lower value.

Four -Channel Stereo: An Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
Committee will be formed to study possible standardization of a four channel stereo system for broadcast stations. The Commission will
not participate actively, but will supply observers as was done with the
National Stereo Radio Committee (NSRC), which standardized the present
FM stereo multiplex system.
Progress will be slow, because much of
the physiological and psychological basis for the four -channel effect
is just now beginning to be understood.

Television Remote Control Test Signals: The Commission will stick to
its guns and require that any television station operating its
transmitter by remote control employ the special VITS insertion signal
required by the new remote control rules (See Dec., 1971 BE). However,
NAB will request an extension of time past the present April 1, 1972
deadline, which will be granted for a period of 90 days.
Color Reference Signal: EIA will adopt a Recommended Practice
for the use of the vertical interval reference (VIR) color signal
developed and tested by its Broadcast Television Systems Committee (See
Jan., 1971 BE).
A formal amendment to the Commission's rules will
be proposed to permit the use of the VIR signal, but action by the
Commission within the coming year is unlikely.

AM Freeze:
We reverse past predictions and now forecast that the "freeze" on new
AM station construction will not be lifted in the near future.
The
reason for this is not technical- agreement has been reached on new
AM rules and the necessary documents are ready-but the fact that
the Commission would be obliged to divert several engineers from other
duties in order to process expected applications. As noted above,
this comes at a time when the Commission is feeling a tight
personnel pinch.

BROADCAST
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From Amperex...

who gave you the

Plumbicon* TV camera tube

that revolutionized
color broadcasting
all over the world...

m perex

`

II
i

WHEN USED WITH AMPEREX MATED CAVITIES
CHANNEL2

TUBE TYPE

-6

SYNC LOAD POWER (KW)

CHANNEL7 -13
SYNC LOAD POWER (KW)

((jj

8814

( )

1.5

1.5

8812

8

6.25

8.75

8813

n

12.5

17.5

17.5

25.0

915
Re.l.steied Ir.l00n,arl. of

N

V

Pn,l,ps of Holland
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...a line of power tubes
for your new transmitters
that will free you at last
from worry over reliability.

Amperex cavity- matched and mated VHF -TV power tetrodes,
provide the high reliability that is an absolute necessity for
television broadcast stations. Available in sync -level power
ratings from 1.5 to 25 KW and for operation in channels 2
through 13, these air -cooled tubes are designed and rated
specifically for television broadcast service.
They feature "K" grid material for long and stable life;
mesh filaments and grids for high power gain. efficiency
and mechanical strength and rugged coaxial metal- ceramic
construction that lends itself readily to cavity operation.
Optimally matched cavities for each type are available for
both low- and high-band service and for both video
and sound transmission.
Amperex precision design and manufacture of the tube
and matching cavity is your best assurance of reliable, trouble free performance. When you think of TV broadcast equipment
...think of it from the Plumbicon tubes in your cameras
through the power tubes in your transmitter.
For additional information on the complete line of Amperex
cavity- matched VHF TV power tetrodes, write:
Amperex Electronic Corporation, Product Manager,
Power Tubes, Hicksville, New York 11802.

Amperex
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
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What
FM

transmitter
power
do you
need?

tainly operated under at least one
other set of call letters during its
existence.

LETTERS
IIE

J

Dick Fletcher, CE

7

Galveston, Tex.

Solid State Rectifiers

Freq. Monitors

Dear Editor:

In reference to a recent article

Dear Editor:

In the course of the years of our
repairing and rehabilitating FM
and AM frequency monitors, it
has come to our attention that there
is one area of station maintenance
that is often overlooked by the
station engineer.
This is the maintenance of the
thermostats and relays in the frequency monitors.
Relays should have their contacts burnished at least once every
three months, and where the contacts are oriented so that dust and
dirt may remain on them instead
of falling through, this should be
done more often.
Mercury thermostats are subject
to failure in that the internal contacts may become corroded or
dirty, or the mercury may become
contaminated, and result in poor
or no contact. We have met with
cases where the internal contact
was entirely burned away, resulting in thermal runaway that almost
destroyed the instrument. Mercury
thermostats that have been in service for ten years or more, should
be replaced, even if they seem to
be operating properly. A small investment in a replacement part is
a little thing compared with a
complete rebuilding of the oven
and associated parts.
Howard

Gates has the most complete line of FM
transmitters in the industry. From 10 to
40,000 watts. All with a 100% solid -state
exciter employing DCFM (direct carrier
frequency modulation) and DAFC (digital
automatic frequency control).
The TE -3 exciter is the heart of all H3
series transmitters -one tube (1 kW), two
tube (2, 3, 5 and 10kW), and three tube
(20kW). All FCC -type accepted, ready for
prompt shipment.
Tell us the power you need and ask for
data on our FM antennas. Write Gates,
123 Hampshire St., Quincy, Illinois 62301,
or phone (217) 222 -8200 today.
HARRIS
INTERTYPE

GATES
A

DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE

Circle Number
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S. Knaack
Radio Aids

Lake Bluff,

in BE concerning the use of solid

state rectifiers, I recently converted our Collins 5 kW transmitter. To replace the required four
866A's, two 872's, and six 575A's
would cost around $175.00 whereas
the changeover to all silicon stacks
cost about $130.00.
Since there is no filament voltage
required when using silicon rectifiers, all the filament transformers
supplying filament voltage to the
mercury vapor rectifier tubes were
disconnected by removing the fuse
in the circuit. The B+ lead was
removed from the center -tap of
the transformers and connected
to the correct pin of the silicon
stack. I figured that the power
used to heat just the filaments was
around 600 Watts an hour, so here's
a saving alone in your power bill
in just a month!
Now there is no need to warm
up the transmitter for 15 -30 minutes on a cold morning! By the way,
I didn't construct these stacks
myself ... I ordered them from a
company up north. Now my problem is ... what am I going to do with
eight filament transformers not
in use?
John Buckalew, CE
WUFE Baxley, Ga.

Recycling Problem

111.

Station Needs Facts
Dear Editor:

KILE in Galveston, Texas, will
be 50 years old in 1972. In commemoration of this anniversary,
we are attempting to chronicle the
past history of this pioneer broad-

casting station on Galveston Island.
To accomplish this, we are interested in corresponding with anyone who owned or worked at this
station prior to 1960. It was formerly KLUF and was most cer-

We have a Raytheon RA -1000
transmitter that has, what seems to
be, a built -in characteristic. All
engineers counseled seem to have
no answer for why this unit recycles
for apparently no reason and in no
set pattern. For days it may not
go off the air, then it may cycle
twenty times in one day. Any
ideas or suggestions would be
appreciated.
Hugh M. McBeath

Owner -Manager
KJBC

Midland, Tex.

on Reader Reply Card

BROADCAST
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SNEAK

1

PREVIEW!
...

yourself
long now!

FREE

it won't be

$5000

11
to

1

OFF

1

I

11
1 1
1

Ask about special $50.00

'

IDiscount Certificates. They're
good fora limited time on
all Spotmaster cartridge units

i

and systems.

r'Round and
'round they go

..

1

1

.

1

oon'iMiss

I

SotmasIer's

1

TRIO
Studio Pro B Turntable
Stereo BE -402 Tonearm
TT -22 Turntable Preamp

AfrO

1

tI!1Ï]

1

CARTRIDGE
TAPE
EQUIPMENT

1
The Spotmaster /Revox
A77 Mark III -B, a new

1

reel -to -reel stereo tape

1

deck with broadcast qual-

ity performance and dependability, all the features you want
and a
budget -pleasing price!

1

...

1

9-

April
Ten /70 Stereo Record -Playback 1
April 10- Ten /70 Mono Record -Playback
1
April
11-Ten /70 Mono Playback
p
y
April 12 -TT -22 Turntable Preamp
Come to Booth 307, Continental Room, during NAB
and register daily for the big Spotmaster giveaway.

It's a great opportunity to win our top line tape
cartridge equipment
a value of more than
$3,200! Only NAB members are eligible.

...

1

I
1

Single cartridge machines on display will range
from our low -cost 400 series (starting at just $440)
and classic 500C series
to the incomparable
Ten /70. See them all -mono, stereo, delayed programming, compact and rack -mount models.

1

-- tit -- - --

r

1

Then see the entire 1972 Spotmaster line, including
our new "Mini- Giant" multiple cartridge players
that let you mix and match 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 15
decks in one expandable package.

...

TURNTABLE

,

1

1

We're unveiling the most
uct fn Spo
new
products in Spotmaster
history at NAB. Console

iniroöucing

Spotmaster /NAB
Giveaway!

EARLY

BIRD
SPECIAL

1

1
Limited quantities of special
commemorative coin struck
for the 50th anniversary of
broadcasting -now a collector's item -will be available
at the booth on a first -come
basis. Ask for yours.

SEE YOU AT

Booth 307, Continental Room

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A

Filmways Company

8810 Brookville Road. Silver Spring. Maryland 20910

March, 1972

(301) 588 -4983
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Introducing a new cast

from the TCG-1425A Character Generator
saving of more than $5000.
Beef up your image -buy

the
station manager:

To

serve both operations and production dea

TCG- 1425A.

the production
manager:

To

The TCG -1425A is TeleMation's cost- effective answer to your titling problems. It lets
you get more mileage out of fewer people.
And, with its colorized and edged characters, it puts you miles ahead of your competition. Your promos get more mileage,
too, because the 1425A automatically
synchronizes itself to the video source
lets you run promos and credits over
remote or network feeds without gen-

-

locking.
Worried about how to edge out the competition with your election coverage? Let
the 1425A do it for you with its random
access, 50,000- character disc memory
backed up by the limitless capacity of our
upcoming audio cassette storage device.
If you wish, we can even interface with
large computers.
We give you more features, more sophistication, more flexibility and more attractive characters than you can get with
our chief competitor's equipment -at a

-

The TCG -1425A gives you a perfect program of production values. Two accessory
storage systems ensure maximum versatility. The TDM -1425 random access disc
memory, for example, offers you an unmatched 2000 -line storage capability, 1 /60
second access time and the ability to spit
out a full -page display in just 1/4 second.
More than 142 full "pages" of information
can be stored with line -by -line random
access. A cassette memory system for
archival storage, soon to be available, will
let you put statistical information, such as
election returns or sports data, on audio
cassette for replay through the disc whenever desired. Keyboard control buttons
are color coded and grouped for easy
operation by untrained personnel.
With its built-in video switcher and auto-

matic color synchronization to the
selected source,

a

single TCG -1425A can

partments, producing eye -appealing
matted, colorized and edged letters to
spice up your taped commercials and
on -air presentations. Horizontal crawl,
vertical wipe, vertical roll and flash are all
standard features with the TCG- 1425A.
You get outstanding editability, too -with
display editing functions such as copy -up/
copy -down, hop -left /hop- right, snake -up/

snake -down, automatic page and line
centering and open -line /close -line (for
erasing mistakes without resetting full
lines). All this plus a handy extra line for
composition preview. And a handsome
keyboard that will either mount in a console or stand on its own.
Beef up your productions -buy a
TCG- 1425A.

the
chief engineer:
To

Our new TCG -1425A character generator
and its many options have been engineered as a system. You get complete
system integrity and single- source re-

BROADCAST
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of characters

sponsibility. Built into the TCG -1425A is a
solid -state switcher which permits selection between two video sources. The
source selected is routed through the
matting amplifier while the other source
is bypassed through an equivalent delay
circuit. One of the sources even has a fail safe metallic- contact bypass.
Options include edging, colorizing, 1000 or 2000 -line random access disc memory,
and an operator's control panel for on -air
presentation of stored data. The all around edging is accomplished electronically. Synchronization is automatic and
instantaneous when operator switches
between video sources. The subcarrier
regenerator and burst logic let you colorize over either color or monochrome
sources, with hue. saturation and lumi-

For

nanceall operator -controlled. TeleMationdesigned- and -built, the disc memory can
be random -accessed line -by -line either
from the keyboard or the operator control panel. It uses flying heads for wear free, clog -free, trouble -free operation.
Beef up your picture -buy a TCG- 1425A.

the news
director:
What could
more convenient than
To

be

a

legible form. (Our easy writer is an easy
reader, too.)
Beef up your ratings -buy a TCG- 1425A.

WITH OUR FAR -AHEAD
TCC-1425A WE CAN
FILL THE SCREEN
WITH 14 LINES
OF 25 CHARACTERS EACH..

keyboard right in the news room! You can
compose copy, correct it, edit it, delete
it, transpose it, update it, store it and even
air it. And you can use the 1425A's vertical roll mode as an electronic prompter. This
keyboard calls your edited copy out of the
disc memory and presents it in highly

information or demonstration, write or call today.

TELL MAT /ON
P.O. Box 15068
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

Phone: 801-487-5399
March, 1972

0

*

*

TeleMation systems/sales offices: *Albuquerque it Atlanta Burlingame (Cal.)
Chicago
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Indianapolis
Las Vegas
Little Rock ú Los
Angeles it Milwaukee
Needham Heights (Boston area)
New York City
Norwalk
(Conn.) Phoenix
Tulsa Washington. D.C.
St. Louis
Salt Lake City San Diego

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
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THE
Model 01B -1 Operating Impedance Bridge
measures in circuit"
impedance of net-

works, transmission
lines and antennas.
Accuracy ±5% Ohm.
5 kW Power rating -

DELTA

VSWR 3:1.

TRIO
©Model CPB -1 Common Point Bridge
measures resistance
to .2% 1 Ohm and reactance to , 5% 1 Ohm
at full power.

for optimum
monitoring
of your

AModel RG -1 Receiver /Generator combines a high output
power signal generator with a shielded
receiver for use with
Model OIB -1 or any

other

antenna

system

impedance

bridge.

With this "Delta Trio ", you can either "spot check ",
or continuously and accurately monitor actual "onthe-air" operating impedance of transmission lines,
networks and antenna systems to maintain a "clean
signal" at peak operating efficiency.
If you're operating with a directional antenna,
there's real value in being able to keep the radiating
system in close adjustment at all times...continuously
verify common point impedance to insure full power
output...plus locating and correcting any antenna
problems -fast!
Complete details and application data are available without obligation -just write or call Bill Cottles,
DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC., 4206 Wheeler Avenue,
Alexandria, Va. 22304 (703) 751 -3133.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
Exporter: DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC.
International Division, 154 E Boston Post RD
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 10543, Telex 1 37327, Art Rocke
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NEWS

FAA Hits Commission

on Hijack Monitoring
The Commission has been notified by the Federal
Aviation Administration in connection with recent
aircraft hijackings that some broadcasters and other
Federal Communications Commission licensees have
been monitoring Federal Aviation Administration air to- ground communications and divulging their content
to the public. In some cases they have broadcast live
or taped reproduction of such conversations.
The Federal Aviation Administration has not authorized such activities and has reported that the
widespread public dissemination of these radio transmissions could seriously hinder law enforcement
activities during an actual aircraft hijacking and therefore jeopardize the lives of passengers and crew.
Moreover, such radio transmissions serve to alert
potential hijackers.
The Commission recognizes that there is a strong
public interest in the free gathering and dissemination of news and does not wish to discourage broadcast stations or other news media in their proper
efforts to serve such public interest. However, it must
also be recognized that there is a strong public interest
in public safety, and that the divulgence of public
safety communications in news bulletins or other use
of such intercepted communications is contrary to
law unless authorized.
Section 605 of the Communications Act, with
limited and specified exceptions, prohibits any person,
not authorized by the sender, from intercepting and
divulging or using radio communications of this
character. This prohibition is applicable to the practice of monitoring Federal Aviation Administration
communications for the purpose of obtaining information as to events worthy of on- the -spot news coverage,
to making other beneficial use of such interceptions,
and to the divulgence of the content of transmissions
either verbatim or in news bulletins.

Cable Advisory Group Created
The Commission has created a Cable Television
Technical Advisory Committee to deal with problems
of technical standards. Chairman Burch will head the
Committee, and Mr. Sol Schildhause, Chief of the
Commission's Cable Television Bureau, will be its
V ice -Chairman.
The Commission expects that the Advisory Committee will attempt to formulate and propose technical
standards for carriage of cable originated programs,
return (two -way) communication, and various miscellaneous cable services as they develop. In related
effort, the Commission expects shortly to request
comments on such matters as limitations on permissible
cross -modulation, ghosting, measurement techniques,
and carriage of aural broadcast signals (31 FCC 2d 134).
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The Pick-Up Pros.

Artie Altro makes the WOR -FM sound, while Eric Small, Sebastian Stone and Promotion Director, Kim Olian look over

WOR -FM, the country's leading FM /Stereo
rock station, has been using Stanton cartridges
since its inception.
Program Director Sebastian Stone likes the
smooth, clean sound the Stanton delivers; the way
it is able to pick up everything on the record so that
the station can assure high quality transmission
of every recording.
Eric Small, Chief Engineer for WOR -FM,
likes the way that Stanton cartridges stand up under
the wear and tear of continuous use. "We standardized on Stanton a couple of years back,"
Small said, "and we haven't had a cartridge failure
since. Studio Supervisor Artie Altro concurs.
Whether you're a professional or simply a
sincere music lover, the integrity of a Stanton
cartridge delivers the quality of performance
you want.
There are two Stanton professional
cartridge series. The Stanton 681 Series is engi-

a

new a :bum.

neered for stereo channel calibration in record
studios, as well as extremely critical listening. The
500 AL Series features design modifications which
make it ideally suited for the rough handling
encountered in heavy on- the -air use. In fact, among
the nation's disc jockeys it has become known
as the "industry workhorse."
All Stanton cartridges afford excellent
frequency response, channel separation, compliance
and low mass and tracking pressure. And every
Stanton cartridge is fitted with the exclusive
"longhair" brush to keep grooves clean and protect
the stylus. They belong in every quality reproduction system- broadcast or high fidelity.
For complete information
and specifications on Stanton
cartridges, write Stanton
Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive,
Plainview, L.T., N.Y. 11803.
STaNTOn

All Stanton cartridges are designed for use with all two and four -channel matrix derived compatible systems.
Cirri. Number
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THE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE

RP SERIES
RECORDER /REPRODUCERS
RP -0001
S1150
Six -Function Meter Switch

KHz Cue Tone Add
and Defeat Switches
1

Quiet, Air Damped Solenoid
450 RPM Direct Capstan Drive

Motor, Electrolyzed Shaft
Hi -Speed Cue Option

Monophonic or Stereophonic

IIITERIIATionAL
TPPETROf KS
CORPORRTIOf
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington. Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309- 828-1381

FCC Cable Proposals
Amendment of Part 76 of the
rules (proposed cable television
rules) to implement, for cable systems, television sports blackout
provisions of Public Law 87 -331
has been proposed by the FCC
(RM 1836). In a separate action,
the Commission also proposed an
amendment to restrict importation
of non -local radio signals by cable
systems (RM 1782).
The proposed sports rule states
that when a professional baseball,
basketball, football, or hockey
team is playing at home, no cable
system within the predicted Grade
B contour of a station located
within the home city of a team shall,
without consent of the home team
and the league, carry the television
broadcast of a professional game
of the same sport if the event is not
available on a TV station located
within 35 miles of the cable system's community, or has an audience in the county or community
of the system meeting the significant viewing standard of the new
rules.
Public Law 87 -331 provides an
exemption from the antitrust laws
for professional football, basketball, baseball and hockey so that
"packaged" or "pooled" TV rights
may be sold by the Leágue for
games of the member clubs (Section
one); provides for television blackout of games in the home territory
of a team when it is playing at
home (Section two); and ensures
that professional football teams will
not play, or cause their games to be
televised into areas where collegiate.
football is being played on Friday
nights or Saturdays.
The Commission said that the
legislative history of Public Law
87 -331 indicates that Section two
was included for the purpose of
maintaining TV blackouts when
the home team was playing at home,
and the proposed rule will accomplish that intention in regard to
cable television carriage of sports
events.

The Commission said that while
Grade B contour of TV stations located in the
home city of the team in question
represents the area in which cable
systems must comply with the
blackout, it wanted comments on
whether it should parallel its signal
carriage rules by establishing a
fixed mileage of 35 miles. Because
different leagues recognize varying
distances for "home" territories,
the Commission asked for comments on whether cable systems not
located within the Grade B contours of stations in a team's home
city, but within their "home territory" (where a TV station might be
subject to a blackout) should fall
within the proposed rule and
whether a fixed mileage zone would
be preferable to the proposal for
Grade B contours. It also requested
comments on whether there should
be a different criteria for carriage
of home games as against the games
of some other team, and comments
as to the appropriateness of adopting rules for other types of sports
events.
it believes that the

Radio Markets

The Commission said that in
order to control the fragmentation
of local radio markets brought
about by the carriage of nonlocal
radio stations, it was seeking comment on the definition of the term
" local signal" as applied to radio
stations; the possibility of "grand fathering" radio signals presently
imported by cable systems; the

appropriateness of a leapfrog
policy; and the possibility of devising importation policies premised either on the size of the market
or on the type of signals imported,
as is now done with TV signals.
The Commission pointed out
that the "Consensus Agreement" it
had included as Appendix D to its
Cable Television Report and Order
(adopted this same day) suggests a
rule so that "When a CATV system carries a signal from an AM or
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- the most advanced portable electronic dim-

FM radio station licensed to a
community beyond a 35 mile radius
of the system, it must, on request
carry the signals of all local AM or
FM stations respectively." The

From Colortran

Commission said that the suggested
rule should provide an appropriate
focus for those commenting, "with
one addition -that whenever a local
signal is carried, all such signals
of the same type must be carried."
The Commission said that until
radio rulemaking is completed, it
would not process applications for
certificates which propose to bring
distant radio signals (one licensed
to a community more than 75 miles
away from the cable community)
into cable communities having licensed radio stations with populations of less than 50,000 or unless
all radio stations of the same type
(AM or FM) licensed to the cable
community are also carried.

The Control Pack featuring 2 scene preset

The Dimmer Pack with six 2400

ming system on the market

watt fully filtered dimmers with protective circuit breakers

for control of up to 120 dimmers

The Master Pack

Modular design for ex-

pandability! Permanent or Portable! Easy set up and operation!
Full year warranty!

Colortran's new
Dimmer Pack
System!
Write for 24 page illustrated booklet.

Berkey -Colortran
1015 Chestnut Stree:

Burbank, Calif. 91502
Telephone 213 843 -1200

PIwto®

Industrial Television
Convention Ready
The 1972 National Conference

of the National Industrial Television Association will be held in
Chicago, April 12 through 14, 1972,
immediately following the National

Association of Broadcasters
Convention.
Plans call for the opening of the
registration desk on April 12, with
the balance of the day available for
visits to the equipment exhibits of
the National Association of Broadcasters. 'Mini -exhibits' are also
planned for those manufacturers
who do not participate in NAB, but
who handle lines of equipment of
interest to the industrial user.
A reception is planned for the
evening of April 12. The balance of
the program on April 13 and 14,
will be devoted to special presentations on the use of videotape in
industrial and business applications,
and on developing the solutions to
typical industrial television problems in workshop formats. Some
of the problem areas to be dealt
with include: "Selling Management
the TV Communications Concept";
"The Present and Future of TV
Program Distribution "; "Program
Evaluation and Cost- Effectiveness "; and "Establishing Economical Production Facilities ".
Circle Nu nber
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NAEB's Harley: "Stop Second Guessing Management"
NAEB President William G. Harley, in remarks
delivered January 23, called on the federal government to stop "second-guessing" management personnel decisions in educational /public broadcasting.
Such actions are "time- consuming and impractical,"
Harley said, "and further than that, they are inappropriate. These are questions which should be
posed, argued, debated, and resolved in a professional
setting. No one makes decisions which are uniformly
acceptable in any field, the Congress, the courts and
the executive branch included.
"Public broadcasting is aware -if not adequately
financed to implement it -of the need for a range of
opinion to be expressed on any controversial issue.
Even without a regulatory requirement for fairness,
the serious ethical journalist really has no other professional role but to bring clarity where confusion
exists and to reveal diversity of viewpoints where one
might have thought there were only one or two.
"That is the objective which must be pursued and
it should not be obscured by the government's anxiety
over particular personnel decisions and what they cost
-in plain English, government interference.

tto

Accountability

"Enter next the question of accountability. How can
the government be accountable to the taxpayers if it

70°
ONLY 25

TILTS UP TO

WEIGHS

lbs.

Vinten, manufacturers of the world's most complete
line of camera mounting equipment introduces the ultimate Pan and Tilt Cam Head...the Mark V. Designed
for the smaller broadcast camera the new miniature
cam head can be tilted to an amazing ±70° and
weighs only 25 lbs. Other design features include a
new external tilt-locking mechanism and easy-toreach and maintain pan and tilt head drag controls.
Perfectly balanced, it provides effortless control
and smooth pan and tilt operation. All Mark III hardware accessories are interchangeable with the new
MARK V.

MARK IIIA PAN & TILT CAM HEAD
The Mark Ill, industry's standard
in heavy duty pan and tilt cam
heads has also been redesigned,
and the new Mark IIIA is the
result! New features include easy to -reach and maintain pan and
tilt drag controls plus many other
operator design efficiencies.

IITEC
l -

"It

LISTEC TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CORP.
35 Cain Drive

/ Plainview, N.Y.

11803

maintains a hands -off policy in the operation of public broadcasting?
"The answer of the Carnegie Commission, adopted
by the government, was something new under the
sun -the Corporation for Public Broadcasting -a
private, independent corporation which was historically the first kind of mechanism ever established in
which federal funds would be funneled into a sensitive
area so closely allied to the First Amendment. The
only part of the Carnegie plan the Congress has not
implemented is the insulation from annual appropriations by means of an excise tax. This may turn out to
be a fatal deficiency.
"It is the CPB's obligation to expend its funds in
such a way that public support of its behavior from
most of the eligible recipients will serve as testimony
to an inquiring Congress that its appropriations are
being spent wisely. We have not really put this procedure to the test, for it has been assumed that unanimity is the mother of consent, and without it that
government authorities will render public broadcasting hopelessly at civil war and unworthy of support.
What a mistake!

/ 516- 694 -8963

Control by Licensee
is easy to think of public broadcasting, like

other institutions in our society, being affected by
outside forces. But wait a minute: Is it public broadcasting if there are outside forces? It should be a
(Continued on page 110)
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a company

Type Approval
#3 -176

that has AM1 FM
IYpe

and TV frequency
and modulation
C BELAR

monitoring

A

APproval #3-162

systems.

C BELAR

+

000

MONITOR

TV

MONITOR
Type Approval #3-181

00(

T.VpeApprNot
Reqnirnrl

Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power
allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all
Belar equipment is immediately available.

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can
handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer ..
he'll show you the way.

.

See us at the NAB Show Booth #239
West Exhibit Mall Conrad Hilton

BEL

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. BE -32
(215) 789 -0550
BOX 83, UPPER DARBY. PA. 19084
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NAB
CONVENTION
PREVIEW
NAB digs in for a
better showing in 1972.
National convention
will be watched closely
by all sides of
broadcast -communications
industry.

When the National Association
of Broadcasters gather in Chicago
next month (April 9-12) for their
national convention, there will be
several major issues on the line.
And unless the membership and its
boards can come up with a better
batting average when they leave,
broadcasting will remain on the firing line for 1972.
Much will depend upon the attendance at the convention- both
by broadcasters and manufacturers.
Broadcasters must become committed to a stronger course of action, or all the clawing and scratching from the outside may serve to
reshape broadcasting into something none of us really want.
On the other hand, manufacturers
must be prepared to meet the real
needs of broadcasters. And none
of this will be easy. Visual Electronics came out of its Chapter 11
in January and is well on the way to
recovery. Ampex, a leader in several lines, took a big loss in its consumer line. They'll be redoubling
their efforts to serve broadcasters.
So the convention must be a
strong showing, because all those
forces involved in the broadcast communications industry will be

looking at the strengths and weaknesses of the entire chain.

The Engineering Conference
schedule in this section is only
what was available at press time.
Please check your NAB schedule
of events booklet after registration.

The National Association of
Broadcasters has elected twelve
prominent broadcasters to its 28member Radio Board of Directors.
All will serve for a two-year term
beginning April 12, the closing day
of NAB's golden anniversary convention in Chicago.
Those elected by mail balloting
are: Philip Spencer, president and
general manager, WCSS, Amsterdam, N.Y. (District 2), Robert R.
Hilker, president and general
manager, WCGC, Belmont, N.C.
(District 4), J. Kenneth Marston,
executive vice president and general manager, WDXI, Jackson,
Tenn. (District 6), George A.
Foulkes, president and general
manager, WAAC, Terre Haute,
Ind. (District 8), Robert E. Thomas,
vice president and general manager,

WJAG AM -FM, Norfolk, Neb.
(District 10), V. Kay Melia, treasurer and general manager, KLOE,
Goodland, Kan. (District 12), Sidney King, general manager, K V OC,
Casper, Wyo. (District 14), Dan

McKinnon, president, KSON/
KSEA, San Diego, Calif. (District
16), Harold R. Krelstein, president,
WMPS AM -FM, Memphis, Tenn.
(At large representing Class "A"
market radio stations), Thad M.
.Sandstrom, vice president, WIBW
AM -FM, Topeka, Kans. (Class
"B" at large), Tom Harrell, president and general manager, WSTP/
WRDX, Salisbury, N.C. (Class
"C" at large), Clint Formby, president, KPAN AM -FM, Hereford,
Tex. (Class "D" at large).

Thirteen directors in even numbered districts and the four atlarge categories were elected for
two -year terms last year. There
also are three network representatives on the Board.
Results of the mail balloting in
this year's election were certified
by a three -member committee appointed by NAB President Vincent
T. Wasilewski. Committee members are Mitchell Miller, WFAX,
BROADCAST
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NAB convention will get underway April 9 in the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

Falls Church, Va., chairman; Donald E. Macfarlane, WTOP, Washington, D.C., and Arch McDonald,
WRC, Washington.

Engineering Award
TO WCCO Engineer
John M. Sherman, director of
engineering, WCCO, Minneapolis,
Minn., has been chosen by the
NAB to receive its annual Engineering Award. Among his other
accomplishments, Sherman helped
originate the North American portion of the first live intercontinental
television exchange via Telstar.
NAB's top engineering honor
will be presented at the engineering
luncheon on Tuesday, April 11,
during the Broadcast Engineering
Conference, held in conjunction
with NAB's 50th annual convention in Chicago.
His interest in broadcasting goes
back to 1921 when he became a
licensed amateur radio operator.
Following graduation from Carnegie Tech, he joined the Federal

Communications Commission's

district office in St. Paul

as

engineer -in- charge.
In 1936, after serving in the FCC
March, 1972

post for seven years, he was named
director of engineering at WTCN
(which later became WCCO). Sherman has served as consulting engineer for more than a dozen radio
stations and four television stations. He also has been a consultant
for the construction of stations in

Mexico, Holland and Hawaii.
Members of the Conference
Committee which selected Sherman are: Ralph F. Batt, vice president and manager of engineering,
WGN Continental Broadcasting

Co., Chicago,

Ill.; Ernest L.

Adams, vice president for engineering, Cox Broadcasting Corporation,
Atlanta, Ga.; Eugene A. Chase,
chief engineer, WKJG Radio and
Television, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; William B. Honeycutt, director of
engineering, KDFW -TV, Dallas,
Tex.; Andrew M. Jackson, director
of engineering, LIN Broadcasting
Corp., Louisville, Ky.; Leslie S.
Learned, vice president for engineering, MBS, New York, N.Y.;
James D. Parker, staff consultant,
telecommunications, CBS Television Network, New York, N.Y.;
Royce LaVerne Pointer, director,
broadcast engineering, ABC, New
York, N.Y.; Russell B. Pope, direc-

tor of engineering, Golden Empire
Broadcasting Co., Chico, Calif.;
William H. Trevarthen, vice president, operations and engineering,
NBC, New York, N.Y.
Board Moves Could
Strengthen NAB
The Board of Directors of the
NAB took several actions recently
in its continuing effort to strengthen
the Association to enable it to deal
more effectively with the problems
facing the radio -TV industry.
The combined Radio and Television Boards have recommended
that the government relations department be strengthened, and it
authorized the NAB's Executive
Committee to use the Association's
financial reserves as needed.
It also voted to drop the separate
offices of vice presidents for radio
and television and recommended
that their functions be consolidated
into the station services department.
In another action, the Board
directed Board Chairman Richard
W. Chapin and NAB President
Wasilewski to appoint immediately
an Ad Hoc committee to make "an
in -depth study of the future direction the NAB should take."
19

The Board of Directors of the National Association
of Broadcasters has approved this schedule for NAB's
1972 and 1973 series of one -day Fall Conferences:

October 16
October 18
October 23
October 25
October 30
November

1

Hartford, Conn.
Chicago, Ill.
New Orleans, La.
Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, Colo.
San Francisco, Calif.

The 1972 Fall Conference schedule, previously
approved, follows:

October 31
November 2
November 9
November 14
November 16
November 21

The Radio Board, in an earlier
action, established within the NAB
a separate Radio Information office
to sell and tell radio's story.
The Joint Board scheduled a
special half-day meeting during
the NAB's annual convention in
Chicago, April 9 -12. Newly-elected
members who take office after the
Convention will be invited to attend as observers.
Wasilewski, who received a
unanimous vote of confidence by
the Joint Board at its earlier meeting Tuesday, will negotiate a new
contract with a special Board committee appointed by Chairman
Chapin.
Its members, in addition to Mr.
Chapin, president of Stuart Enterprises, Lincoln, Neb., are: Andrew
M. Ockershausen, assistant general manager, Evening Star Broadcasting Co., Washington, the Radio
Board Chairman; A. Louis Read,
president and general manager,
WDSU -TV, New Orleans, La.,
TV Board Chairman; Harold P.
Krelstein, president, Plough Broadcasting Co., Memphis, Tenn., a
Radio Board member, and Leslie
G. Arries, Jr., vice president and
general manager, WBEN -TV, Buffalo, N.Y., of the Television Board.
20

Denver, Colo.
Las Vegas, Nev.
.. Boston, Mass.
San Antonio, Tex.
St. Louis, Mo.
Atlanta, Ga.

The Board approved a $3.5 million budget for NAB operations
during the year starting April 1, a
figure that anticipates a small
deficit.
It also directed the Executive
Committee to examine and to implement, if possible, recommendations by TV Board member Dale
G. Moore, president of KG V O -T V,
Missoula, Mont., concerning tighter
accounting procedures, executive
committee responsibilities and
areas of authority, and more complete reporting to the Board.
In other actions, the Joint Board:
Applauded interest shown in
Congress in assuring that sporting
events now shown free on television will not be diverted to any
form of pay television. The NAB
staff was instructed to support any
legislation which would protect
the public from the siphoning of
sports and other events now presented free by television broadcasters.
Approved plans for an En-

gineering Directional Antenna
Seminar in Cleveland next October and another Engineering/
Management Development Seminar at Purdue University in February 1973.

Authorized a Management
Development Seminar at Harvard
University this July and a Sales
Management Seminar there during 1973.

Directed the Executive Committee to investigate with the Radio
and Television News Directors
Association the possibility of holding a seminar on journalism, preferably in the Midwest.
Established two new categories of associate members -one
for regional radio and TV sales
representatives; the other for production consultants.
Broadened another associate
member category to include telephone companies and firms involved in satellite communications.
Burch Looking For
FCC Radio Office

Dean Burch of the FCC has
assured broadcasters that he is
seeking to implement a suggestion
that a separate office be established
within the FCC to handle problems
unique to radio.
His assurance was contained in
a letter read to the Radio Board
of Directors of the National Association of Broadcasters by Richard
W. Chapin, NAB's Joint Board
Chairman who made the suggestion
several months ago.
Burch said he believes Chapin's
"basic objectives" can be achieved
by a joint NAB -FCC effort and
that he has instructed the Commission's executive director to explore with NAB President Vincent
T. Wasilewski the feasibility of
establishing a working group to
follow up with recommendations
to the FCC.
He said the NAB -FCC committee could "identify problems
which are unique" to radio and
provide the FCC staff with information concerning rule- making proceedings and "any appropriate
recommendations for simplifying
existing requirements."
"The rather acute financial problems which many smaller broadcasters are experiencing today
clearly require attention by the
Commission," the FCC chairman
said. "I am personally concerned
BROADCAST
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slow. but sure
If it goes on the air ... get it on
tape! And the best way to get it on
tape, for the record, is with a
Metrotech logger.

Slow? And how. Speeds of 5/16,
1532, 15/16 or 1'/A ... with frequency
responses covering the voice
spectrum. At 5/16 a 101/2" reel of
1/2 mil tape will record over
300 hours. That's 12 days ...
unattended!
Sure? You bet. Every Metrotech
logger combines advanced
engineering with heavy -duty

construction, assuring trouble free operation and long life.
Features
simple straight line
threading, three motor drive,
accessible. Solid State Electronics
... to name just a few.

-

Extras? All you need or want.
Choose single channel with
automatic triple reverse; 2 channel
with automatic reverse; or 4
channel, one direction. Remote
controls, tape counters, voice
operated relays ... and a host of
other options.

Slow ... but sure. Station
managers appreciate the "slow ".
The savings. The reliability. Their
lawyers like the "sure "!

Write or phone Metrotech,
475 Ellis St., Mountain View,
Calif. 94040

(415) 968 -8389

O Metrotech
A

Division of Dictaphone

a Metrotech logger? For
permanent record. Of scheduled
or unrehearsed programming.
Documentation of advertising
exposure. Monitoring.

Why
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over the many informational and
procedural problems facing radio
broadcasters to which you referred."
NAB Engineering Group
To Develop System
To Aid Deaf TV Viewers

John Sherman, NAB engineering award winner for
1972.

The Engineering Advisory Committee of the National Association
of Broadcasters has appointed a
special subcommittee to develop
the engineering requirements necessary for a television captioning/
subtitling system for viewers with
impaired hearing.

Julius Barnathan, American
Broadcasting Co. vice president in
charge of broadcast operations and

engineering, was appointed chairman of the subcommittee.
Acting Advisory Chairman Albert H. Chismark, director of engineering, Meredith Corporation
Broadcast Division, said Barnathan
will be assisted by representatives
of the three TV networks (ABC,
CBS and NBC) and the Public
Broadcasting System and by a representative group of engineers from
independent and network affiliated
stations.
The Advisory Committee was
told that a captioning /subtitling
system has been developed which
would enable viewers with impaired hearing to use a decoding
device so they can "see" what is

EAST HALL
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Shibaden
cameras
I. O., plumbicon; vidicon
monitors, VTRs
accessories...a full line
Shibaden
studio...or portable
color
black & white
Shibaden
for broadcasting
for training
for education
for industry
for medicine
for security
Shibaden
for the professional
get the picture
See our new

SN/BADEN CORPORATION OF AMER/CA

plumbicon*
camera
NAB Booth 219

Exec. Off.: 58 -25 Brooklyn -Queens Exp'y, Woodside, N.Y. 11377
21015 -21023 S. Figueroa St., Carson, Calif. 90745
1725 No. 33rd Ave., Melrose Park, Ill. 60160
100 Martin Ross Ave., Downsview, Ontario, Canada
'Trademark, N.V. Philips of Holland
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being said on such specially -

pear across the bottom of the home
screen, either as a "crawl" or as
a brief caption that would stay on
only long enough to be read.

prepared programs as newscasts
and weather reports.
Barnathan said the system would
use "TV Line One" -the top line
of a TV picture -to transmit time,
frequency, and captions and
subtitles.
Through use of the decoder,
information transmitted would ap-

Engineering Sessions

Barnathan said the decoder
would be reasonably priced so it
could be generally available to
the public.
Reverend Billy Graham has been
chosen to receive the Distinguished
Service Award of the NAB, the
radio -TV industry's highest honor.
The presentation will be made by
NAB President Vincent T. Wasilewski during the opening General
Assembly at NAB's Golden Anniversary convention.
The award, established in 1953,
is presented to individuals who
make a "significant and lasting
contribution to the American system of broadcasting by virtue of
singular achievement or continuing service for or in behalf of

Presiding: William B. Honeycutt, Director
of Engineering, KDFW-TV, Dallas, Texas.
Coordinator: Russell B. Pope, Director
of Engineering, Golden Empire Broadcasting Company, Chico, California.

the industry."
Past recipients include former

2:30 -2:40

Monday, April 10
10:30 AM -Joint Session with Manage-

ment for Opening of Convention.

PM- Engineering Conference Luncheon; Williford Room, Conrad Hilton
Hotel.
Presiding: Ernest L. Adams, Vice President for Engineering, Cox Broadcasting
Company, Atlanta, Ga.
12:30

Monday Afternoon
Pick Congress Hotel

President Herbert Hoover, comedian Bob Hope and industry leaders.
Mr. Graham's selection was
made by NAB's Convention Committee during a recent meeting held
in Marco Island, Fla., in conjunction with the four -day winter meeting of NAB's Board of Directors.

Vincent Wasilewski (left) and Neville
Miller. NAB president will need a strong
program to calm association waters.
Miller is a past president of the NAB.

PM- Opening of Engineering

Conference- Vincent

T.

Wasilewski,

President, NAB.
2:40 -3:00 PM -Report of Engineering Advisory Committee Activities; The Role

of the Engineer in our Future Scheme of
Broadcasting- Benjamin Wolfe, Chairman, NAB Engineering Advisory Committee.

NORTH HALL
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THE NEW PEC-102
offers a rare combination of production flexibility
with maximum automation. A digital computer is
teamed with a dynamic CRT display giving a
graphic representation of all related segments,
edit points and transitions. Production directors
need no longer be burdened by the technical
problems associated with editing, as all checks,
searching, synchronization and inter -related
calculations are handled by the computer,
allowing full artistic freedom.
The PEC -102 provides frame accuracy control
of cueing, synchronization, editing and production effects automatically and is fully
compatible with SMPTE recommended practice for time codes. Operates on 25HZ color
or monochrome; 29.94HZ color and 30HZ

monochrome.
For more information contact

CENTRAL DYNAMICS LTD
CANADA 147 rlYMUS BLVD. RUINIE CLAIRE, MLINTREAL 7:10. QUEBEC
UNITED STATES 230 LIVINGSTON ST, NORTHVALE. NEW JERSEY, 07647
Cincle Number 18 on Reader Reply Card
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3:00 -3:10 PM -EBS Review -John
Torbet, FCC Executive Director.

M.

AM- Quadraphonic Sound
(Panel)- Moderator: Edward H. Herlihy,

9:30 -10:25

Kaiser Broadcasting Co.
3:10 -3:25

PM- Status of Pending

FCC
Dockets -James D. Parker, CBS TV
Network, New York, N.Y.

10:30 -10:55 AM

-The Pulse Duration

Modulator

Swanson,

- Hilmer

Gates

Radio Company, Quincy, Ill.

3:30 -5:00

PM- FCC /Industry Technical

Panel- Moderator: Albert

H. Chismark,
Broadcasting Division /Meredith Corporation, Syracuse, N.Y.

AM- Design Features of the
Automated WINS Transmitter Plant
Bruce H. Ratts, WINS Radio, New York,

11:00 -11:25

-

N.Y.

FCC Chairman Dean Burch
lends support to commercial
radio.

Tuesday, April
RADIO-

-

11:30 AM -12
11

Presiding: Andrew M. Jackson, Director
of Engineering, LIN Broadcasting Company, Lousiville, Ky.
Coordinator: Leslie S. Learned, Vice
President for Engineering, Mutual
Broadcasting Company, New York, N.Y.
9:00 -9:25

AM- Modernizing Technical

Facilities as WSAU, Wausau -Robert
A. Jones, Consulting Engineer, La
Grange, Ill.

CONTINENTAL ROOM

N- Parasitic Radiators -

John Battison -Carl E. Smith, Consulting Radio Engineers, Cleveland, Ohio.

Tuesday, April

11

-TELEVISIONPresiding: William H. Trevarthen, Vice
President for Engineering and Operations, NBC, New York, N.Y.
Coordinator: Eugene A. Chase, Chief
Engineer, WKJG Radio and Television,
Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
9:00 -9:25 AM -Kodak Videofilm Express
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

-

N.Y.

AM- Translators, the Broadcaster's Obligation- Vincent E. Clayton, Bonneville International Corp.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

9:30 -9:55

10:00-10:25 AM -New Technique for Differential Gain and Phase Calibration of

Broadcast Demodulators

- Telemet,

Amityville, N.Y.

I-

Sarkes
10:30 -10:55 AM- Cinematte
Tarzian, Inc., Bloomington, Ind.

AM- Circular Polarization for
Television Signals -Lewis D. Wetzel,
Shively Laboratories, Inc., Raymond,

11:00 -11:25

Me.
11:30-12:00 N -A Broadcaster's Experience with Video Cartridge Tape Re-

corders- Francis Jacob, WWL, New
Orleans, La.

PM- Engineering Conference Luncheon; Williford Room, Conrad Hilton
Hotel.
Presiding: Ralph F. Batt, Vice President &
Manager of Engineering, WGN Continental Broadcasting Company, Chicago, Ill.
Presentation of 1972 Engineering Award:
George W. Bartlett
Acceptance of Award: John M. Sherman,
Director of Engineering, Station WCCO,
Minneapolis, Minn.
12:30

26
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MAGNETIC SOUND on FILM
INTERLOCKED WITH TELECINE PROJECTOR

-

-

FOR 16MM
171/2MM
35MM FILM
IN ALL STANDARD TRACK CONFIGURATIONS

SMPTE AND /OR CCIR EQUALIZATION
INTERLOCK KITS AVAILABLE FOR ALL 16MM OR 35MM TV PROJECTORS

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.

630 Ninth Avenue

/

New York, N.Y. 10036

Quad Eight - Magna Tech, 11810 Vose St.,

North Hollywood, Ca. 91605
Cinesound International, Ltd., Imperial Studios, Maxwell Road, Borehamwood, England
Magna -Techtronics (Aust) Pty., Ltd., 49 Whiting St., Artarmon, N.S.W., Australia 2064

Circle Number 19 on Reader Reply Card
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Quality- Thomas
Tuesday Afternoon

-

10:30 -10:55 AM -Noise Reduction in
Quartz Halogen Lamps -R. P. Bonazoli
and R. Hebert, GTE Sylvania Inc.,
Danvers, Mass.

12

Presiding: Royce LaVerne Pointer, Director, Broadcast Engineering, ABC,
New York, N.Y.
D.

11:00 -11:25 AM -A Picture Source Sync
Generator -Robert D. Post, NBC.

Parker, Staff Con-

sultant, Telecommunications, CBS

Ralph F. Batt, chairman of
the 26th NAB Broadcast

RCA,

mission Utilizing Freon Gassed Transmission Lines Edward H. Herlihy,
Kaiser Broadcasting Company.

quarters.

Coordinator: James

Gluyas,

10:00 -10:25 AM -High Power UHF Trans-

No sessions scheduled to permit delegates to visit exhibits and hospitality

Wednesday, April

M.

Camden.

Television Network, New York, N.Y.

N- Recognition and Correction of Waveform Errors in TV Transmission- Frederic C. Everett, Consulting Engineer, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

11:30 AM -12

Engineering Conference.

9:00 -9:25 AM -The Next Step in Auto -

Batt is VP and manager of
engineering for WGN Continental Broadcasting Co.

mation -T. Jordan, General Electric
Company, Syracuse, N.Y.
9:30 -9:55 AM- Influence of RF Output
Systems on TV Transmitter Picture

12:30 PM -Joint Management and Engi-

A

neering Luncheon.

WEST HALL
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FOR EFFECTIVE PROGRAMING AND COMMERCIALS

check the
advantages
of the
Vital VSE-2000
special effects
system

tZ5

Extensive use of linear and digital integrated
circuits with rigid power supply regulation for
optimum stability.

wipes with 8 rewipes with means to generate
unlimited number of patterns.

24

NO drives required from local sync. Video from
A or B buss furnishes required drives and sub -

All pattern selection is via momentary illuminated
pushbuttons.

carrier.
Positioner with built -in pattern modulator and
outputs for tracking camera drives.

Built -in effects inhibit on non -synchronous video.
Internal (self) key, two external key inputs and
chroma key with simultaneous wipe key, mask

First "In- line" chroma key in the industry. Will
chroma key on composite signals on any color.

key.

El Includes NAM mixer amplifier.

Matting monochrome and color.

Full tally logic.

Spotlight

GOOD ENGINEERING

MAIN OFFICE- 3614 S.W. Archer Road
Gainesville. Fla. 32601 904 378 -1581

3620 Ridgewood Rd.. N.W.
Atlanta. Ga. 30327 404 233-9459

2644 N. Seventh Street
Terre Haute. Ind. 47804 812- 466 -3212

23 East Madison Ave.
Florham Park. N.J. 07932 201- 377.4355

-

IS VITAL

-

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
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STUDIO
MONITOR
AMPLIFIERS
by

D60

compact

Delivers 30w RMS/channel at 8f)
Takes PA" rack space, weighs 81/2 lbs.
IM distortion less than 0.05% from
1 /10w to 30w at 852
S/N 106dB below 30w output
$229 rack mount

D150

Airml111111
universal

New Product Review
An NAB Convention Preview
The equipment exhibits will be
as interesting as ever this year,
with a greater interest paid by the
competitors. That is, they'll be
looking to see who made it to the
convention and how much space
they've taken on the floor.
And there should be more than
a passing interest in what Ampex
and Collins are up to as well as
Visual. Ampex has been hit by
losses in their consumer division,
but their professional divisions
should do well this year. They
probably will show their top -ofthe -line video products.
Meanwhile, Visual Electronics
has weathered the storm. They
pulled out of their Chapter II in
January and are off to a good start
for 1972.
You'll notice that we have used

Reader Service numbers with each
of the new products listed in this
special section. Those of you who
don't make it to the convention will
still have a good idea of what was
shown, and you can get more information by using the Reader Service card. We're running this special
section also for those who will
attend, because we think you should
know what to look for in advance.
Because of our publishing deadlines and because some manufacturers do not tip their hand before
the convention, this section is comprehensive, but not complete. We
will continue our coverage of what's
new for '72 in the April and May
issues of BE. May also will include
a roundup of convention business

and technical sessions.

Delivers 75w RMS /channel at 80
IM distortion less than 3.05% from
0.01w to 75w at 8S2

S/N 110dB below 75w output
Takes 5'/4" rack space, weighs 20 lbs.
$429 rack mount

DC300

1. 0
.

I..
power

Delivers 150w RMS /channel at 8S2
IM distortion less than 0.05% from
0.01w -150w at 852
S/N 110dB below 150w output
Lab Standard performance and
reliability
$685 rack mount
All Crown amplifiers are warranteed
3 years for parts and labor. They
are 100% American -made to professional quality standards. All are
fully protected against shorts, mismatch and open circuits. Construc-

tion is industrial grade for years
of continuous operation.

BOX 1000, ELKHART, INDIANA 46514, U.S.A.

New Digital TV
Remote Control System
During the 1972 NAB Conven-

tion, Moseley Associates, Inc.,
Goleta, California, will be introducing its "D" series of equipment
for remote broadcast transmitter
operation.
The new series of equipment is
fully integrated and employs BCD

digital techniques. Independent
systems provide remote control and
telemetry, automatic parameter logging, status indications, individual
full -time parameter display panels,
and independent control system for
the ultimate in remote transmitter
operation.
The DCS -1 Digital Control System can provide in excess of 192
control functions and 96 telemetry
positions. Telemetry is displayed
as a full four-digit indication, with
each position having a pre -programmed memory bank giving a
real -word channel identification.
Access time to any channel for an
average system is less than 0.25
second from time of selection.

Parity and double- message recep-

tion requirements coupled with
true -tally return/readout guarantee
selection of the desired channel.
The DLS -1 provides automatic
parameter logging in blocks of 20
parameters with programmable
selection of time sequence and
channel deletion. Status indication
can be obtained in blocks of 32
individual channels with the DSI -l.
The "D" series will be displayed
by Moseley Associates in Booth
224, West Hall, during the NAB
Convention.
Circle Number 1S0 on Reeder Reply Card

Caption Generator

Datavision, Inc. has a new Model
D -2400 Character Generator, an
entirely self- contained, portable
device designed for broadcast use.
According to Datavision, the D2400 is the only television character generator now available which
allows simultaneous presentation
of two different page displays, making it possible to use a title on -air,
while preparing, changing, or pre (Continued on page 32)

Circle Number 42 on Reader Reply Card
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DID YOU KNOW THAT LINCOLN IS
ON THE BACK OF A PENNY?

IT TAKES A

37.5 TO ONE RANGE
TO GO FROM THIS

. . . .

TO THE ABOVE CLOSE -UP

WITH THE

angenieux

15 TO ONE IT IS POSSIBLE TO GO FROM 675 -18mm IN ONE SECOND.

THERE ARE FOUR 15 TO ONE RANGES WITH AUTOMATIC IRIS COMPENSATION.
Imagine yourself observing a threaded needle actually
being used to suture an incision. .or a puck slammed
across a hockey rink. You can get right in on it...and
out...for those dramatic split-second shots.

THIS YEAR, GET REALLY CLOSE WITH THE

angenieux

15 TO ONE HIGH
ZOOM LENS.

_ .
corporaon
o
an enfeux

APERTURE

r
ameica

440 merrick road, oceansideti, n.y. 1f1572 . (516) 678 -3520

See Us at NAB Booth = 102
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SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

OUR BUSINESS
IS

SWITCHERS

viewing a different title on the preview output. The D -2400 is light
enough (approximately 17 pounds)
to be portable, and can be used
with remote van equipment, as
well as in the studio. It can also
be used at the transmitter for emergency stand -by information.
The D -2400 provides these standard features: large characters, 32
scan lines high; four -page, two channel display capability; one row
horizontal crawl; cursor editing;
16 characters each in 8 rows of display, per page; and external storage
using standard audio recording
techniques.
In broadcast use this means that
up to 32 one -row titles may be
stored for retrieval and display one
at a time in the lower one -third of
the picture area, single multi -row
titles may be displayed anywhere
in the picture area, or four separate
announcements may be composed
quickly for horizontal crawl display at the bottom of the picture.
Circle Number

AND DISTRIBUTION
AND PULSE SYSTEMS
AND CLOCK SYSTEMS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT
AND SYNC GENERATORS

151

on Reader Reply Card

Lightning Elimination
Lightning Elimination Associates
will display and be on hand to explain a unique concept in lightning
elimination.
The LEA dissipation array has
been developed after a number of
years of experiments. The company claims that their array will
eliminate lightning from within the
area the array protects.
The protection system works on
a combination of two mechanisms:
cloud charge control and electrical
isolation of the protected area.
Circle Number 152 on Reader Reply Card

(Continued on page 34)

AND AUDIO AMPS
AND ENCODERS
AND PROC AMPS

AMERICAN DATA CORPORATION

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

4306 Governors Drive / Huntsville. Alabama 35805
Phone (205) 837.5180

NAB

BOOTH 418

l

?4»7

774 49Wkt-fY//2YRfitp7t'
PRS
Mvf SL /figLE Fl 7IJf GfM817dR5. "
Circle Number 22 on Reader Reply Card
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anyway you look at it
...she's some kindof system!
The new AR -2000 series
Total Automation. Its
the ultimate ... the most
advanced system for
any format from
"Rock to Bach."

.10410PW-,

-

But then
it's what you would
expect from the
innovators in automation.
You have to see it to
believe it.

closer look?
Just write or call:
Want

a

See us at
the NAB Booth 230

"the company who makes it!"

DCAST PRODUCTS,

BR

INC.

660 Lofstrand Lane Rockville, Md. 20850
Phone: (301) 424 -4700
Circle Number 23 on Reader Reply Card
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Production Console

New Products
(Continued from page 32)

Dimmer Pack System

Berkey Colortran, a division of
Berkey Photo, announces a new
compact modular portable dimmer
pack system. Six 2400 Watt fully
filtered solid state dimmer modules
in a compact portable housing
weighing only 60 pounds.
The two-scene Control Pack unit
can remotely operate the dimmers
and can be expanded up to 120 dimmers. A Master Pack provides pro-

can be used as a complete CATV
audio console and as a stand -by
console in any broadcasting operation. When combined with the
Shure M63 Audio Master, the
M675 can be used for tape duplication and equalization assignments.
The unit's four monitoring facili-

Shure Brothers Inc. will introduce
the M675 Broadcast Production
Master, designed for use with the
Shure M67 Series of Microphone
Mixers to provide a complete, small
size, professional quality -but inexpensive- broadcast console.

portional cross -fading, pile -on
mastering of the presets, as well as
an independent master and grand
master. Colortran Dimmer Pack
systems are available for use at
120 or 240 Volt.

The M675 augments the four
M67 microphone inputs with four
line inputs (two switchable to
RIAA), cuing and monitoring facilities, and self-contained battery
supply to power both the M675
and M67.

The Colortran Dimmer Pack
system has been designed to be
reliable, rugged, portable, and
expandable for use in theatres,

The M67/M675 combination,

schools, auditoriums, churches,
meeting rooms, nightclubs, television studios, or any situation
requiring lighting control.
Circle Number 153 on Reader Reply Card

ties include an internal speaker
built into the front panel, a speaker
output jack in the rear panel, a
front panel headphone jack that
automatically mutes the internal
speaker or speaker output when
used, and a rear panel headphone
jack which enables the engineer
or announcer to monitor only program material.

with its cuing and monitoring facilities, is designed for use in recording
applications as a complete audio
production console for both studio
and remote assignments. It also

Circle Number 154 on Reader Reply Card

(Continued on page 36)
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We

proudly introduce the "D" series Remote Control System. This all digital system

provides remote control and metering, automatic transmitter logging, status indications,
and more! Visit us during the NAB Convention, Booth 224. West Hall. Also on display:

Aural STL, conventional remote control, all solid -state remote pickup and related items.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.

111

SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK

(805) 968 -9621

CASTILIAN DRIVE
GOLETA, CALIFORNIA 93017

Circle Number 24 on Reader Reply Card
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because of our connections,
Mechanical layout allows for easy cabling,
easy timing.
Provides up to 30 inputs- without combiners.
Minimum degradation -what goes in
comes out.
Economical, whether it's a 12X4 or 120X400.

For complete details and technical
specifications write or call.

CA

A GEOTEL COMPANY

Amityville, New York 11701 (516)

541 -3600

REGIONAL OFFICES
Chicago, III. (312) 627 -6026 Chattanooga, Tenn. (615) 886 -3032
Houston, Tex. (713) 946 -5796
Santa Ana, Calif. (714) 540 -6756
Number 25 on Reader
VISIT US AT NAB, Booth 213 Circle

Reply Card

(Continued from page 34)
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Viewfinder Cameras
Cohu Electronics, Inc., will show
their new 2830 series viewfinder
camera which can be provided with
Plumbicon, silicon -diode array, integral, or separate mesh vidicons.
Sync can be internal, either random or 2:1 interlace, or external
composite video or sync. This
camera has a viewfinder switchable
to camera or program video and an
amplified intercom system with
program audio capability.
Linear phase, delay line aperature correction and the keyed-clamp
controlled black level assure clear,
stable pictures. Remote controls
are available.
Cohu also will show their 1500
series broadcast three tube camera.
Triple action automatics- sensitivity, white level and black level
permit hands -off operation.

-

Circle Number 155 on Reader Reply Card

1100 Line CCTV

for double duty on dozens

of popular screws and nuts
O

0000

Three new assortments have joined Xcelite's
family of "Compact Convertibles." Each an
Xcelite "original." Nowhere will you find such a
variety of sizes and types in a midget set, for
driving slotted, Phillips, Allen, Scrulox®, hex,
and clutch head screws. And hex nuts.
All of professional quality, precision made of
finest materials. All doing "double duty" with
torque amplifier handle that slips over colorcoded midget tools for longer reach, greater
driving power. Each easily identifiable on the
bench or in the service kit thru Xcelite's exclusive, optically clear, plastic "show case" that
closes securely with positive snap -lock.

nationwide availability through local distributors

Camera

A new ultra high resolution TV
camera capable of producing 1100
line horizontal resolution has been
announced by GBC Closed Circuit
TV Corp.
It is expected to be used in appli-

cations where photographic reproduction of small detail is desired,
such as data transmission and industrial process control.
Unusually versatile, the CTC8000 is available in any of eight
scanning rates from 525 to 1023
lines. Horizontal resolution is 1100
TV lines at the center and 900 lines
at the corners. Video bandwidth is
30 MHz. Vertical resolution is up
to 715 lines at the 1023 line scanning rate.

NEW!
PS130

slot tip, 2 Phillips
screwdrivers, 5 nutdrivers
PS140
4 slot tip, 3 Phillips screwdrivers.
3

3

nutdrivers

PS6
3

slot tip, 3 Phillips screwdrivers

PLUS

PS88. PS120, PS7, PS89, PS44
and PS -TR -1 with varying selections
of screwdrivers and nutdrivers.

REQUEST
FREE CATALOG.

XCELITE. INC., 118 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

"/ 60T PAW)

Ga-at'/N6 No77CPl ONLY Kj/£N
WE 1740 AN tQv/oMFrNT fA/a,PY, 7NA7S NW"

The image tube is an 8507 vidicon. A plumbicon version is also
available.

A two piece unit, the CTC -8000
comprises a 5.9 x 3.9 x 11.8" camera
and a camera control unit connected
by a 33' cable.
The camera control unit controls
include: electrical focus, beam, target, gain, pedestal, horizontal scan,
reverse -normal, video, negative positive, vertical scan, reverse normal, intercom, private- common,
pulse, internal -external, pulse, 75
Ohm -high, sync, on-off, and power,
on-off.

Automatic controls include: ASC

(automatic sensitivity control),
AGC (automatic gain control), and
ASU (automatic set-up control).
Circle Number 156 on Reader Reply Card

Pinpoint Aerosol

The Cobra' ", a flexible extension
device for the precise application of
many Miller-Stephenson Chemical
Company aerosol cleansers is now
available.
The Cobra Extension Nozzle
permits application of the cleaning
spray to minute, localized areas of
pc boards, instrument circuits, EDP
and magnetic recording heads, miniature contacts, and, in fact, to any
difficult-to- service points.
The regular valve is removed
from the Miller-Stephenson aerosol
can and the Cobra'" extension unit
pushed firmly into place. A wire
hook is engaged under the rim of
the can top to permit spraying, and
released in order to relieve pressure during storage.
Circle Number 157 on Reader Reply Card

(Continued on page 86)
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INTRODUCING...

entury

cries
bftl=PARTA

...which makes other tape cartridge equipment obsolete.
A decade ago the industry enjoyed a new Z >ARTA idea in tape cartridge handling, not matched in newness until today's `rrrrury
.* its original and exclusive features maintain
S PARTA leadership in everything for your every broadcast need.
rrrrurq Ccries is for you

,

now! Make sure your station isn't left behind;

send for details today.
'Playback module only $425

SV'AkTA

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 5851 FLORINPERKINS ROAD SACRAMENTO,
DIVISION

OF

CA

95828

COMPUTER EQUIRNIFNF CURPORUON

Circle Number 27 en Reader Reply Card
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SUPER MARKET
FOR STATION ENGINEERS

Model 303 MICRO -TRAK
tone arm
The light traking sensation of the in-

dustry, combining high stereo compliance with rugged dependability.

NEW! -

6400 Series
Turntable Preamplifiers
"0" dBm output levels from

a self powered, integrated circuit design
for Mono or Stereo. Independent level
controls for each channel. 3 selectable equalization curves. Write now
for complete specifications.

The Model 206 "viscous damped"
Tone Arm
Probably the most widely used Transcription Arm
in the Industry. Rugged and Dependable.

THE 6400

TURNTABLE
PREAMP
SERIES

3

0 dBm

into 600 ohms

--

0 dBm into 600 ohms
GRAY HAS GONE ACTIVE!

Models 808A and 810A
Broadcast Equalizers

--

Self powered
Headroom to plus 15
4?Aa x 6 x 2 inches small
Stereo or mono
You'll find it hard to get more professional quality turntable output anywhere.

-

truly professional passive equalizer
series. The 808A for stereo input mono

A

output. The B10A, stereo in and out.

NEW!
Series

L

Studio Furniture

Update your studio with this new look.
Single or double bay turntable cabinets
and console mounting board offer
complete versatility. Ask about custom

The Model 2570 Antenna Heater Control System
Provides fully automated control of FM, TV and other types of electrically operated Broadcast and Communications antenna Heating
Systems.

installations.

...

that's Gray's product
Almost "One- Stop" shopping
line -up for the quality seeking Station Engineer. From
the 206 viscous damped tone arm series through the
exciting new professional turntable, the Gray line of
broadcast instruments provides the quality and depend-

GRAY RESEARCH

ability every performance conscious engineer requires
to keep his station on top.
We'd like you to be fully aware of Gray's products,
their flexibility, their advantages. Drop us a card for
complete specifications on all.

DIVISION

ONE FIFTY PARK AVENUE, EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 06108
www.americanradiohistory.com

Circle Number 28 on Reader Reply Card

We make the

communication system
that will work best

for you.
At GTE Lenkurt, we make all
kinds of communication systems.

Systems for transmitting
video, voice and data via open
wire, cable, microwave, or coax.

Why is that fact important?
It means that when you ask us
to look at your communication
needs, we can be completely
objective in making our recom-

When we're through you can

start communicating.

Whatever way is best for you.

mendation. Whatever kind of

system will work best for you, we
make the equipment that makes
it work.
More than that, we can engineer and install the whole system,
including things we don't make.
(Like cable, antennas and such.)

Subscriber carrier

Data modem

1

Coax repeater

FDM cable carrier

PCM cable carrier

Multiplex

Whatever it m ay be.

For more information, call:
Atlanta (404) 261 -8282
Chicago (312) 263 -1321
Dallas (214) 363 -0286
Falls Church (703) 533-3344
San Carlos (416) 591 -8461
Or write, GTE Lenkurt Incorporated
1105 County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070

Circle Number 29 on Reader Reply Card
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Logic in the

IOOBYPatFinnean*

An update on the control loop,
its functions, its logic, and troubleshooting tips.

to the 150 kHz.
The output of the discriminator
is filtered to remove any audio, so

There have been drastic changes
in FM Exciters over the past few
years. With the conversion to solid
state, many new techniques have
been applied to solve old problems.
Many methods have been used to
produce FM modulation, but with
the growing use of Stereo, the Reactance Tube Modulator has had a
great increase in popularity. While
the basic modulator concept is the
same, solid state components now
perform the functions. One of the
basic weaknesses of this modulator
is its lack of stability. Even though
the new solid state models are more
stable, it still requires an outside
crystal reference and control circuit.
This article will investigate the con-

that only

a

DC voltage which

changes in magnitude and direction
as the carrier drifts off the center

frequency. This DC voltage is applied to a reactance tube across the
master oscillator, and the carrier
frequency is pulled back to its correct operating frequency.

New Style Modulators
Techniques will differ among
manufacturers, but typical of the
modern day solid state FM Exciters
is the CCA Electronics Corp. Model
FM 10 -DS. A reactance modulator
is used in this exciter. Aside from
solid state techniques, the RF stages,
reference oscillator and mixer are
essentially similar to the old principles, the IF output frequency produced is 250 kHz. At this point, the
old and new principles part company.

trol loop.
For comparison, consider the old
tube style modulator and control circuit. The modulated oscillator is
multiplied up to carrier frequency
and amplified to 10 Watts at the
output stage. A sample of this modulated carrier is fed to a mixer stage.
A separate crystal oscillator is multiplied up to a similar frequency

Enter Logic
The IF signal is amplified and
sent through a limiter, which produces square waves from the sine
waves, but still contains the frequency and modulation characteristics of the IF signal. The 250 kHz
square waves are applied to a

and also fed to the mixer. The output of this mixer produces an IF

frequency of perhaps 150 kHz,
which is applied to a discriminator
type circuit whose center is tuned
'BE Maintenance Editor

MDTL, integrated logic circuit. This
first circuit

is a pulse triggered
binary which acts as a frequency
divider, so that the output frequency
is 125 kHz. These output square

waves pulses are new pulses created
by the binary, and they are constant
in amplitude and width, with a
repetition frequency of 125 kHz.
The output of the binary is now
applied to another integrated logic

circuit, a monostable multivibrator.
The output of this one -shot is a
series of positive going pulses, but
the width of each pulse is one fourth
of the input pulse. The amplitude
and width of the pulses remain constant, and vary only in frequency
with the input frequency. The amplitude level is somewhat low (0.8
V p -p) so they must be amplified
and then converted to a DC voltage
equivalent only to the input frequency. This is accomplished in a
combination amplifier-filter which
also removes any audio that may

remain.
The filter is in series with the
power supply voltage, so the recovered DC voltage reacts with the
supply voltage. A potentiometer in
this voltage divider couples this DC
voltage combination to another integrated circuit. The circuit in this
an Operational Amplifier
amplifies the DC voltage
changes caused by frequency drift.
The output of the Op-Amp is
diode clamped to hold voltage excursions within plus or minus 4
Volts. The clamped DC voltage is
applied to the anodes of a pair of
voltage variable capacitor diodes
(these take the place of the old
reactance tube). The diodes act as
a capacitive reactance across the
modulated oscillator, so any change
in voltage will change the reactance
and thus the frequency of the oscillator. The potentiometer which sets
the operation of the Op -Amp is also
used as the AFC frequency control
adjustment.
case is

which

Fig.

1

Old style

reactance

IO WATTS OUTPUT
TO TRANSMITTER

tube

modulator exciter
and control loop.
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OPERA IONAL

REF

AMPLIFIER
(INTEGRATED CIR)

The oscillator and amplifier can

INJ
fo

be adjusted so that when the carrier
is on frequency, the voltage will be
zero. As the main carrier drifts, the
IF frequency will also drift in the
same direction. The frequency of
the pulses at the convertor will also
change, so that for a higher frequency of the IF, the output voltage
of the converter will be higher and

this is applied to the reactance
diodes which change the frequency
back to where it belongs. Since the
width and amplitudes of the pulses
into the converter remain constant,
a higher frequency will mean more
pulses in a given time period and
thus the average DC voltage will be
higher. Conversely, if the frequency
is lower, there will be fewer pulses
and the average recovered DC voltage will be lower. The filter also
removes any modulation components that may remain.

Maintenance
Even though the new exciters are
very reliable, they are not immune
to component failure. In troubleshooting, a voltmeter, ohmeter, and
scope are necessary.

Carrier frequency: Should the
monitor indicate the carrier is far
off frequency, a few quick checks
should be made before adjusting
the transmitter frequency. Any
number of things can be at fault
including the frequency monitor itself. In such problems, the monitor
is more often at fault than the transmitter itself.
Most exciters have metering built
into them. For an off frequency
indication of the monitor, check the
AFC meter position. In normal
operation, the AFC reading should
be very near zero on either the plus
or minus side. If this meter is showing a very high reading, either the
oscillator is far off frequency and
the AFC is trying to pull it back by
delivering a high control voltage, or

-

MIXER
(TRANSISTOR)

250 kHz

250 kHz

AMPLIFIER
LIMITER
(TRANSISTORS)
IF

CENTER FREQ

&

ADJUSTMENT

ut

_FL

125 kHz

ONE SHOT
CONVERTER

'TRANSISTOR)

the control circuit is defective, applying a high voltage and forcing the
oscillator off frequency. Switch the
AFC control off. If the loop is at
fault, the carrier will return to somewhere within normal limits.
Assume for this example, the
monitor is OK and telling the truth,
switching the AFC off and the
monitor now indicates frequency
somewhere within tolerance. The
station can operate this way until
sign off if the oscillator will stay
reasonably stable, and most of them
will. But it will be necessary to keep
an eye on it and when it begins to
drift towards the edge of tolerance,
the oscillator can be adjusted in
small amounts to bring it back.
The adjustments must be made
gently and in very small amounts,
since this is changing the voltage on
the reactance diode and a very small
change here means many cycles
change in the carrier. Unless something has happened to the oven, this
will stay reasonably stable. If very
unstable, check the fuse on the oven.
Many of the stages including both
oscillators and the crystal are all in
an oven. This does much to enhance

Ll

r

250 kHz

FLIP -FLOP

MULTIVI BRATOR
(INTEGRATED CIR)

Fig. 2 New style reactance modulator exciter using
block diagram of the CCA Electronics FM -10DS.

stability.

L

125 kHz

(INTEGRATED CIR)

a

logic control circuit. This

is a

Troubleshooting in the loop: If
you can operate as mentioned, the
problem is definitely in the control
loop. It is best to wait until sign
off so you can open the oven to get
at the circuits. At the same time, no
modulation will allow for a steadier
scope pattern.

The first problem will be the
mechanics of getting the oven out
and open. There will be some type
bracket to support the unit after this
is done. At the same time, there will
be many screws to take out before
both top and bottom are exposed.
This will take time and the oven
will cool off, which is another good
reason to wait until sign off if possible.
Once all is opened, attached to
the bracket and turned back on, use
the scope to signal trace, starting at
the mixer output. If there is no 250
kHz IF, the mixer or the crystal
chain is at fault. If there is 250 kHz,
proceed along the loop with the
scope. Compare the pulse frequency,
width, and amplitudes through the
loop. These values should be shown
on the print. Be careful when checking around the IC's with the probe
41
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SCOPE PROBE

TIP SHORTING
TWO PINS

Il
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REACTANCE
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CIRCUIT BOARD
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(SIDE VIEW)
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14

0

STATION

7

0

O

0

O

0

0_
I

I
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FREQUENCY
I

MONITOR

1

e

o

0

0

o

I

o

o

L_

o

0

I

J

CIRCUIT BOARD
(B)

Ag. 3 An off -frequency indication of the
station frequency meter will be caused by
one of these main divisions (aside from a
blown fuse in the oven).

so as not to short pins together.
Accidentally shorting the supply

voltage to a wrong pin can blow the
IC.
The scope will quickly isolate the
stage where the signal is failing. On
the IC's, it will be a go -no -go situation. The pulse will go in but not
come out when it is not working, or
they may be coming out in some
sporadic manner. Check the supply
voltages to the IC and especially
check any external resistor and capacitor components associated with
the IC. Any cooked resistor must
be replaced before turning the unit
back on. If a resistor is burned, the
IC undoubtably is shot, as something has failed inside to cause the
resistor to draw too much current.
Replace the IC and defective components.
Supply voltage should be checked
again, and the pulses checked after
components have been replaced.
They will or should be OK now, so

Fig.

4

Take care when putting the scope probe on the pins of the IC. They are so close
is easy to short out two pins. Its a lot safer to use the method shown in 4(B).

together that it

the oven can be restored and replaced inside the exciter. It will take
some time for the oven to stabilize,
but it should be possible to keep the
frequency within tolerance by the
AFC control now. The logic type
control loop has a much greater
capture and control over the frequency of the master oscillator than
the old tube models, so that even if
the oscillator is several hundred
cycles off center, it can pull it back
onto frequency.

Spare Parts
Mention should be made about
spare parts. A full set of replacement IC's and transistors should be
kept on hand. Don't expect to run
down to the local parts house and
pick up the IC's and transistors you
need. It also is not advisable to attempt using any of the "general"
type transistors many of these places
carry, unless it is an emergency situ-

42

ation. Such general replacements
may be unreliable or not work at all
in your circuits. A complete spare
set of transistors and IC's is not too
expensive and should be bought
from the transmitter manufacturer.
You will get the correct brands as
well as types that will work in those
circuits.
When replacing the solid state
components in the exciter, use a
small iron, and one that has no AC
currents on the tip. This is most
important if the transistor is a MOS
type FET. These are very delicate
out of the circuit and a person's
body static can destroy them.
The new exciters use not only
solid state components but also new
technology and do a better job.
Troubleshooting requires a different
approach, but common sense cause effect reasoning and a scope for
signal tracing will get the transmitter back into operation in a very
short time.
BROADCAST
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JUST THINK!

"The famous 'THINKER'

- a bronze sculpture created in 1880 by Auguste Rodin."

.'

u

VC `-sS1
1-oC

P1

1

1G

DYNASCIENCES VIDEO

r!,..r

PROCESSING AMPLIFIER SYSTEM MAKES YOU THINK! The
6000 Series has helical scan VTR
Genlock Capability 360° Phase Ad-

N.,

-

-

justment. Think of that!
JUST THINK - DYNASCIENCES NEW
EDITOR -PROGRAMMER is low in
cost, can be used with helical VTR
machines, and offers the user the
advantage of "preview before altering."

'

YOU'LL ALSO WANT
TO THINK ABOUT OUR

MODEL 444 VIDEO
ENHANCER. It's low in cost
and can accommodate multi!

ple scan rates.

THINKING OF AN IMAGE ENHANCER!
Our Model 832 has single knob control
and comb filter. Can you think of
anything better for optimum
performance?

-

Too.
You might want to think of Dynasciences "Me Too's"
Pulse Distribution Amplifier
Video Distribution Amplifier
Sync Adding
Sync Generator
Black Burst Generator
Colorizer
Test Signal Generators.
Video Distribution Amplifier
Dynasciences produces quality video products because they are "thought about from beginning to
end." And, because we think of our customers, we know you will think about our complete product line.

-

DtkillAISCIIEINICH

CORPORATION

-

-

-

video products

-

-

TOWNSHIP LINE ROADBLUE BELL,
Telephone: (215) 643 -0250

PA. 19422
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An Investigation of
SUPER MODULATION
Continental Electronics design engineer heats up Docket
18867 with the results of his tests on transmitters and draws

A

some interesting conclusions.

By Joseph B.

Sainton

'Principal Engineer, Continental
Electronics, Dallas, Texas.

One of the most controversial
issues to invade the normally placid
area of AM Broadcasting in recent
years is the matter of supermodulation. The unrestricted positive peak
has been the subject of debate, pro
and con, since an FCC Notice of
Proposed Rule Making that would
limit positive overmodulation was
brought forth almost two years ago.
The pros would appear to outweigh the cons because of the prevailing belief that the loudest sound
will dominate the market. The fervent defender of supermodulation
will claim that a transmitter will
modulate 135 percent positive without a noticeable increase in distortion. Another will tell you that
positive overmodulation causes no
noticeable adjacent channel interference. Although the distortion and
splatter aren't noticeable to the ear
that doesn't want to hear them, it
is a cold, hard fact that the prime
requisite of a non -symmetrical
waveform is an abundance of these
supposedly non -existent distortion
products.
An examination of AM transmitter requirements, along with some
measured data, will reveal some
critical deficiencies and show that
unrestricted non -symmetrical modulation of present day transmitters
will not only cause severe waveform
distortion, but will also result in
negative overmodulation and excessive occupied bandwidth. The
proper application of supermodula-

tion requires a new breed of transmitter and an amendment of Section
73.40 (Transmitter Design) of the

FCC Rules.

Constructing A
Non -Symmetrical Waveform
The basic ingredient of a non symmetrical wave is a second harmonic component which bears a
definite phase relationship with the
fundamental. If a sine wave is
clipped square on one peak, the

predominant distortion components will be the second, third and
fourth harmonics in diminishing
amplitudes.
We can generate a non- symmetrical wave by clipping one peak, by
mixing a sine wave with its second
harmonic or by passing a sine wave
through a non -linear device such as
a vacuum tube or transistor amplifier. Figure shows a sine wave with
a superimposed second harmonic
component and the resultant nonsymmetrical wave. The second harmonic amplitiude is 10 percent of
the fundamental and the distorted
result has 10 percent harmonic distortion.
The second harmonic component
is in phase with the fundamental on
the positive peak and adds 10 Volts
to the peak amplitude. On the negative peak it is out of phase and subtracts 10 Volts. The positive peak
of the resultant wave is then 110
Volts above the zero axis (or axis
of symmetry) and the negative peak
is 90 Volts below the axis. When
this wave is transmitted through an
AC coupled system (capacitors,
transformers, etc.) the axis will shift
upwards about 2 percent, because
1
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the area above the axis will equalize
with the area below the axis. If a
sinusoidal peak voltage of I 00 Volts
will modulate the transmitter 100
percent positive and negative, then
the distorted wave will modulate 92
percent negative and 108 percent
positive. 1f the distorted wave were
to be DC coupled to the modulated
stage in the transmitter, the original
axis could be maintained and the
peaks would be 90 percent negative
and 110 percent positive. From this
we see that a sine wave containing
10 percent second harmonic will
have a difference of 108 92 -16
percent in the positive and negative
peaks. If we increased the level of
this distorted wave to modulate the
transmitter I 00 percent negative,
the positive peak would go to 116
percent.
If the superimposed second harmonic wave in Figure A were to
be shifted 180° relative to the position shown, the resultant wave
would be inverted, with the flattened peak on top. It is important
to note that if it is shifted 90°
because of limited frequency response, the resultant wave becomes
sawtooth shaped, and the positive
and negative peaks become symmetrical. The importance of this will
be shown later.
The waveform of Figure 1B can
be generated easily by mixing the
outputs of two audio oscillators and
observing the resultant waveform on
an oscilloscope. The frequencies
must be exactly 2:1 and as the frequency of one oscillator is adjusted
within a cycle or so of the other,
the observed waveform will gyrate
from flattened positive to sawtooth

-

1
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Sine wave with superimposed second harmonic component and the resultant non -symmetrical wave.

to flattened negative as the phase
relationships vary. The levels can
easily be set by using the low frequency to calibrate the distortion
meter full scale, nulling it down to
its lowest value and applying the
second harmonic tone to full scale
the 10 percent range on the distortion meter.
If we increase the second harmonic component from 10 percent
to 15 percent, the peak dissymmetry
increases from 16 percent to about
22 percent, which would modulate
a transmitter 122 percent positive
and 100 percent negative. If we decrease it to 7.5 percent, the peaks
will be 112 percent positive and 100
percent negative.
Figure 2 shows a method of generating a non -symmetrical wave by
utilizing the non- linear transfer characteristic of a vacuum tube or other
non -linear device. The curve shown
will result in about the same waveform as was obtained with the two
oscillators, that is, it will consist
almost completely of fundamental
and second harmonic.
It is interesting to note that if
the output waveform of Figure 2
were to be DC coupled to the plate
or grid of the modulated RF Amplifier of the transmitter, the solid line
axis would represent carrier level
and if the 60 Volts below the axis
would modulate 100 percent negative, then the 140 Volts above it
would modulate 233 percent positive! The hooker is that the average
carrier level would shift up to the

dotted AC coupled axis and we
would have 53 percent positive carried shift (92V/60V X 100 = 153
percent carrier). The harmonic distortion would be about 10 percent
because the peak dissymmetry is
108 -92 = 16 percent.
If we utilized a linear transfer
curve and moved the operating
point up and down the curve consistent with the input modulating
voltage, we could produce the same
results but with distortion less than
I percent. This could truly be called
supermodulation. However, for a 5

kW carrier, the peak power capability of the transmitter would have
to be 3.33 X 5000 = 55,500
Watts or the equivalent of a 13,875
Watt transmitter modulated 100

percent.

Generating
The Clipped Wave
If we use a device with a linear

transfer curve and move the operating point down toward cut -off and
over drive it as shown in Figure 3,
we obtain the clipped, non -symmetrical wave. The same waveform
could be produced by using a biased
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diode to clip the peak.
This waveform has two rather
important features which distinguish
it from the wave of Figure 1B. First,
because the negative peak is squared
off, there is very little upward shift
in the axis of symmetry. This is because the squared portion below the
axis has a greater area than the
rounded portion below the axis of
Figure 1B. This feature will permit
the clipped wave to be transmitted
through AC coupled amplifiers with
the negative peak fixed at 95 percent modulation almost regardless
of the positive peak amplitude. This
is possible only as long as the
clipped portion has no tilt (also
called ramp).
Second, the effective value of the
harmonic components which make
up the clipped wave is lower than
the wave containing only pure
second harmonic. However, the
peak value of the harmonic components during the clipping interval is
two or three times the effective
value. Since the distortion meter can
only average out all the trash that's
left after the fundamental is nulled
out, the clipped wave having 16
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percent peak dissymmetry will measure less total harmonic distortion
than a wave having the same peak
dissymmetry but made up mostly of
second harmonic.
If you were to superimpose the
output of the distortion meter (the
trash that the meter sees) upon the
distorted waveform being measured,
you would see what is shown in
Figure 4.
Either of the two waveforms will
modulate the transmitter 116 percent positive and 100 percent negative, but while the total harmonic
distortion of 4B will measure 10
percent, the distortion of 4A will
measure only about 6 percent. The
high amplitude spike that occurs
during the clipping interval of 4A
causes a harsh rasping sound in a
loudspeaker and occupies much
more frequency spectrum than 4B.
In fact, a visual inspection of the
spectrum verifies that the clipped
wave will occupy almost as much
space even at 95 percent negative
modulation as would be occupied
by a similar clipped wave generated
by negative overmodulation of the
transmitter.

At this point, two questions come
to mind. First, if 116 percent positive modulation will generate 6 percent total harmonic distortion, what
happens at 120 percent or 125 percent. Second, if a limit is placed
on positive peaks, how do we accommodate naturally asymmetrical
waveshapes?
The first question is answered by
a simple process of distortion measurement, the results of which are
described subsequently. There is no
simple, matter -of -fact answer to the
problem posed in the second question. We all recognize that certain
musical instruments and speech
waveforms are non-symmetrical, and
we phase our microphones and
program line so that the highest
amplitude peak will modulate the
transmitter in the positive direction.
If we want these waveforms to
modulate 100 percent negative, then
the transmitter must have the head
room to accommodate the high
positive peak. The trouble is, we
don't know exactly how non -symmetrical these waveforms are, so if
we want a clean, undistorted sound,
we reduce the modulation so that
the positive peak isn't clipped.
Most any transmitter manufactured today will accommodate positive peaks of 115 -120 percent
because the transmitter designer
must be assured that his product will
modulate 100 percent under such
adverse conditions as low line voltage, out -of- tolerance components,
old tubes, etc. The station engineer
who wants a clean signal with good
dynamic range will use this built -in
tolerance to reproduce naturally
non -symmetrical waves. On the
other hand, if loudness is the objective, he will purposely distort symmetrical waveforms beyond a reasonable or even tolerable limit.
Measuring
The Clipped Wave

In order to obtain quantitative
data on clipped waves, the output
of a low distortion (0.1 percent)
audio ocillator was fed to a biased
diode clipping circuit. The clipped
BROADCAST
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Now showing.. .
Five inch monochrome

New 10" monochrome

assembly features three
5" units in rackmount
configuration. Small size
requires less rack space
than similar units and
permits monitoring of 3
separate video signals.
High quality, all- purpose
monitors with Setchell
Carlson UNIT -IZED
plug -in circuit modules.

video monitors offer
horizontal resolution of
640 lines or better plus
100% solid -state
circuitry for long -life
reliability. Unit is
available in rackmount
or in attractive metal
cabinet. A 12" model is
also available.

addition to 640 -line
resolution, the 16"
monochrome monitors
have all major operating
controls located on the
front panel for ease of
operation. Front -panel
screwdriver adjustments
for vertical linearity,
vertical height, and focus
provide protection
against accidental
misadjustment.
In

Reliables

Nineteen inch monochrome video monitors
offer traditional Setchell
Carlson quality, including
exclusive UNIT-IZED'
plug -in circuit modules
for easy maintenance.
Horizontal resolution is
640 lines or better.
Available in rackmount
or attractive cabinet
models.

Professional quality 19"
color video monitors
offer broadcast quality at
a modest price.
Horizontal resolution is
300 lines (color) and all
set -up controls are
located behind a hinged
front panel to prevent
accidental misadjustment. Also available in
25" model.

vas
file 23" monochrome
,ideo monitor offers
Ixcellent picture quality
Ind attractive styling at a
nodest cost. Circuitry is
100 % solid -state and the
lorizontal resolution is
ated at 640 lines or
)etter. Monitor has a
'ariety of applications
lue to multitude of
Irofessional- quality
eatures.

Regulated circuitry in the
25" color monitor
provides extremely
stable operation and
prevents raster size or
brightness deviations
due to line voltage
fluctuations. Horizontal
resolution is 300 lines
(color). Set-up and
operating controls are
front -mounted for ease
of operation.

"Educator" Monitor/
Receiver, 23" monochrome model, is
designed specifically for
educational and training
applications. Controls
are front -located.
Tamper-proof control
compartment door with
lock is optional.
Horizontal resolution is
600 lines or better with
video signal input. Also
available in 25" color
model.

The Color "Educator" is
a 25" model offering
big- screen, sparkling

-

color 300 -line (color)
resolution
plus
big -room audio.
Designed specifically
for educational and
training applications, the
"Educator" series
Monitor /Receivers offer
the utmost in reliability,
flexibility, and ease of
operation.

-

Setchell Carlson's
solid -state UHF /VHF
television receiver and
RF demodulator provides
a high -quality composite
video signal and
separate audio signal,
assuring excellent
monochrome and color
picture quality. It is ideal
for video recording and
as a signal source for
video monitors.

The quality and reliability of Setchell Carlson products is legendary. SC Electronics pioneered the concept of modular
circuit construction. Every Setchell Carlson product features this concept in our UNIT -IZEDA' plug -in circuit modules,
assuring operating dependability and maximum ease of maintenance. One hundred percent solid -state circuitry means
maximum stability, long -life, low power drain, and a minimum of heat. Every feature in a Setchell Carlson product
is meticulously designed to give you outstanding performance at a modest cost.
For many years, people involved in many different facets of broadcasting, closed circuit television, medical
training, industrial TV applications, custom remote installations, and in the field of education have been able to
depend on Setchell Carlson quality and reliability. It has become a tradition. We know that whatever your application,
you will find a product to fit your need in the Setchell Carlson line.
Let your SC Electronics dealer give you a showing of ... The new Reliables. Or, write to us for more information.
Remember SETCHELL CARLSON, where quality is a tradition.
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signal was used to modulate a Con-

tinental Electronics Type 315F, .5
kW broadcast transmitter. The
transmitter distortion (less than 1
percent) and noise level (better
than 60 dB) is low enough so that
it doesn't add appreciably to the
measured distortion of the clipped
wave.
The 315F, a Doherty Amplifier,
was adjusted for zero carrier shift
at 100 percent symmetrical modulation and the peak amplifier plate
tank was loaded to provide 130
percent positive peak capability.
Under these conditions, the peak
envelope power output is 2.32X
5000 26,500 Watts or the equivalent of a 6,625 Watt transmitter
modulated 100 percent.
The other test equipment included a General Radio Type
1931 -A Modulation monitor and a
General Radio Type 1932 -A Distortion Meter. A Hewlett- Packard
Type 8552A Spectrum Analyzer
was used to observe occupied bandwidth.
The Percentage Modulation Meter
on the G -R Monitor only measures
110 percent full scale, so, in order
to accurately measure positive peaks
up to 130 percent, the carrier level
control was adjusted to indicate 80
rather than 100 on the carrier level
meter. With this setting, 100 percent
modulation will deflect the Modulation Percentage Meter to 80, 50
percent will deflect it to 40, etc.
Every small scale division will indi-

=

cate 2.5 percent rather than 2 percent modulation, and the full scale
reading of 110 will occur at 137.5
percent modulation because the full
scale deflection has been increased
to 100 /80 X 110 = 137.5 percent.
A Tektronix Oscilloscope with 8
centimeters of scaled vertical deflection was used to check the modulation monitor accuracy.
The system was adjusted so that
negative peak clipping began at 95
percent modulation using a 1000
cycle tone. To verify that no 3rd
harmonic distortion products were
generated in the transmitter due to
positive peak compression, the system was checked by observing a
trapezoidal oscilloscope display of
the modulation percentage. The
diagonal sides of the trapezoid remained absolutely linear up to 130
percent modulation.
Figure 5 is a table of the measured
peak dissymmetry, total harmonic
distortion and the level of the 2nd
harmonic of the modulating frequency in dB below the unmodulated carrier level at tone input
levels up to 4 dB above clipping
level. Negative and postive peaks
have been normalized to a 100 percent reference.
At input levels which are 2.5 dB
or greater above the clipping threshold or where the peak dissymmetry
exceeds 20 percent, the distortion is
more than 7.5 percent and the 2nd
harmonic level for modulating frequencies above 7500 cycles exceeds

25 dB limit for emissions appealing betwen 15 kHz and 30
kHz from the carrier frequency.
If negative peak clipping is accomplished by negative over-modulation of the transmitter instead of
with the clipping diode, the distortion figures are the same for given
peak dissymmetries and the peaks
are, of course, 5 percent higher. The
occupied bandwidth is only slightly
less when clipping is generated
ahead of the transmitter. This is
due to the limited frequency response of the audio amplifiers in the
transmitter. It might be suggested
that occupied bandwidth can be reduced by using a filter between the
clipping circuit and the input to
the transmitter that will sharply attenuate anything past about 10,000
cycles. The suggestion is valid and
will in fact reduce splatter at some
modulating frequencies, but to assume that such a filter will pass a
the

high frequency clipped wave is
sheer fantasy.

Frequency
Considerations
At mid -range audio frequencies,
from about 200 to 3000 cycles, a
sine wave with a clipped peak can
be transmitted through a typical AC
coupled audio amplifier with the
output waveform bearing a fairly
good resemblance to the input signal. At extreme high and low frequencies, however, the output wave
will not even faintly resemble the
input. Limited frequency response
BROADCAST
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the reason for this.
Suppose that the high frequency
response of the audio amplifier
chain is purposely degraded to reduce side band splatter by inserting
a filter into the system. The filter
has zero attenuation out to 10 kHz
but rolls off 20 dB at 15 kHz. System gain is adjusted to provide 16
percent peak dissymmetry by clipping (95 percent negative and 111
percent positive peak) when driven
by a 1000 cycle tone. Now if we
change the test tone frequency to
7500 cycles, we find that the transmitter is severely overmodulated on
the negative peak. This is because
the filter has reduced the required
10 percent second harmonic amplitude to I percent and has almost
completely removed the higher order
harmonics. With only I percent second harmonic, the non -symmetrical
input wave comes out symmetrical
and the transmitter will be modulated 100 percent negative by the
time the positive peak reaches 102
percent. In effect, the filter has not
only nullified the action of the
negative peak clipper but has also
increased the sideband splatter in
the process.
The problem could be resolved
either by reducing the response
ahead of the clipper enough to assure that high frequencies are never
driven to the clipping threshold or
by limiting peak -to -peak excursions
by symmetrical clipping followed
by an appropriate filter, as in the
case of trapezoidal modulation.
is

Either solution represents a condeparture from AM
Broadcast standards.
The low frequency response of a
typical AM transmitter will be essentially flat down to 50 cycles and
down about 1 dB at 30 cycles. This
is a perfectly acceptable specification for sine wave transmission, but
falls far short of what is required for
low frequency square waves or the
faithful reproduction of clipped sine
waves. The ideal amplifier for these
low frequency waveforms would be
DC coupled. In AC coupled amplifiers, the low frequency deficiency
will cause the clipped peaks to tilt
or droop (also called ramp). When
the tilt exceeds 10 percent, the
clipped input signal of Figure 6A

siderable

will become symmetrical as shown
in 6B and will cause negative over modulation of the transmitter. The
frequency at which tilt exceeds 10
percent will usually be in the vicinity of 100 cycles.
Here again, the problem could be
resolved by reducing the low frequency response ahead of the clip-

per or by using symmetrical clipping. However, the low frequency
trapezoidal waveshape would still
come out of present day transmitters with excessive tilt.
Conclusions
In summary, a properly adjusted
transmitter capable of linear output up to about 115 percent positive
modulation will remain within FCC
specifications at that modulation
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level with occasional negative over modulation due to low frequency
signals. If the transmitter is capable
of 115 percent but is non -linear
above 100 percent, distortion and
spurious emissions will rise sharply.
Approval of anything in excess of
115 percent should be accompanied
by a new set of transmitter performance standards which would place
tolerances on peak power output,
low frequency tilt, high frequency
overshoot, frequency response, distortion and occupied bandwidth. If
distortion is to remain below what
was once considered a respectable
3 percent, then the carrier would
have to be clamped near 95 percent
negative with a corresponding positive carrier shift.
On the other hand, if broadcasters feel that a continously strident blast of sound is necessary to
overcome the increase in man -made
electrical noise levels, then the simplest alternative is to press for FCC
approval of trapezoidal modulation
which has been used for a number
of years by USIA short -wave stations to put louder signals into distant overseas reception areas.
As described earlier, this system
utilizes symmetrical clipping and is
capable of sounding considerably
louder than the non -symmetrical
supermodulated carrier. It should
be pointed out, however, that the
USIA transmitters were designed to
very definite specifications with regard to trapezoidal modulation capability.
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VIT VIDEO TEST PACKAGE 3550 -A1
Completely fulfills FCC requirements for remote control broadcasting
per FCC 73.676 (f). Modular construction means the 3550 -A1 is fully
adaptable to any future change in test formats. Price:

$3,900
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BROADCAST DEMODULATOR 4501 -A1
Offers the widest available range of input levels. Monitors from the studio or at the
transmitter. Any differences found in off -air tests can be qualified by
taking the 4501 -A1 to the transmitter for a formal evaluation of the transmitter.
The unit features a synchronous chopper and switchable soundtraps.
Operates from RF levels of 5 my to 5V RMS.

$3,000 VHF
$3,150

UHF

For complete details and technical
specifications write or call.

A Telemet

A GEOTEL COMPANY
Amityville, New York 11701 (516) 541-3600
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VISIT US AT NAB, Booth 213

REDESIGNING
For Operator Convenience
By Fred Chapman / WMCF, Stuart, Florida.

In September, 1969, WMCF -FM
obtained its financial divorce from
its AM affiliate. The studios were
moved, temporarily, to a cottage at
the AM station transmitter site to
enable use of the existing tower for
the FM antenna, pending construction of a new studio -transmitter installation and a new, taller, tower.
The site chosen for the new plant
is 4.75 miles north of Stuart on busy
US -1, the main highway down
Florida's coastline. This would enable WMCF to be seen by the large
number of local motorists who
travel between Stuart and nearby
Fort Pierce. The former site, on the
St. Lucie river, while picturesque,
was not visible to anyone who was
not already aware of the station
location. After all, the name- of-thegame with a new or newly indepen-

dent station is to let people know
you exist!
The location selected was occupied by a long defunct motel. After
a study of the available buildings,
we decided to use two of the dual
motel unit buildings for WMCF.
Figure 1 shows the `before and after'
floor plans of the selected structures.
All members of the staff took pencil
and paper and came up with their
own versions of what the station
installation should look like. The
lower drawing shows the final result.
There is a problem in fitting a
radio station into an existing building, especially one where the partitions are eight -inch block concrete.
The first, logical, step was to join
the two old buildings with a large,
window -walled reception room. All
of the existing motel room door

Fig.

1

building. The main disconnect,
transfer switch, circuit breaker panel
and the generator control board
were hidden in a closet made from
the shower and `suitcase' alcove in
the motel unit. A door was cut
through the concrete connecting
wall and another was formed by
enlarging the old side window opening. The window which backs up to
the central heating -cooling plant is
used as a set of recessed shelves for
commercial cart storage.
The shower stall in the `L' shaped
bathroom off the sales office has
shelves for office supplies. Most of

"Before' and "After" floor plans of the WMCF facility.

19'-6'
BEFORE

A/C

openings were walled up. The location for the big diesel generator, a
much needed item in coastal hurricaine country, and the heating-cooling plant fell in with the logical
point for the AC service to enter the

AFTER

SLIDING DOOR
LAV

SALES

MANAGER
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Editor's Note: The WMCF -FM facility may not be the most glamorous looking broadcast setup, but
there are several approaches to
typical problems that warrant consideration.
Most of the facility problems
small market broadcasters face
come from the fact that the building
was not originally designed to house
a broadcast station. WMCF overcame many obstacles and developed
an efficient and functional station.

the inside walls were refinished with
wood paneling and /or acoustic tile,
and all ceilings were converted to
acoustic tiles.

From the Working End
The design of the `working' end
of the station took a good bit of
time and thought. We are automated during part of the daytime

hours Monday through Friday and
most of the afternoon and evening
on Saturday and Sunday. Since the
logical operator for the automation
is the stations `Girl Friday,' and
since the weekend operators are
more likely to spend time in the
office area than buried in the control room while the automation
grinds away, it was mandatory that
the automation system be both visible and accessible from the front
office. Therefore, it was located in
a single 84" rack in the hallway.
This called for a hallway wide
enough for the rack plus a normal
`people passage.' We set the width
at five -feet. This added some bonuses: It provided space for the AP
teleprinter close to the control room
and studio. It gave room for an editing table, racks for automation
tapes, and a 6 x 5 foot (air conditioned) office -workshop for me.
The workbench -desk is a standard
30 inch height. I prefer to sit in a
comfortable chair while I work
rather than perch on a stool or stand
up.

The decision as to which of the
foot rooms was to become
the control room and which the
studio was dictated by two factors:
First, the office girl /operator must
be able to see the transmitter meters
and monitoring equipment. This is
the Gospel, according to the FCC.
This means the rack containing this
equipment must face the office window at an angle not much over 45
degrees. Let's be honest. With some
installations, you don't really see
the meters, just the side of the meter
housings. We carry MBS news on
the half -hour only and, in order to
tag it with up-to- the -second local
weather conditions, we need quick
access to the main control position.
To save steps, to provide good
meter viewing from the office and
to allow the operator to zip into the
control room at the last minute
without having to scoot around control desk extensions, we located the
control room and the desk as shown
in Figure 1.
Looking at the photographs, you
will see some examples of my design
11 x 9
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of
the WMCF audio system.
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A friendly understanding.
A phrase that perfectly

describes the relationship between
Revox tape recorders and Beyer
microphones. One fine piece of
equipment uniquely
complementing another.
Wherever you go, you'll find
these two thoroughgoing
professionals working together.
On location and in the most
demanding studio situations.
Both Revox and Beyer are
expressions of the same European
dedication to meticulous
craftsmanship and superior
technology.
For example, take the new
Revox A77 Mk III. It's the
successor to the critically acclaimed Revox A77, the machine
that moved Stereo Review to
comment, "We have never seen a
recorder that could match the
performance of the Revox A77
in all respects, and very few that
even come close:'

Or take the new Beyer M500
microphone. You've never used
anything quite like it. It combines
the sharp attack of a condenser
and the sturdy reliability of a
moving coil with the unduplieatable warmth of a ribbon.
And Beyer makes a number of
other microphones to satisfy
virtually any broadcasting or
recording requirement.
Together or separately, these
sophisticated instruments provide
the ideal solution to the problem
of versatile, high quality, low
cost recording.
Your nearest Revox -Beyer
dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate any of these fine
products for you.
After that, you can arrive at
your own friendly understanding.
For additional information and
complete technical specifications,
write: Revox Corporation,
155 Michael Drive, Syosset,
New York 11791.

Visit us at the NAB, Booth 420
California. 3637 Cahuenga Blvd.. West Hollywood 90068 Canada- Tri -Tel Associates Ltd Toronto. London: Lamb House. Church Street. Chiswick. W4 2PB.
Circle Number 33 on Reader Reply Card
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Fig. 3 View of the
main office. Window over desk allows office girl to
view racks. Automation system is at
right, with AP wire
machine down the
hall.

Fig. 4 Overall
view of the control
room. Note location of clock and

weather

instru-

ments. Also, racks
at left are so close
to the DJ's position
that he seldom
needs to leave the

controls.

philosophy. This is based on some
16 years as an announcer- operatorengineer. I stress this, because, too
often, stations are designed by enginers who have never had to pull a
fast paced board-air-shift and who
refuse to consult the people who
have. These stations may have
beautifully laced wiring harnesses
and look great to other engineers,
but they are tough for the announcer- operator who winds up
working in them. Moral: If you are
designing a station and you do not
have `on- air-operating' time yourself, talk to people who do. Show
them your ideas and get opinions.
This is especially important when
you must design around non -professionals (such as office and sales
people). I used my wife as a `test
pilot' for many of the designs.

Human Engineering
At the risk of sounding like a
pompous expert, I offer a few truths

which I hold to be self evident:
All controls which may need to
be operated while the announcer is
talking must be in front of him.
This includes such, often forgotten
things, as headphone selectors, recording selectors, remote input selectors, etc. How many times have
you forgotten to switch a selector
to the proper tape unit until you
were already introducing the tape.
The switching unit directly below
the console takes care of this problem.
All instruments which may have
to be viewed or read by the announcer while talking must be
within easy view, preferably at eye
level. This business of hanging
clocks seven feet in the air where
you look at them obliquely is futile.
You will note the clock and weather
instruments to the right of the operator ... at eye level. We have a
barometer, remote temp gauge, wind
direction and speed indicators. (Two
of these were not mounted when the
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photos were taken, note the wires
on either side of the existing instrument.)
There should be enough space in
front of the console to lay copy,
news items, etc. Many announcers,
myself included, prefer to read copy
from this position rather than use
a copy rack.
The program log should have a
space of its own which allows it to
be read while talking. (Ever have to
fill between a short break spot and
the net ?) It also keeps you from
missing `write -in' spots which seem
to get dropped in the dog-gondest
places.
I prefer a turntable on each side,
set as far forward as possible, permitting a glance while talking. I
have a coordination confusion which
scrambles the relationship of console pots and two tables on the
same side. I have talked to announcers who have this same problem. I have never found one, however, who dislikes one on each side.
These requirements are best met by
a corner location for the control
desk, It gives you a wall for instruments and another for the studio
window without turning your head.
This window and the one between
the control room and office have
triple 1/4" glass panes set in felt
gaskets.
On the control desk skirt at the
operators left hand is a small panel
with the phone jack and the L -pad
and the control room speaker gain
control. The studio has its speaker
control on the wall beside the door.
There also is a small speaker in the
hall over the AP machine which
mutes with the studio speaker. This
allows monitoring while editing
news and at the same time it prevents feedback into the studio mike
should the studio door be opened
while the mike is live.
Our records are all in the control
room since we do two live DJ shows
per day. There is a two-bay -high
rack under the control room -office
window and a five -bay -high, fourwide rack on the back wall.
All controls, meters, etc. which
are not mounted on the console desk
are in the two short racks mounted
at an angle that is excellent for front
office viewing, does not cramp the
operator, takes up a minimum of
control room space and still allows
working room behind the racks.
You will note from the photo that
BROADCAST
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the rack closest to the desk contains
the two reel-to -reel machines, two
cart machines and the EAN control
unit (see BE June, 1971 issue). The
other rack holds all transmitter
control and monitoring equipment,
limiter, AGC amp and the two
monitor amplifiers, one feeding the
studio and control room and the
other the office speakers.
The current EAN receiver sits on
top of the rack. The AM -FM receiver normally used for this job
was `down' at the time of the photo.
The AM -FM unit has an extra feed
to the console for off -air broadcasts
or recording. Again, all controls and
metering are accessible to the operator without getting out of his chair.

WMCF Audio System

The block diagram, Figure 2,
shows the audio electrical connections of the system. You will note
that most everything runs into and
out of the console switcher panel.
A common recording buss feeds the
reel -to-reel and cart machines. A
line amplifier is used to raise the

-20 dBm network level to the same
level as the output of the console
and the automation system, -6dBm.
This allows console bypassing while
on net. The headphone amplifier
and gain control allows an operator
to adjust phone level to his own
taste.
We have found two remote lines
to be adequate. The Telco terminations are on the wall in the engineers room. If we ever need more
remote inputs, I will just put a
rotary selector switch on one of
the lines to the control room.
A production setup for recording

tape cartridges for our automation
unit is located in the studio. This is
just a simple mixer feeding the table
mounted cart machine. Again, the
turntable setup is the same as in
the control room to keep things uniform for the operators.
Since we work with some operators to whom expressions like 'impedance' or the many abbreviations
used in electronics would be foreign.
We avoid these as much as possible.
It is for the same reason that I do
not use patch panels. There-is no

more confusing item than a black
panel full of holes and little abbreviated labels.
We have retained the tiny 12" x
18 ", former bathroom windows in
both the control room and the
studio. They detract nothing from
the noise reduction, allow the operators to check the tower lights visually and can be opened for ventilation if the air conditioner ever conks
out. We have also retained the large
window in the studio wall. This
faces the control room window and
allows the announcer to avoid giving a `fair and warmer' forecast while
we are having a cloudburst outside.
Our transmitter is located in a 10 x
14 foot concrete block building at
the base of our tower. This keeps
the transmission line losses (and
cost) down and also provides protection should fire ever hit our
studios. A mike, tape deck and remote amplifier would put us back
on the air. The transmitter building
has its own air conditioner, room
for a couple of speech racks and a
good bit of workbench and storage
space.

MULTIPLE TIME PROGRAMMER
Precision crystal controlled digital clock.
16 events may be programmed to the exact second.
Each of the 16 outputs appear as isolated relay contacts.
Any of the events may be re- programmed at will.
Automatic battery change over in case of power failure.

TAPECASTER TCM, INC.
AUTOMATION AND DIGITAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
Box 662, 12326 Wilkins Avenue, Rockville, Maryland 20851
Circle Number 34 on Reader Reply Card
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Photos of Radio Comerciales S.A., Guadalajara, Jai., Mexico

How to get your share
of the Latin American
broadcast market.
Right now, there are close to 6,000 radio and television stations in Spanish speaking areas of the world. Competition among stations is keen. To remain
competitive - and keep pace with Latin America's rapidly growing economy their equipment must be kept in top condition. Clearly, a substantial market
exists for all kinds of broadcast equipment and components. New and used.
One publication

-

-

RADIO y TELEVISION
serves this vast purchasing
potential. It provides saturation coverage among buyers and those who
influence purchasing at broadcast facilities throughout Latin America and
Spain. Owners, managers, engineers and technicians at commercial and
educational radio and TV stations, recording studios, electronic equipment
manufacturers and related businesses.
As the Spanish- language counterpart of Broadcast Engineering, RADIO y
TELEVISION delivers technically-oriented editorial aimed at helping readers
to select, operate and maintain equipment and components for maximum

signal quality. This unique content provides the precise environment that
induces buyer receptivity. It enables advertisers to "sell the broadcaster
when his mind is on signal quality."

There's a lot more to the story. And we'd be happy to give you more information about this unique medium and the dynamic market it serves. Just
circle the Reader Service number or write directly to:

ßaöìo y Televisión
The technical journal of the Latin American

broadcasting industry.
1014 WYANDOTTE STREET

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64105

BROADCAST
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This is a picture
of your picture.
(during

a

power failure)

Yours may be the finest broadcast facility
around. But you aren't transmitting much of a
signal when the power is off.
Admittedly, chances of a prolonged power
failure aren't great. Yet they do happen.
That's where Onan standby power comes in.
It provides "insurance" against a crippling
power outage.
It doesn't have to replace utility power totally.
But it can keep you on the air.
It can keep heating and ventilating equipment
working. Elevators running. Lighting in critical
areas burning.
So when you're ready to talk seriously about
standby power for your TV or radio station, remember this:
Onan is the world's number one builder of
standby power plants.
Only Onan gives you total system responsibility for the engine, generator and load transfer
controls. We build 'em, test 'em, install 'em and

certify that they will perform as rated. Only Onan
warranties the complete system for 5 years.
Call your local Onan Distributor (in the Yellow
Pages under Generators) or send coupon.

-

r
FREE STANDBY POWER BOOKLET
Onan
1400 73rd Avenue N.E.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55432
Please send a copy of "Standby
Power ... who needs it ?" to:
Name
Firm

Address
State

City

O-

lip

L

ELECTRIC GENERATOR SETS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINES

LOAD TRANSFER CONTROLS
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Why is Norelco the magic
word in television?
Probably the single most important factor is the spectacularly successful performance of the most wanted, most used
-and of course, most imitated -Norelco 3- Plumbicon
PC -70 color camera.
But beyond that, discerning TV practitioners have found
Norelco systems the direct route to excellence in an exciting
variety of applications. In schools and universities, Norelco
systems are extending the teacher's reach, with live and
taped instruction. Coupled with microscopes on the one
hand and telescopes on the other, Norelco cameras are
showing us the invisible, and transporting us to the distant.
At the Fernbank Science Center Observatory, a tiny
Norelco monochrome camera helped NBC show the Moon's
surface to the world during a lunar landing.
In California, a midget Norelco camera provided continuous coverage of a front -page trial for overflow journalists
outside the courtroom.
In dimly lit Mission Control, a Norelco color camera was
eyes for the Earth's population, peering over the space
team's shoulders.

¡Vote/co
PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
ONE
TEL:

PHILIPS PARKWAY,
201- 391 -1000

MONTVALE, N. I. 07645
TWX 710- 990 -7301

Norelco cameras multiply men's senses by monitoring
heavily trafficked highways, bridges and tunnels. They help
the night nurse guard precious lives in the nursery and intensive care. They stand sentinel over doorways and corridors, stockrooms, warehouses and parking areas -even in
utter darkness. They keep an eye on priceless paintings, and
they are the vital link in a great hospital's "tele- diagnosis"
system.
The self -same monochrome camera that captures the
Moon through a Fernbank telescope is showing a golfer the
error of his ways at the club. And the self -same color camera
that brings you Walter Cronkite is helping teach tomorrow's
doctors and dentists at the University of Texas Medical
Branch.

Reliability -Performance -Professionalism.
In television, the magic word is Norelco. The way we strive
to serve our customers is the best indicator of how dearly
we value our reputation.

And now, the Norelco PC -100A. Three one -inch anti- comettail Plumbicon* tubes that defeat contrast problems at the
source, not through optional add -ons; digitally controlled,
with light triaxial cable that weighs and costs a tenth of conventional camera cable. Sleek and reliable. And of course
crisp, faithful Norelco color.

-

'Reg TM

N

V

Phihps of Holland
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A new approach to
control room monitoring
By Jimmy D.

In this day of high pressure
broadcasting, more and more is
demanded of the DJ on duty, especially in the smaller markets.
Here at KBWD we find this situation to be true because of our large
volume of sports, remotes, and
news work that makes up each day.
A new man suddenly finds himself confronted with having to join
games, insert commercials, hit networks, cue records, and at times
answer the phone, all while he is
trying to maintain an audience by
keeping a smooth sound. This
probably sounds familiar, because
it makes up the routine of most
radio stations.
I feel that it is the responsibility
of the concerned engineer, if the
economy of the station will allow,
to provide his air staff with whatever device will be an aid or timesaver. I qualify this statement with
the condition proves because we
might have a tendency to get "gimmicky". It is with this in mind that
a few months ago we introduced to
our control room a rather unique
means of monitoring.
After many consultations with
management and staff, we set about
to design a headphone monitoring
system that would best meet their
needs. Of course sound quality
must be the prime consideration.
Comfort is another dimension
which can be found only by experimentation with various types of
headphones. We have tried many
units from the least to the more expensive. The type we settled on
was the Realistic -Koss Custom Pro
stereo phones. These phones combine good reproduction, light
weight, comfort, and moderate price.
The basic concept of our system
is that we use a stereo amplifier,

or to be more specific dual mono
amplifiers: one for each headphone.
On the left channel we monitor the
output of the board continuously.

Laird'

no=
Fig. 1 Console headphone control panel. Note that KBWD can select any of nine inputs
to one side of the headphones.

Fig.

2

Underside wiring of the headphone amplifier panel.

'Technical Director, KBWD,
Brownwood, Texas.
March, 1972
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On the right channel we use a preselect switch to select any of ten
different sources, i.e., the Mutual
news network, the Texas State
Network, any of three phone loops
(remotes and ballgames), the audition channel "channel two" of the
console, the patch panel multi input,
the turntable cue system, the control room telephone bridge, and of
course the board output.
This system allows the announcer to preview the various
sources in the right ear and still be
able to hear himself and other programming in the left ear. In this
system we used the new Switch craft DW type pushbutton switches.
The price is very reasonable and
the convenience of immediate selection is to be appreciated. The
amplifiers we used were Sylvania
linear integrated circuits type ECG 716 which provide about 250 milli watts of power to each phone.
While this may seem low I have yet
to find anyone here operating them
wide open.
The frequency response and distortion characteristics are excellent and meet our criterion for
good quality.

The Circuit is essentially the
same as the "Stereo Headset Am-

plifier" design included with the
IC, with the exception of a 10 K
to 2 K ohm bridging transformer in
the input to prevent loading or unbalancing the lines monitored. Individual volume controls are provided for each channel. While we
did not use it, I might also recommend some type of tone control
to be installed to adjust for each
user's taste.
DC power for the unit is provided by a regulated power supply
of 20 Volts which is mounted remotely from the amplifier. All connections are made through a 24
contact Cinch -Jones jack mounted
on the rear of the amplifier chassis.
The IC sockets, transformers, and
associated components are mounted
on perforated board with junctions
made with flea clips. Everything
excepting the phone jacks and
volume controls is mounted in a
2x8x4 inch steel box. The front
panel is a piece of aluminum rack
panel cut to our required size and
then covered with "FORMICA" to
match the console decor. This
makes for a very neat installation.

PARTS LIST

15mfd at 25 volt
IOmfd at 25 volt

C -1
C -2
C -3
C -4
C -5
C -6
C -7
C -8
C -9
C -10
C -11
R- l,R -2

50pf
25mfd at 25 volt
Omfd at 25 volt
240pf
25mfd at 25 volt
50pf
15mfd at 25 volt
Omfd at 25 volt
240pf
5k ohm volume control
T- l,T -2
lk to 8 ohm output
Archer 273 -1380
or equiv.
T- 3,T -4
10k to 2k ohm bridging
Archer 273 -1378
or equiv.
S -1
Switchcraft DW "multi switch" #70101k -206
J -1
CINCH -JONES
S- 324 -AB socket
24 contact
J -2
Switchcraft 13B
2 circuit phone jack
IC- I,IC -2 Sylvania Ecg -716
1

1

.

v

20V

¡T

T011-1

C7

C4

1

IC2

ICI
T3

TO 11

2

VI

4

CIO

C5

Rl

R2

C2

0

C6

Cl

i

C11

3-4

TOSIA &B

C9
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2
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B
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Fig.

3

Schematic for the KBWD headphone selector and amplifier.
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WILKINSON HAS EVERYTHING

LIMITERS

- Mono and Stereo

ACC AMPLIFIER

- Mono and Stereo

FM TRANSMITTER

TRANSMITTERS - 250 W
KW- 5KW- 10KW -50KW

AM
I

}

-

10W

-

50W

250W-1KW-2.5KW-5KW

REMOTE AMPLIFIER

7.5 KW

-

10 KW

-

20 KW - 40 KW

4 0

MONAURAL CONSOLES

STEREO CONSOLES

FM EXCITERS

STEREO GENERATORS

AND ALSO FROM WILKINSON . . . . AM RF Amplifiers, line surge protectors, AM Monitors, field intensity
meters, line amplifiers, monitor amplifiers, distribution amplifiers, FM receivers, antenna tuning units, phasers,
dummy loads and silicon rectifiers.

1937 W. MacDADE BLVD., WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE

ELECTRONICS, INC.
March, 1972

(215) 874-5236/814.5237

NAB BOOTH 201 WEST HALL
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This race goes not to the
swiftest, but the best:

Our proud new solid state, modular
100 Watt UHF Translator
Two tough years of research and testing have
resulted in a new solid state, modular translator

designed for quality performance, reliability
and ease of maintenance. Here's a unit that is
completely solid state with the exception of the
final amplifier tube.
This same modular design is now available in
the new 1 watt and 10 watt all solid state UHF
translators ... from the people whose business
IS translators.

By the way, with spring just around the corner,
so is the introduction of our new solid state
VHF line
Watt and 10 Watt solid state VHF
translators, to be exact.
See the whole group at NAB '72. EMCEE booth
320, Continental Room. That's where the best
ones are.

-1

®®

EMCEE BROADCAST PRODUCTS,

a

division of

ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

White Haven, Pa. 18661 (717) 443 -9575

Here's the big one.
The first 1 kw UHF color translator.
Developed by EMCEE, of course.

Circle Number 38 on Render Reply Card
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When your microphone becomes the industry standard,
what do you do for an encore?
Something even better!

the

and the

an innovative new condenser microphone
with the best virtues of cardiod and shotgun

worthy successor to the
famous MKH 805

You did it. You and your fellow professionals.
Made our MKH 805 shotgun condenser micro-

phone the industry standard.
While we're not particularly surprised, we are
grateful. Grateful you appreciate our MKH 805's
unusually wide, flat response, extreme directionality and high overload resistance. Grateful you
appreciate its ruggedness, compactness and
light weight. And most of all, we're grateful
you use it so widely, both in studio and
field- recording, that it's become the most
talked -about microphone success story
in decades.
But the MKH 805 shotgun microphone was a hard act to follow,
especially since we don't bring out
new products for change's sake. Now,
however, we are pleased to bring you
our new MKH 415 and 815 -the "littleshot"
and the "bigshot" -two remarkable microphones
representing a third generation of Sennheiser condenser microphone design.

the littleshot
Not too long ago, we discovered our shotgun microphone being used for applications beyond our
original intentions. Because of its small diameter
and longer- than -normal size, reporters used it for
interviews at normal miking distances. And because of its flat response and high directionality,
studios often used it to pick up performers and J
to actually "close- mike" instruments from a
distance, due to its lack of proximity effect, and

"pop" reduction.
"Why not," we reasoned, "create a new
condenser microphone especially for these
diverse applications, where extreme directionality is not required ?" The MKH 415,
"the littleshot" is the result.
Using an improved combination of
pressure -gradient and interference principles, the MKH 415 is truly a remarkable
microphone. Directionally speaking, it
behaves as a super -cardiod below 2 kHz;
at higher frequencies, it exhibits a beam type (or baseball -bat) pattern. Besides reducing leakage, thisdesign provides higher onaxis conversion efficiency ,withtwo more benefits.

March, 1972

First, pops and wind -noise are reduced, even without its accessory
windscreen and shockmount. But even
more important in many applications,
is the MKH 415's virtually total freedom
from proximity effect, which, coupled
with its unusually flat response, makes
possible "close -miking" of singers and
instruments without need for bass attenuators. Beyond these features, the extremely wide response, low ambient
noise, high output and overload resistance
characteristic of all Sennheiser microphones have also been retained.
Physically, the MKH 415's 10" length
provides reporters and other outdoor users
with the added "reach" they seek, while
performers will find the design less fatiguing
to use and more aesthetically pleasing, since
they need not hide their faces to project
their sound.

the bigshot
In the MKH 815, all the good things that
made its predecessor's reputation in filmmaking and broadcasting have been retained. And
another advantage has been added: through an
improvement in the microphone's interference
design, by increasing the number of slots along
the microphone's sides (to reduce the area of
individual ports), the MKH 815 has additional resistance to pops and wind noise. Thus, in many

situations formerly requiring additional precautions, the MKH 815's accessory windscreen and
shockmount will not be required.

more encores
Besides the amazing new "littleshot" and the improved "bigshot," there are many more new things
on the way from Sennheiser. While we'll be talking
about them in the future, you can find out about
them now by requesting the second edition of our
Micro -Revue -which contains a good deal of useful
audio information besides. Please write or call:

f

SENNtHE1SEIR

500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 564 -0433
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf, Hannover, West Germany
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Vidifont is the electronic character generator
system that's tops in its field. It's the one system
than can do all your titling instantaneously with
the help of only one operator. The graphic
qualities of news flashes and all messages are
superior. Because Vidifont features proportional
letter spacing, a choice of type fonts and sizes,
upper and lower case characters, word -by -word
color, push button centering, three -speed flashing, built -in edging, and roll and crawl. Little
wonder that Vidifont was chosen to play a big

part in the world -wide telecast of the Olympics.
With Vidifont on your side, your station could
break a few records in the race for viewer ratings. To discuss your station's requirements,
call (203) 327 -2000 or write:

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
'Vidifont used

in 1972 Winter Olympics. Sapporo. Japan

See Vidifont and more at NAB Booth 303

NBC SPORTS
PRESENTS
THE ELEVENTH

WINTER

PRODUCED AUERBACH
IICK

GRAPHICS

t

`-,.._-
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Production
guidelines
for good
picture quality

By E. Carlton

Winckler'

Since color became the normal
aspect of the television picture several years ago, rapid advances in
equipment engineering and the expanding expertise in technical operation have made good broadcast
quality the rule rather than the
exception -even in the smallest
stations.
Unfortunately, extremely fine
pictures from an engineering standpoint can sometimes be very poor
pictures for the intent of the program being produced! Close obser-

vation at station after station often
reveals highly skilled technicians
and equally skilled production
people working against each other
with unhappy results for each area
revealed on the home screen for all
to see. Of course, these groups
aren't trying to work against each
other at all -they merely haven't
considered what each is trying to
do and then coordinated their
activity to produce the effective
and harmonious result of which
both are fully capable.
The home audience isn't aware
of the conflicts between technical
and production areas...they just
say that about the only thing that
looks good on TV is old movies.
Movie technicians and production
people learned to work together
many decades ago and have prog'Director. Design and Shop Services,
CBS Television Network.

ressed in harmony every since, so
the home audience may be quite
right ...and too often.

Lighting For Color
Where can we start to compromise our differences and make the
kind of pictures that we cannot only
be proud of technically, but which
do the right job for the subject
matter, too? Our observations
indicate that the biggest problem is
in the area of lighting usually too
much light- reflected back from
sets and costumes whose brightness values have not been properly
balanced for the requirements of
electronic photography. Yes, this
is a subject with many ramifications -but they are not complicated
ones -not mysterious, and can
readily be understood by anyone
who is willing to think out their

-

project.
Let's take

a look at what we just
said in the last paragraph and see
if we can apply it to day -to -day

operations.
Too Much Light

Too much light was noted as a
major problem. The amount of
light reflected into the lens of a
camera determines the F stop at
which the lens diaphragm is set for
the best exposure. The F stop setting in turn determines the depth
of field in the resulting picture. A
high F stop FI6 or F22, due to
very high light level, gives almost
universal depth of field -or focus-

-

so that both foreground and background, and all in between, are in
sharp focus.
Remember, this can mean that
your star performer and the cracks
in the scenery are equally sharp, a
most undesirable situation from a
program standpoint, but regarded
by some engineers as a technically
perfect picture admittedly requiring
great skill to achieve. A low F stop
such as F 3.5 or F .4, due to very
low light level, gives a very shallow
depth of field and means that movement of a few inches can cause
your star to go in and out of focus
and usually this isn't desirable for
either engineering or program.
Most of the time a medium depth
of field is the best solution -where
the program star or other center of
interest is clear and sharp and the
background is just a little soft. This
is the way our eye sees things when
we concentrate our attention on a
person or object and, therefore,
the slightly soft background appears quite natural. Of course,
there are many times when universal depth of field is most desirable, or even necessary: a parade,
sports, ballet, acrobats. But usually
in a studio show the best picture
has the center of interest sharp and
all else a trifle soft. This condition
dictates the amount of light to be
used -both, therefore, determined
by the intent of the scene.
Too much light always causes
trouble one way or another. In
(Continued on page 66)
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(. rintinued from page 65)

addition to an undesirable depth of
field, it distorts the basic composition of the picture. With too much
light and lighter areas in the scene
become very bright because they
reflect a high percentage of the
light striking them while the dark
areas reflect a very low percentage
of this light and by comparison
appear even darker than they
actually are, resulting in a picture
which does not resemble what is
on the stage at all. When the right
amount of light is present and the
lens opening is properly set for this
condition, the picture on the monitors should look about the same as
the real scene looks to the eye.
The Center Of Interest
A moment ago we mentioned
another key point -the center of
interest.
The center of interest is where
the whole composition of the picture should start -the technical,
the design, and the program planning of the shot, because that is

new

LSC

what the picture is about. The
center of interest in our picture
may be the star, or stars, the news
commentator, a product in a commercial, a demonstration. The
variety is endless. It is the point to
which the intent of the scene demands that the audience attention
be directed. And where we want
the attention the lighting should be
optimum and all other areas a bit
less bright, with the design of the
set and costumes arranged to direct
viewers' concentration, and have
the camera focus exposure and
video levels set for ideal reproduction. Everything else in the picture
is of secondary importance to
this center point.
We must bear in mind that every
shot has a center of interest
whether we plan it or not -an element which attracts and holds the

attention of the onlooker. It is up
to us to make sure that this center
of attention is where we plan it to
be and not some accidental element which steals the scene. It is

these accidental elements which
too much light or too great a depth
of field tend to promote to a point
where they take over with a resulting loss of program intent.
Of course, excessive light is not
the only cause of picture problems,
or even of poor lighting -so perhaps we should review together
the whole project of constructing

pictures for electronic photography.
Color Picture
Construction Review

Picture planning starts with skin
tone. Skin tone is the element
used by the home viewer to adjust
the color on his receiver. There is
no way the viewer could possibly
know the color of the background
or of the clothing in the studio or
on the remote pickup, but everyone
has a concept of proper skin tone
usually pretty close to actual color
ranges.
Camera balance and exposure
and, naturally, light levels, should

-

(Continued on page 68)
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VEDETTE

16mm and 35mm PROFESSIONAL PROJECTORS

CLE NERNIC

for MOTION PICTURE FILM

MICROFILM

for fast, safe, high speed viewing and

MAGNETIC TAPE

inspection of motion picture film

Presented The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences Award of Merit
for Outstanding Technical Achievement.
Ultrasonic energy is the most effective and economical way to
completely clean motion picture
film, microfilm and tape without
mechanical scrubbing and wiping.
Ultrasonic energy performs the
entire cleaning operation.
Restores clarity and sound to
maximum quality.

Enhances the entertainment
value of motion picture film and
improves commercials.
The ideal machine for film quality
control, timing and correction, and

release print inspection. Handles
negatives, fine grains and prints.
Visual inspection of both picture
and optical sound track. Solid state
amplifier for simultaneous
monitoring of picture and sound.

Efficient revolving prism shutter
and sharp optics produce bright,
clear images without overheating
film.

Smooth, gentle film handling at up
to 400 h. /min., without intermittent
movement of usual claw or Geneva
gear drive. Stable, positive focus.
2,000 foot film capacity.

Assures static free film with color
balance undisturbed.
Cuts projector maintenance
no dirt or dust

costs

...

carried into gates and orifices
less breakdowns.

...
Costs only 1/20 of a penny per
running foot to operate.

Completely automatic ...
requires only loading and
unloading.

Write for LSC Vedette literature
or request a no obligation"
demonstration.

Used by every major motion
picture lab in the world.

LIPSNER -SMITH CORPORATION
7334 No. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 60626

312

Descriptive brochure
will be sent on request

-338 -3040
10041
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Color Production
(Continued from page 66)

provide ideal skin
tone. Skin tone normally reflects
about 30 to 40% of the light
about step 3 on a gray scale (on
which I is pure white and 10 is
dead black). In order to provide
the good separation skin tone
requires, costume and background

elements should be either lighter or
darker than step 3 -never the same
value as the faces.
And here is the next important
consideration in picture composition -the "value" of the colors to
be used. "Value" is a term used to
describe the amount of light reflected by the color selected -the

SUITE 1906A HILTON

brightness or darkness of that
color. The same color used on the
same type of surface always reflects the same percentage of the
light striking it whether the volume
of light be 10 Foot Candles or
2000 Foot Candles, and, therefore, can be compared to the steps
of the gray scale -and it should be
compared because the gray scale is
a ruler used to measure the reflectance value of all elements in
your scene. This comparative
measurement (1) assures good
visual separation in the color picture, (2) allows you to remain
within the 30 to contrast range of
the color television system, and
(3) assures a satisfactory black and
white picture. Remember that any

be adjusted to

-

ry

1

BOOTH #104
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The Aristocart has just made
other cartridges obsolete.
New basic design gives you
Less wow and flutter

-

Almost reel to reel fidelity
Accurate phasing- average
loss less than
db, max. 3db
Longer head life -up to twice
Longer tape life
Full NAB compatibility
great uniformity, cart to
cart
1

-

No wonder leading

broadcast engineers say:
"Tremendous improvement. Consistent
cart to cart:"- -Tom Milner, KEZR(FM),
Anaheim. "Only cart that's really satisfactory" -Paul Wieman, KKDJ, Los
Angeles. "Tested extensively at three
stations; very superior phase- wise "
Will Shimski, Pacific & Southern Broadcasting Co., Inc.

-

3950 Home Road
Bellingham, Wash. 98225

See and hear them at NAB.

Distributor inquiries invited.

IGM

two elements of color having the
same brightness value come out
the same gray in the monochrome
picture and a #3 value spot in the
background could cause the star to
vanish when he or she walks past!
Watch That Contrast
We went by an important one
there kind of fast -the 30 to
contrast range limitation of the
electronic system. And that is a
very important one! Your eye can
handle almost any contrast range
the film camera is happy up to
about 100 to I (the brightest element being 100 times as bright as
the darkest item of which any
detail is to be seen) but the electronic system can handle only
30 to 1. Exceeding the range on the
high side means a bloom and loss of
all picture quality- exceeding on
the low side does no special harm
-the area exceeding merely becomes dead black with no detail
1

-

or color whatsoever.
The usual result of even a slight
excess brightness is dark faces.
This condition is usually caused by
attempting to use pure white in
your scene. Pure white reflects 85
to 90% of the light so it is obvious
that a face reflecting 30% is going
to look dark by comparison. Pure

-

white should always be avoided
substitute television white (or

Technicolor white) which is a very
light gray reflecting only 60% of
the light -this appears on either
film or electronic pictures as white
but reduces the contrast problems
to a minimum.
In order to avoid picture problems in the studio it is suggested
that you check colors in the planning stages. This is easy. Put
color samples on a table under a
bright incandescent light of about
3000° Kelvin (such as a Tensor
light) and view them with a gray
scale through a 2.0 Density Viewing Glass. This takes out enough of
the color so it is easy for the eye
to match values with the gray scale
chips.

This system, with a bit of practice, is sure fire and avoids a lot of
last minute problems. It is
especially useful in checking graph(Continued on page 70)
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DELTA-BENCO

ANNOUNCEs

THE TS -010D
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TRANSMITTER
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MODEL TS -010D with IU -TS

FCC APPOO VEO

The Model TS -010D comprises two self-contained units, the Benavac Mark II dual hetrodyne channel processor and the VPS -10 amplifier. Any off -air channel 2 to 83 can be converted and re- transmitted on any
VHF channel 2 to 13.
When required, an identification unit, Model IU -TS, is available to provide automatic station identification
by superimposing a 4 KHz, AM modulated code signal on the aural carrier of the transmitter channel.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS TO:

A

DELTA -BENCO
70 RONSON DRIVE
(416) 247 -7431

LTD.

REXLDALE *2102 NTARIO

TELEX 02

-11
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(Continued from page 68)

ics of all types where the rule
is one full step separation for good
legibility and two full steps for
impact. As a side note, graphics
less than 8% of the verticle picture
height are hard to read and often
do not resolve clearly on many
receivers. When small graphics
are necessary, it is recommended
that red be avoided as a color
experiment has shown that white,
yellow or green is more effective.

-

Of Taste
will note that this last
sentence is the first time a hue or
color has been mentioned. Color is
a matter of taste -the system reproduces any color you choose.
Our only comment is to remind
A Matter

You

AUDIO AND RF ATTENUATORS
TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENT

Here in one compact and informative
24 page booklet is all the data you
need to select a Precision Audio and
RF

you that light reds, yellows and
greens are the impact colors, the
attention getters. Blues, the purples, magentas and darker reds
tend to stay in the background. On
all systems blues intensify slightly
over the original color and all sys-

Attenuator for your application.

Reference Charts, Circuit Diagrams,
Types and Uses, Current and Voltage
Ratio Tables, Ratings, Etc., make this
handy and invaluable reference.

a

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

TECH LABS, INC.
Drawer "B"
Palisades Park, N. J. 07650
Tel.: (201) 944 -2221
TWX: (201) 947 -0825
Cincle Number 144 on Reader Reply Card

LITTLE MA

This compact color processor
for 8. 16 and /or 35mm film meets mini -budgets and space allowances
and gives famed HF Photo Systems quality. Little Max, created from
industry- acclaimed Colormaster and Mini -Color processor components,
rules the smaller -film -volume realm of 8/16mm or 16/35mm Ektachrome film
in ME -4 or CR -100 Processes. Little Max is fast
and fully automatic.

-

-

de''

aye

available row lrem

making color decisions. One point
in selecting colors is important to
keep in mind: a bright spot of color

attracts attention just as a bright
light does, so reserve the bright
colors for the center of interest
area and keep other colors just a
touch subdued.
As one more step before directing our attention to lighting, it
might be well to devote a few paragraphs to costumes and makeup.
Costumes For Color

All costumes, whether modern,
period, or character should, of
course, be selected to enhance the
appearance of the wearer and their
color should complement the natural coloring and complexion. Pure
white must be avoided whenever
possible as explained earlier and,
of course, this applies to ornaments, collars, or shirts which are
near the face as they will always
make the face appear dark or, at
best, a deep red. Blue shirts are
often substituted for white and
there is no objection to this except
that blue is a very definite color and
may be distracting. Gray or tan
shirts are more acceptable, in the
opinion of the writer. Ties, suits,
or dresses with a small repetitive
design such as fine plaids, checks
or dots will moire (flicker) and
prove most distracting at certain
camera positions (widening or
tightening the camera shot will
usually end this effect temporarily).
Fabric used in the costumes affects color to some degree. When a
shiny surfaced fabric such as satin
is dyed exactly the same color as a
fabric with a soft or matte finish,
the shiny surfaced material will
appear a shade or two lighter than
the matte finish.

-

Latest in a
Long Line of
Advanced Color
Processors

'.ro,e

tems vary slightly in their individual responses to reds. Here you
must know your own system in

L

Talent Makeup For
Electronic Photography

Makeup for electronic photography should, first of all, match
the natural coloration of the subjet. Everyone does not look alike

!!re Max's engineers

TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED

HF PHOTO SYSTEMS DIVISION
Manufacturers of Houston Fearless Products
Dept. A, 11801 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 (213) 272 -4331
GS

CCS.eecez

(Continued on page 76)
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Goin

to the RA.B.
convention
in Chicago?
We'd like
you to go
another
50 feet.
!

.r:.i.:..
..
-- --

:g..

Right
across the
street from

the convention center (the Conrad Hilton) you'll
find the Essex Hotel. And in suite 214 -216 of the
Essex Hotel you'll find the Editel "Mark III ", one
of the most interesting TV cameras in the world.
You'll also find the inventors of the
"

camera and other technical people, all of
whom will be glad to demonstrate
the Editel ''Mark III
They'll have monitors set up
to show you some of the things that
have been done with this camera so
you can see for yourself why it's been
to the Sugar Bowl, the Andy Williams
Open, the Winter Olympics and why
it's going to the Daytona 500, the Olympics
in Munich and the New Hampshire
primaries.
Come on over as soon as you get
to Chicago. It's worth the extra fifty feet.

The Editel

"Mark Ill"

hand held color TV camera.
The Editel 'Mark Ill "" is more than just a new
color TV camera. It's the world's first reliable hand
held color TV camera with a selection of lenses
(including a 10 -1 zoom) that gives you picture quality
comparable to the best studio cameras.
Developed by a firm that is also a production
house, the "Mark Ill "" has been designed
with one thing in mind: your production
"

_

needs.

Available in a P.A.L. system.
Head weight, under 20 lbs.;

back pack, 17 lbs.
Cable to C.C.U., less than 1/2-.
Operates on 12 volt car batteries.
Perfect for helicopter shots, running
car shots, boats, commercials,
sports events, etc.

Editel Productions
ew York: (212) 489 -6837
Montreal: (514) 866 -8851
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FOR THE NEW TV

FILM PROCESSING SYSTEM

Hunt can help you with its new chemistry and technical
assistance for machine conversion when you're ready
Hunt Chemical -the one to watch when you're
changing step. We are ready to give you technical assistance in preparing for the new TV
news film. And Hunt has a new chemical system to process the new film. We call it Hunt
VIDEOCOLOR. It will be available when the
time comes -when you have modified your
processing equipment.
If you have been thinking about switching to
Hunt -now is the time. Learn about the real
hemadvantages of running Hunt Cine Color Chem-

Often ahead of its time

istry in your present film processor and the
technical control support we give you to help
maintain consistent processing quality.
If you

didn't already know-Hunt is the largest

exclusive manufacturer of processing chemistry for photographic. reprographic and platemaking chemical systems.
For a Hunt photographic specialist call any
of the 23 Hunt Branches and Sales Offices

throughout the nation.

always in step with the time

PHILIP A.H UNT CH EM ICAL CO RPD RATION
a.

PARK NEW JERSEY

07650

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY (CANADA) LTD. TORONTO

Shouldn't
your
business
get what
it's

paying for,
too?

No matter how much your
business uses and depends on
mail service, you're not getting
your money's worth ... unless
you use ZIP Code.
It doesn't matter whether
you're sending out an invoice.
Estimate. Announcement. Brochure. Or what.
A ZIP Coded letter requires

fewer sorting operations at
your local Post Office.
Which means it has

a

bet-

ter chance of getting out

earlier.
And into your customer's
hands sooner. (Even if he lives
in the same town.)
Can you think of a better
deal for three seconds of your
time?
Mail moves the country -

°

ZIP CODE moves the mail!

sa.e.onny com.eotce tor the public good
J

Engineering Society
Continues To Grow
Annual Meeting Will Be Held April
Application Form On Page 74.

9.

The Society of Broadcast Engi-

name was changed to the Society

neers will hold their annual meeting Sunday, April 9, at 3:30 PM in
the Williford Room of the Conrad

of Broadcast Engineers. A year

Hilton Hotel.
The agenda will include the election of officers and directors.
Nominations for officers include:
Robert W. Flanders, WFBM AMFM-TV; Richard T. Monroe,
KYW -TV; Gordon W. Trout,
WIRE. Flanders is the current
president of the SBE.
The list of nominees for directorship reads more like a broadcast
engineers hall of fame. They are:
Al Chismark, WHEN; Edwin T.
Karl, Beck -Ross Communications;
Ben Wolfe, Post -Newsweek Stations; and James Wulliman, WTMJ
AM -FM -TV -Cable TV.
For those of you who are not
familiar with the SBE, we are including here a short SBE history
and membership details.

later the Society was incorporated
in Washington, D.C. as a nonprofit organization. In the following
years, the national meeting has
always immediately preceded the
opening of the NAB convention.
Since its beginning, the SBE objectives have been to: Provide a
forum for exchange of professional
discussion of mutual broadcast engineering problems; to provide for
and to maintain professional recognition of members; to group together broadcast engineers generally in a body to assist in the
professional education, and to raise
the technical standards of broadcast engineers and to advance the
broadcast technician and novice;
and to encourage a continuing interest in the broadcast engineering
field by students of technical and
engineering courses on broadcasting.

In The Beginning

The Society of Broadcast Engineers has never been a numbers
group. Rather, its membership includes many of the innovators of
the broadcast -communications en-

gineering community. The SBE's
Ben Wolfe won last year's NAB
engineering award. The list goes on
to Al Chismark, Lou Wetzel, Jim
Wulliman and a host of others who
are contributing to the field.
In 1963 the Institute of Broadcast Engineers was formed. It was
conceived mostly because no other
professional society served the
professional interests of the broadcast engineer, exclusively.
It was one year later, during the
1964 NAB convention, that the
Society held its first general meeting. And it was at this time that the

Membership
Because the SBE doesn't come
on as strong as some national organizations, membership has not
grown by leaps and bounds. Yet
every time you count them up, it's
growing. More than 1,600 members at this time.
The grades of membership are:

Student, Associate, Charter, Member, Senior Member and Fellow.
Qualifications for Member grade
are at least a First Class Phone
License or equivalent and adequate
experience.
Details for membership are included in the "Constitution and
Bylaws" and may be received by
writing to: The Society of Broadcast Engineers, P.O. Box 88123,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46208.
73
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Application For:

THE SOCIETY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

New Member

INCORPORATED
Post Office Box 88123
Indianapolis, indiana 46208
NAME

1(

<

TITLE OR OCCUPATION

CITY

)ADDRESS

&

ZIP

STATE

STATION

CITY

EMPLOYER
(

Student Member
Change in Grade
To Member
Sr. Member

CITY

)ADDRESS

PHONE

ZIP

STATE

OTHER TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

FCC LICENSES

Station or kind

EMPLOYMENT RECORD:
most recent first

of business

Position or
Duties

Time Employed
From
To

b. Address

a. Employer

a.
I

b.

2

b.

Total Years of Responsible

Field of

Radio

Engineering Experience:

Aetivity:

Other

Television

EDUCATION:
TYPE OF

SCHOOL

NAME AND ADDRESS
OF SCHOOL

COURSE

NUMBER OF YRS.
COMPLETED

GRADUATE?
DEGREES?

LAST YEAR
ATTENDED

College
Trade or
Mechanical

or Night
Two references familiar wish your work:

Name

Occupation

Address

2

Enclose $10.00 (or $5.00

Signed
I

for bona fide students). No action taken without Dues.

Date
agree to abide by The Constitution and By-Laws of the Society if admitted.

ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE ACTION:
Action Deferred for More Information
Chairman's Signature

74

Date

19

Approved for Grade
Candidate Notified
Entered in Records
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Know your exact frequency
at a glance.
Model 105A (FCC No. 3 -185)
For AM, FM, TV (all ch.), VHF
Freq. range: 5 Hz -512 MHz
7 or 9 -digit display
BCD output
Price: 7- digit, $1550

Model 100B (FCC No. 3 -172)
For standard broadcast
Freq. range: 5 Hz -40 MHz
5 or 7 -digit display
Price: 5- digit, $575

00 U'(U'''UOU +6
Model 1018 (FCC No. 3 -174)
For standard broadcast
Freq. range: 5 Hz -50 MHz
5 or 7 -digit display
BCD output
Price: 5- digit, $695

Model 114A (FCC No. 3 -186)
For AM, FM, VHF, TV (Ch. 2-6)
7

or 9 -digit display

BCD output

Price: 7- digit, $995

Frequency monitoring with a Monsanto digital counter is
not just faster and easier than with analog instruments
it's instant and effortless. And more precise. Monsanto
counters are FCC Type Approved for frequency monitoring.
In addition, they can provide a full range of counter functions for other test and measurement jobs at the station.

-

Crystal controlled clocks and extensive use of ICs insure
accuracy and long -term reliability. Automatic positioning of
decimal point takes the element of human error out of
measurements. Finally, Monsanto counters are modestly
priced. For complete details, mail the coupon today. For a
demonstration, call your local Monsanto representative.

What was your frequency at 10:35:27 last Tuesday ?

ONO
Counter Models 101B, 105A and 114A provide BCD output.
In combination with our 511A Printer and 505B Digital Clock,
frequency and time are printed on paper tape at any desired
interval, giving you a permanent record.
All prices f.o.b.Dayton. Ohio

United Systems Corp.,
subsidiary of Monsanto Co.

a

918 Woodley Road
Dayton, Ohio 45403

Mail Data File on instruments for frequency monitoring

Monsanto

Have your rep phone me for an appointment

NAME

TITLE

FIRM
STREET
CITY
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(Continued from page 70)

NORTRONICS
distributor is

the best source
for professional
tape heads!

and there is no reason why the
makeup applied should attempt to
make them all the same color. As a
second rule, the less makeup that
can be applied, the better. It
should accent and enhance, but
never be visible as an applied substance. If makeup is to be applied,
then all exposed skin areas should
be covered and everyone in the
scene made up.
For the ladies a carefully applied
street makeup is usually adequate,
but eye shadow must be applied
sparingly and lipstick should be
in clear pinks and light reds. Any
lipstick color having blue in its
composition tends to appear purple
or magenta. Smooth application
and careful blending is essential to
all makeup.
For the men, makeup is only
necessary to reduce shine or to

cover unusually heavy beard

...
...

Nortronics
world's leading designer and manufacturer of magnetic heads
offers the precise
replacement head for virtually
every professional recorder
heads that provide outstanding
performance, longest life and easy
replacement with minimum downtime.
Nortronics' distributors stock the
'right' replacement head for your
.

.

professional recorder- be it
Ampex, Magnecord, Scully, Con certone, Gates, Crown, RCA, ATC,
Collins, KRS, Macarta, MCI, Tape A -Thon, Sparta, Tapecaster -or
any other!
See your Nortronics distributor
today for professional reel -to -reel
or cartridge head requirements. He
also carries a complete line of Nor tronics accessories and offers head
relapping services.

See

NAB

us

Booth

at

#340

world's leader in magnetic heads

CO M PA
sta BI
Minneapolis. Minn. 554
(612) 544-0381

ii,

In Canada
Len Finkler, Ltd.
25 Toro Road, Downsvìew, Ontario

(416) 630-9103

shadows. Lip makeup is not usually
used and any makeup base should
not be carried over the lips -just
keep them clean and natural. Very
often an application of powder
which closely matches natural skin
coloration is adequate, but when
the subject is to be on camera under the lights for more than a few
minutes a pancake or panstick base
lightly applied and powdered over
will prove more satisfactory.
Character or corrective makeups,
of course, require the skill of a
professional makeup artist.
Basic Lighting Tips

Lighting for the television
camera is a highly controversial
subject. There are as many approaches to lighting a scene as
there are lighting practitioners and,
as a whole, one approach is as
good as another. However, there
are several basic points on which
most practitioners agree and these
are the ones we will discuss.
Let's try to dispose of the question of volume of light first. (The
amount of light should be measured
with the light meter pointed toward
the light source -it is extremely
difficult to gauge light intensity by
eye alone.) The light levels are
determined by the type of camera
being used and by the age of the

pickup tubes. The technical or
engineering department of your
station would be the best source of
reliable information on this point.
Normal light levels vary between
180 Foot Candles and 300 Foot
Candles for the acting areas. If
more than 300 Foot Candles are
recommended, it would be well to
review the whole situation very
carefully with special reference to
F stops, filters and electronic
lineup of the cameras. Cameras
should always be lined up on test
charts or targets having the same
volume and quality of illumination
as that to be used in the studio.
Quality Of Light
Quality of light is of major importance in lighting the studio and
illuminating the test charts. Quality
is measured in degrees Kelvin and
has nothing to do with volume. You
can have 2 Foot Candles at 3000
Kelvin or 2000 Foot Candles at
3000 Kelvin. The quality refers to
the amount of blue (high Kelvin)
or red (low Kelvin) in the light.
3200 Kelvin is normal white light
and it is practical to vary 200 to
without ap250 degrees + or
parent effect on color response.
Most studios try to average out
about 3000 Kelvin, which gives
good color reproduction while
making allowance for old light
bulbs, slightly aged reflectors, and
lens surfaces not ideally clean.
On exterior shots where natural
daylight is part of the plan you will
find the Kelvin temperature running 4000 to 12,000 Kelvin and the
cameras can be adjusted to produce
good color at that level. Obviously,
the cameras cannot handle both
interior and exterior lighting under
the same setup adjustments.
I'm sure that all of us are familiar
with the general procedure of
lighting for the electronic cameras:
(I) The base of fill light which
provides general illumination and
helps to wash out shadows (the
units providing fill or base should
never be used without diffusion
filters); (2) the key light which is
the apparent source of illumination
and models the actor's faces;

-
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(3) the back light which provides
separation by rimming the actor
with a light outline (this source is in

current practice usually much too
bright and is the greatest single
problem child. Back light intensity
should never he more than enough
to make the light barely visible
otherwise it becomes an incorrect
center of interest and destroys the
entire balance of the scene);
(4) modeling or accent lights whose
names explain their function, and
(5) the set lights which illuminate
and model the scenery, provide
atmosphere, time and mood. However, few of us stop to think that
there is a second side to lighting
a half equally important as light

-

itself...

the shadows.
The Problem

With Shadows
Every light in the studio causes
each item in its range of illumination to cast a shadow, and multiple
shadows are both distracting and
destructive to the picture composition. Cinematographers call such
shadow

patterns

"dirty

light."

Therefore, a major portion of the
job of lighting for electronic photography is washing out shadows
or placing them where they contribute to composition rather than
destroying it.
There are two general methods
of controlling shadows. One is to
place the spot lights in a position
where the key shadow falls naturally and other, or secondary,
shadows fall into inconspicuous
places or below the frame line of
the camera shot. More on this
below. The second control method
is through the use of spun glass
diffusion filters on all flood lights.
These filters, in effect, make the
light sources so large that shadows
are minimized or are so faint that
other flood sources tend to wash
them out.

Key lights, modeling lights,
hack lights and accent lights are
usually some form of "spot light"
-either a Fresnelite, an elipsoidal
unit, or an openfaced quartz focusing unit. Each of these luminaires
is normally equipped with four -way
(Continued on page 7k)

SERVING THE
INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST
TELEVISION INDUSTRY WITH FULL
PERFORMANCE VIDEO PRODUCTS

RICHMOND
HILL
LABORATORIES
INC.

BOOTH 202
NAB '72

1
master control switchers studio production switchers studio signal
routing systems video switching systems video mixing amplifiers video
quad split generators auto -changeover units equalizing amplifiers color
bar generators background color generators clamping amplifiers video
distribution equipment vit test signal packages digital cueing generators
synchronizing pulse generators chroma key units clock systems video
special effects generators pulse distribution equipment test
signal generators.

RICHMOND HILL LABORATORIES INCORPORATED
142 Central Ave., Clark, New Jersey 07066
(201) 381 -5955 Telex 01 -38245
Circle Number 135 on Reader Reply Card
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(Continued from page 77)

barn door shutters, or they should
be so equipped, to permit sharp
cutoff of the beam at top, bottom,

or sides

- thereby

either of two methods: (1) a metal
"snoot" consisting of a plate cut to
fit the color frame holder with a
4" diameter hole centered, with a
4" diameter by 6" long metal tube
extending forward from the plate.
This assembly should be entirely
painted black to avoid any reflections and the result will be an
excellent "spot light" of good
intensity and effective beam control.
(2) The second method is to cut a
4" diameter hole in a 14" x 14"
piece of Masonite and hang this
cutout about 12 inches in front of
the open -faced "spot light" carefully lining up this Masonite
"gobo" so that the main beam from
the luminaire passes through the
hole and the spill light is blocked off
by the solid Masonite areas. This
method is just as effective as the
" snoot" but is a bit more difficult
to set up and focus. (Incidentally,
this same gobo technique can be
used with lens spots when barn
doors are unavailable.)

avoiding

shadows from, or illumination of,
unwanted areas. This ability to
mask off unwanted light is a most
important feature of any luminaire,
as without having the ability to
control light beams exactly it is
impossible to handle unwanted
shadows.
This cutoff control is very effective on lens type "spot light"
units but requires some special
attention in the case of the open face quartz units. These latter
units are very efficient in volume of
light output but the barn doors
with which they are equipped mask
off only the main beam leaving the
spill light uncontrolled. Because of
the high brightness, this spill light
is strong enough to cast sharp
unwanted shadows.
This situation can be controlled
and units made very practical by

Placement Of Units
The placement of the "spot light"
type units in relation to faces,
products or backgrounds is a matter requiring very careful consideration on the part of the lighting
practitioner for both light and
shadow controls.
The key light must be placed
slightly to one side of the center
line of the shot -far enough to the
side to model a face or other object
by making one side a little brighter
than the other, but not too far to
the side lest the result is a sharp
nose shadow on one cheek and a
profile shadow on the opposite
shoulder.
somewhere
Usually
between 10° to 20° off center is
best for faces or other heavily
modeled objects.
Next, the matter of height of the
luminaire position must be considered. The luminaire must he low
enough to avoid heavy shadows
under the eyebrows, yet high
enough so that the shadow of the

NAGRA SYNCHRONOUS SN RECORDER
For Professional Motion Pictures and Television

One Ib. and

1

oz.

THE POCKET RECORDER

with
Mixing Automatic or Manual
Automatic Switching
Crystal Sync
Cassette Type Tape

27 Minutes Recording Time
71/2

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTION

-

SERVICE

-

Hours on Batteries

SALES

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC.
19 WEST 44th STREET, ROOM 715

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

Exclusive Distributor in Canada

BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA, LTD.
3269 AMERICAN DRIVE
MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO, CANADA
(416) 6773243

SEE NAGRA IN BOOTH

Southern
NACRA MAGNETIC

RECORDERS, INC., New York . TWX 710. 581 -2443

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.,

Hollywood

TWX

(212) 661 -8066
California-Service-Sales

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 NO, VINE STREET

910. 321.4564

HOLLYWOOD.

CALIF. 90038

(213) 469-6391

=406

-

NAB EXHIBIT

-

CONRAD HILTON, CHICAGO

-
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head falls well below the shoulder
line behind the subject. (This important shadow placement is a key
reason why subjects should never
he too close to the background
you need special separation to
help lose shadows, among other
reasons.)
Back light must be placed low
enough, or, if you prefer, at a flat
angle so that it does not project
steeply downward over the forehead adding unwanted facial highlights and shadows. Also, it should
not project a sharp shadow of the
subject onto the desk or floor
where it is a distracting note in
the picture composition. It is not
necessary to have the back light
directly behind the subject
may
he moved a hit to the side if that
helps the shadow problem. We also
point out again that the back light
should never really be bright
enough to cause a shadow so hard
as to dominate a picture.
Modeling lights are less apt to
cause serious shadow problems
but they can do so. Disposing of
these shadows is again a matter of
horizontal or vertical movement of
the luminaires.

-

Our

new

-it

Fill or hase light is normally
supplied by scoops or quartz
broads of some type, usually
hung in front of the playing area
about seven feet above the floor.
As noted earlier, these should
always have spun glass diffusion
filters both to reduce shadow problems and for the comfort of the
performers obliged to face them.

FM-l5kW
and

FM-ilk W

... urove that All makes better
transmìtters even better.
The AEL FM -25KD and FM -12KD Transmitters
were better to begin with, but now that we've added
an all new, up -dated functional design that makes meter
reading easier and operation simpler, they're even better.
These are the ones that feature:
Full 25KW and 12KW power output
Two tube design, grounded grid final
Automatic filament voltage control
Automatic power output control
Solid state control circuitry for improved reliability
Designed for automatic operation
Solid state exciter and power supplies

... they

Summing Up
So, keeping in mind the objectives of using no more light than is

required, at a color temperature
(in studio) of around 3000 Kelvin,
with luminaires carefully placed
and masked to provide effective
shadow patterns, and having all
scenic, prop and costume elements
controlled to a reflectance value
range of 30 to I, your air pictures
will have a quality of which both
Engineering and Production can
be proud.

Color Production Starts page 65

at

See
AEL

Boot 2

Aprius l

Conta

VSWR protection built in

the

H ilton

Look into AEL's new FM -25KD and FM -12KD
Transmitters and treat yourself to true
Sound Fidelity for the Seventies.

ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

LINE

AMERICAN MLECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.
P. O. Box 552

Lansdale, Pa. 19446

(215) 822 -2929
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SMPTE Survey
Focuses On TV
Picture Pattern

ik

Tra

ppl

Open Your
TV Coverage

Acrons!dal;ne'

ors

Area

Acrodyne brings you
/modularized solid state
construction

1

10
20

/low spare parts inventory
/continuous color fidelity
/3 -year warranty

100

watts

/low maintenance charges

...

saves you money

/separate AGC's on
Visual & Aural Carriers

FOR A FULL PICTURE of Acrodyne TV Translators

fagi

actodyne

-fill

out and mail the coupon today'

--7us tries

/1

Translator Capital Of The World
21 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936. 215- 368 -2600 / TWX 510- 661 -7265
Gentlemen: Please send full information on the Acrodyne Translator series
Position

Name

Affiliation
Address
City

State

Zip

Prime Interest Area

BE-î

L

A recent survey of television
viewers in and around Rochester
has confirmed the results of a previous study showing that there are
considerable variations in the area
of the transmitted picture received
on home sets.
Sponsored and conducted by the
Rochester Section of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers in conjunction with stations WHEC, WOKR, WROC and
WXXI, the survey was made by
broadcasting a special pattern and
asking the public, through newspaper notices, to complete questionnaires indicating how much of
the test pattern could be seen on
their home receivers. About 6000
persons responded.
Preliminary tabulation of the
results showed that while some
viewers were seeing all or most of
the picture transmitted, many
others received considerably less.
According to Roland J. Zavada,
Eastman Kodak Company, and a
member of the special SMPTE
Committee conducting the test,
the results will help TV producers
and photographers of TV programs
and commercials determine how to
compose the pictures that will
appear on the home screen so that
critical subject matter is not lost.
Television set manufacturers and
repairmen will also find the information useful.
A similar test conducted in New
York City in 1957 showed that
only about half the sets were receiving nearly all the picture transmitted. Others received less, some
of them considerably less. This test
was the basis of the existing "safe
title area" and "safe action area"
recommendations.
An oral presentation of the results of the new test were made
by Zavada at the 6th SMPTE
Winter Television Conference at
the Sheraton -Dallas Hotel, Dallas,
February 5. A complete technical
report will be published subsequently in the SMPTE Journal.
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Warning: Fire Protection Necessary
By David Hebert, CE, KXRO

Fire safety doesn't receive half
the attention it deserves in many
businesses. Neglect, carelessness,
or just plain lack of knowledge on
this subject can bring on disaster
at any time. Many stations are

simply inviting devastation by their
inattention, and if things aren't
"just right" where you are, then
read on.
Types Of Fires
The National Fire Protection
Association has established four
classes of fires, which are grouped
according to the type of material
that is burning, and materials that
are used to extinguish them. A
class A fire involves ordinary combustibles such as wood, cloth,

paper, rubber and some plastics.
Foliage could also be grouped as
class A.
Class B fires involve flammable
or combustible liquids, flammable
gasses, greases and similiar materials. Class C fires involve

energized electrical equipment.
And class D fires involve certain
combustible metals.
For our purposes, we will disregard the class D fire, as combustible metals are ordinarily found
in the laboratory.
Potential Fire Sources
Fire can start anywhere in the
building: it is not limited to the
transmitting apparatus. The best
way of making your operation

immune to fire is just to keep a
"clean house ". Firemen agree
that a dirty building invites destruction, and, similarly, "cleanliness
is next to safetiness ".
A glance around your station
might find piles of papers (old
program logs, newspapers, rub bage, sales pitches, or rate cards)
which could fuel a burner. You
might find dirty electric baseboard
heaters, gas heaters that are close
to combustible materials, a neglected oil furnace or over-fused
electrical circuits.
Water-base paint is good insurance because of it's natural fire
resistance over lead -base or other
types of paint.
(Continuer/ on page 82)

TELAN

gas fueled thermoelectric generators
Nestled under the ice covered
eaves of an equipment shed on
a 11,000 foot mountain peak in
Utah, this TELAN generator provides power for a TV translator.
The propane tanks supplying fuel
to TELAN require service only
once a year. TELAN is available
in from 10 to several hundred
watts. 12 -24 -48 VDC standard.

--li`TELEDYNI. ISOTOPES

-.

110 W. TIMONIUM ROAD
TIMONIUM, MD. 21093
PHONE: 301- 252 -8220
TELEX: 87 -780
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You would be wise to devote
periodic attention to your building's heating system by replacing
air filters and servicing the burner
jets in your oil furnace, and replacing gas tubing and worn fittings
in the natural gas installation.
Smoke, Smoke, Smoke

Radio people probably smoke
more cigarettes -per-person than
any other occupational group.
Full ashtrays can become small
torches if they are touched off
with partially lit cigarettes or
matches. In the normal pressure of
business, almost any handy container becomes an ashtray, occasionally: coasters, vases, garbage
cans, wastepaper baskets, and
empty coffee cups. Have you ever
carelessly dumped an ashtray containing a partially lit cigarette into
a full wastepaper basket, only to
observe a small stream of smoke
moments later? Blushingly, almost
all of us smokers would have to
plead "guilty ".
Almost every station has a "junk
room ". Boxes, flammable liquids
and the like create spontaneous
combustion. Be especially on the
lookout for dirty rags, and opened
containers of tape head cleaner,
printing fluid, paint, and other
solvents.
Fire marshalls concede that
electrical fires can be started
through improper fusing of equipment, poor maintenance, and bad

installation. With overloaded

light and power wiring, fires can
ignite inside walls and within

circuit breaker panels. Generally
speaking, all your AC wiring should
be done with at least number 12
gauge "Romex" or equivalent. AC
power receptacles should be installed every six feet in service
areas to avoid extension cords.
When you are installing AC service, be sure to keep all screw -type
connections tight and firm -this is
no place for shoddy work, as loose
connections can generate heat and
burn terminals. You can check
for overrated light switches by
checking for heat when the switch
is on.

The US penny has started elec-

trical fires. Don't start the habit of
replacing screw -in fuses with a
penny to get you by until you can
buy another box of proper fuses.
The equipment should be properly ventilated, which falls into the
area of improper installation. The
instruction manual's advice on
proper air flow should be followed
to the letter. Unsafe switching procedures, defeat of interlocks on the
transmitter, and exposed cables
carrying more than 600 volts invite fires and FCC citations. A
thorough maintenance program will
keep the gear from producing large
amounts of heat, and insure that
lint and dust don't build up on heat producing components.
Fighting the Fire

You can save lives and equipment by simply knowing what to do
and how to do it if a blaze does
erupt. The purchase of the proper
types for extinguishing equipment
will pay for itself many times in
terms of protected property and
peace of mind.
The most popular extinguisher
for electrical fires is Carbon Dioxide or dry chemicals. Most prefer
the CO2 because there is no residue
left on the surface it is used upon.
The ten pound size is quite popular
for the transmitter room, and it's
easily mounted in a convenient
location.
For the class A fire, water or
soda -acid are your best friends.
Simple Baking Soda is quite effective when fighting the class B fire.
It would be wise to keep the proper
type of extinguisher in the appropriate locations where the various
types of fires are likely to occur.
Avoid a water extinguisher in the
control or transmitter room, and
you wouldn't care to mount a CO2
extinguisher in the store room.
The NFPA recommends at least
one extinguisher for every 3,000
square feet of building floor space.
Each extinguisher should be plainly
marked and located not more than
approximately 75 feet from normally occupied work areas. The
personnel should be made cognizant of the location of each extinguisher and its proper use.
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Talk to TMI
When purchasing fire extinguishers remember that some materials will work satisfactorily with
more than one class of fire. By referring to the four classes of fires
we discussed at the beginning of
this article, you'll recall that extinguishers for class A fires will
carry a green label, for class B fires
will carry a red label, class C extinguishers will carry a blue label,
and a yellow label will denote an
extinguisher for a class D fire.
Sometimes, a combination of these
labels can be found upon the extinguisher, noting its varied usage.
Again, the National Fire Protection Association recommends only
the purchase of extinguishers labeled "U L" (Underwriters' Laboratories), "ULC" (Underwriters'
Laboratories of Canada), or "FM"
(Factory Mutual). These labels
show that the extinguisher has
been tested for reliability and
effectiveness.
You can construct a "poor man's
extinguisher" from a one -pound
coffee can filled with baking soda.
Fasten a lid to prevent the accumulation of moisture, label the entire
can "For Fire, Only ", and keep it
in a handy location.

WE HAVE
THE BEST
SOLUTION
TO YOUR HELICAL
VTR TIME BASE
STABILITY
PROBLEMS!
TMI DELTA 44 RESOLVES
±

2.2 micro - seconds error down to NTSC color
NOW YOU CAN
DISSOLVE
SPLIT SCREEN
TITLE OVER
PICTURE
PLAY INTO QUADS
PLAY DIRECTLY
ON AIR
PRODUCTION
SWITCHING

Getting Out
There should be at least two unblocked ground -level doors to provide quick exit from the typical
medium size building. If windows
are not too far from the ground
level and large enough for adult
passage, they can spell the difference between life and tragedy.
You can retard the progression of
fire by closing all doors behind you
when leaving the building. The
most important weapon against a
fire is self-control; just keep calm.
Insurance companies are known
to offer lower premium to businesses that are fire safe. It's also
nice to know that your operation
is not a potential blaze and subsequent financial catastrophe. The
author recommends a simple telephone call to your friendly neighborhood fire marshall for his suggestions and tips for your particular
operation. Fire safety is everyone's business.

OTHER

QUALITY PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

FROM TMI:

D BORDERLINE D ZERO STUDIO DELAY
VARIABLE, FIXED AND TAPPED DELAY LINES
We can solve your specific delay line problems. TMI -Anderson is the
pioneer and the world's largest producer of delay lines.

-_

TELEVISION subsidiary
INC.
MICROTIME,
of
a

sSe.;

ANDERSEN LABORATORIES, INC.

1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

(203) 242 -0761

TWX 710- 425 -2390

The Standards Converter Company
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CHRONO -LOG CORP.A new bulletin describing new features of the Series 30,000 IC Digital Clocks and Calendars used in
telemetry and data handling systems which require real -time or
elapsed time inputs is now available. A large variety of standardized options enable the system designer to select from over 3000
configurations at off-the -shelf
prices. Among these options are:
time ranges from day -of-year to
resolutions of .0001 seconds; time
bases from line frequency to internal crystal oscillators stable to
part in 10' per week; displays of
BCD lamps or Nixies; choice of
several power supply voltages, in108.

1

eluding internal standby power;
parallel and /or serial readouts; and
remote displays. Other features include: TTL and DTL compatible
output logic levels; gated and buffered outputs; pulse rate outputs
from the count down chain. Front
panel controls are provided for
time setting. The clocks can also
be remotely controlled.

-

109. CTS CORPORATION
CTS Corporation's six -page industrial distributor product line catalog describes the capabilities of 47
types of CTS carbon, wirewound
and cermet trimmers /potentiometers and 212 series rotary selector

switches. Distributor quantity
prices are also included.

111.

DIALIGHT COPORATION

- Dialight's

new Bulletin R05031
details their new series 739 solid
state readout assembly. The 739
is an assembly with character
heights of 0.625 inch that can be
made with to 10 digits. Each character is made from high efficiency
discrete gallium phosphide diodes
arranged in a seven -segment format. Current passing through the
diodes, generates a bright, highly
legible red character with the lowest power consumption for a character this size. The contrast ratio
between the illuminated and non illuminated segment is further enhanced by a red non -glare window.
Each character is mounted on its
1

Broadcast-quality CATV pictures
Easy to Achieve with
DYNAIR Solid -State Equipment

7 1()

nne

y

_o
V

...

HIGH -FIDELITY OFF -AIR COLOR -RX -4B DYNA -TUNE uses norm
pletely new filtering and signal -restoration concepts to provide superior
adjacent-channel color performance in either microwave -fed or demodmod systems. Actually improves the color signal in many critical areas
over that produced by the broadcast RF transmission system.

DYNA-TUNE

Ii

Look to DYNAIR's field -proven, solid -state equipment to solve CATV
problems and assure broadcast -quality pictures. From the
company with years of experience in TV transmission equipment and
CATV head -end systems, here are three tried -and -proven units to guarantee that every picture you supply will be truly first -class
truly
broadcast -quality.
head -end

d

BROADCAST -QUALITY TRANSMISSION -TX -4B DYNA -MOD II supplies signals approximating FCC specifications. Provides interference
free pictures in a full 12- channel system -with clean, crisp color. Available for operation on any standard VHF channel.

-

V

DVNA MOD

II

G

BROADCAST -PRECISION TESTING -TS -1008 Sideband Analyzer
quickly checks overall alignment of video amplifiers, modulated stage
and RF amplifiers of modulators-in normal operation -without even
removing covers! Provides the same test techniques used by broadcasters
and eliminates tedious point -to -point checking. Tunes to all channels

for system flexibility.

®

The EXPERIENCED

s

3

manufacturer of solid -state head -end equipment

wé

TS -100B SIDEBAND ANALYZER
6360 FEDERAL BLVD., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92114, PHONE (714) 582 -9211
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own printed- circuit board complete
with a decoder -driver that forms
the numerals. The decoder- driver
requires four lines or bits of information in a 8421 BCD code for
each character. I n addition, it has
terminals on the p -c board to automatically blank the leading and /or
trailing edge zeros -the result is an
easy to read display. A lamp test
input to the unit over -rides all other
inputs and enables the operator to

check for

a

possible display

malfunction.

tions of the SPC -12 Family allows
a more efficient use of memory
than in any minicomputer in its
class. 4,096 words can be directly
addressed, almost eliminating the
necessity of paging. It provides a
12 -bit parallel adder; six addressing
modes; eight 12 -bit hardware registers, including an accumulator and
three index /accumulator registers;
52 basic commands; a processor controlled priority interrupt system; a console lock, and a teletypewriter interface.

HEWLET PACKARD -The
use of I M PATT diodes for micro wave power generation and amplification is discussed in a new
32 -page application note (Hewlett 114.

Packard AN 935). The new note
acquaints the reader with principles of operation and construction
of IMPATT diodes and describes
how the diodes are designed into
oscillator and amplifier circuits.
Several practical I M PATT diode
circuit designs are described. The
(Continued on page 86)

-

112. THE FINNEY COMPANY
Detailed architectural engineering

specifications for Finco's completely new line of Master Antenna
Television Systems products are
presented in a specially designed
hard cover three ring binder catalog. The new line of MATV equipment trademarked the "Greenline,"
is presented in detailed specification sheets which picture each
product and give detailed engineering and electrical specifications,
and an Architect's Description. In
addition to the individual product
detail sheets, supplemental materials, such as an Architectural
Engineering Specifications outline, together with gummed backed
system component descriptions are
provided for ease in making project
submittals. The individual product
pages are also made available for

TV pa c
total pollution
abatement package
for the TV industry

detailing project submittals. A
series of "Technical Aids" covering such subjects as Signal to Noise
Ratio, Eliminating Spurious Signals in Systems, Cross Modulation, and a number of pertinent

conversion tables are provided.
Also, Finco's manual on designing
MATV systems is included.

TV pac regenerates processing chemicals and

chemically destructs toxic effluents resulting
from news film processing. This new pollution
abatement package is the first commercial
pollution control system based on the new
W. R. Grace ozone generator. It is an economical, compact, air -cooled, low maintenance generating unit having all the features
of the 300 lb. /day Grace ozone generator.

113. GENERAL AUTOMATION,
INC. -A brochure describing the
three new processors of the General Automation SPC -I2 Family
of Industrial Minicomputers is now
available. The six -page, two -color
illustrated brochure highlights the
outstanding features and capabili-

ties of the new SPC -12/20, SPC 1/15, and SPC -12/10 Industrial
Minicomputers. These three new
computers can execute stored programs in excess of 230,000 instructions per second, and can input and
output data in excess of 460,000
words per second. The organiza-

DAVISON CHEMICAL

For more information on TV pac, or Grace
ozone generators, call 1 (301) 727-3900 or
write Manager, Pollution Control Systems,
Dept. 0032, W. R. Grace & Co., Davison Chem ical Div., Baltimore, Maryland 21203.
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AUDIO
SWEEP
GENERATOR

$108.09

note is liberally illustrated with
electrical and mechanical diagrams,
and with graphs that describe circuit performance. An extensive
bibliography is included.
115.

Available as Kit 584.85

solves all five

common connector
problems

HICKOK ELECTRICAL

INST. CO. -The newly published
four-page brochure, Hickok oscilloscopes, contains complete descriptions, specifications and prices

for the Models 5000A and 5002A.

The 5002A is a dual channel oscilloscope, with bandwidth to 25 MHz
and simplified, stable triggering to
beyond 50 MHz. The two Hickok
oscilloscopes offer high perfor-

mance, compact size, rugged
construction at an economical

Continuously
sweeps the entire audio
range ELECTRONICALLY!
Or use it as a function generator.
SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES
Functions sine. square. triangle. positive and
negative sawt8oth with variable
slope control
Controls: range, frequency. functions, attenuator, sweep speed (VCO frequency). VCO amplitude
Frequency Range: 0.02 Hz. to 20 KHz. -all
functions
Dial Accuracy: better than 2% linear
Power: 115 vac. 50/60 Hz.
Output Impedance: 50 OHMS
Output Voltage: 0 -10 volts. peak-peak
Sweep Speed: variable 1/25 sec. -10 sec.
Sweep Width: continuously variable
maximum: 20Hz-20KHz.
minimum; zero!
Waveform Distortion: less than 1% (sine.
square. triangle)
Frequency Response: 20Hz. -20KHz ± 1 db
Frequency Stability: 0.1% per °C10-50°C)
Square Wave Rise Time: less than 80 ns.
Triangle Linearity Error: less than 0.5%
VCO Access: use the ASG -200 to trigger
other equipment- or use other
outputs to trigger the ASG -200!
Added Features: smooth continuous sweep,
no external inputs needed.
short -circuit proof!
Dimensions. 43 in. high. 8'' a in. wide.
61/2 in. deep
Weight. 48 ounces

Purchase price includes factory assembly and testing, two year warranty
and a ten day money -back guarantee
if not satisfied for any reason!

PHASE CORPORATION
315A Boston Ave., Medford. Mass. 02155
DEPT. G
617- 395 -4401
SHIP ORDER TO

(

I

Check Enclosed For S

1

I

Charge My Master Charge

1

I

Charge My BankAmencard

I

Ship COO

-.

#
#

Mass Residents Add 3% Sales Tax

.

_

SWITCH CRAFT

price. Options and accessories are
also included in the brochure.
116. SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION -A four -color brochure,
illustrating the step by step use of
Circuit Zaps is now available from
International Rectifier Corp. Circuit Zaps are copper component
patterns, pads and conductor paths
to enable the hobbyist, laboratory
technician or design engineer to
create prototype or customized
circuit boards without the use of
chemicals, photoprinting, etching
and other costly steps associated
with prototype construction. The
new literature graphically details
production of a board in eight steps,
using a punched printed circuit
board. IR Circuit Zap patterns are
designed for use with .100 -in. center pre -punched boards. The instructional brochure details the
'

specifications of each pattern,

methods of designing a board when
low frequency or RF testing is involved, and techniques for repairing conventional boards.

-

117. KALART VICTOR CORP.
A new 28 -page catalog that describes its full line of audio -visual

and educational television products
is now available. Featured is the
new KALAVOX Sound Slide System that utilizes a new concept of
Audio Slide Cassette that combines picture and sound in a single
unit. KALAVOX sits atop a Carousel or Ektagraphic slide projector
to give voice to slide shows -to let
each individual slide speak for
itself. Model 392 is for record and

AUDIO CONNECTORS
SIMPLIFY YOUR JOB

-

at
Sure, all connectors "work"
least when they're new, but only
Switchcraft's time -and -trouble-saving
design solves all these problems

-at

NO extra cost:

1. TOUGH TO WIRE?
No! Q -G connectors' easy -open de-

sign and larger, uniquely designed
solder cups cut wiring time in half
actual test.

-by

2. GROUNDING TROUBLES?

Never! Exclusive extra "Ground
Terminal" electrically integral with
shell automatically engages the
"Ground Contactor" of the mating
shell.
3. HIGH IMPEDANCE NOISE?
Forget it! Exclusive thermosetting
plastic inserts virtually eliminate
noise problems in high impedance

circuits.
4. SEARCHING FOR SCREWS?
Nope! "Captive Design" insert screw

for fast, simple assembly and disassembly
can't drop out and get
lost.

...

5. OLD -HAT STYLING?

Hardly! A compact. logical, modern
departure from the old fashioned
bulky- and -boxy styling associated
with conventional connectors.
And, Q -G plugs and receptacles mate
with all other quality connectors with
similar insert arrangements and
from 3 to 6 contacts. Mating chart
and cross -reference guide are yours
for the asking.
WRITE FOR CATALOG

C -5028,

or See Your

Switchcraft Authorized Industrial
Distributor for Immediate Delivery at Factory Prices.
Local

5535 Elston Ave., Chicago, III. 60630
U.S. Patent No. 3.219,961
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play -back only. The full line of
Kalart Victor 16mm sound motion
picture projectors is covered, complete with detailed specifications.
Projectors for regular and daylight
projection, repeater models, selfcontained recording and stop motion models, as well as projectors synchronized for TV camera
pick -up are illustrated and detailed
with more than 50 separate models
listed as available.
118.

INC.

McMARTIN INDUSTRIES,

- McMartin Industries has

MoIti-Cartrìdoo Decks
Grow with Your Needs!

completely revised and updated the
full catalog for Engineered Sound
Systems which are available
through over 250 franchised sound
contractors throughout the United
States.

303C

1

119. MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES-A six -page technical and
color brochure describing the MA12G total solid-state remodulating Microwave radio rated at 1.5
Watts (Max.) in 10.7 to 11.7 GHz
Common Carrier Band and Watt
(Max.) in the 12.2 to 12.7 GHz
Business Radio Band and 12.7 to
13.2 GHz CATV and Broadcast
Bands is now available. Technical
performance ratings and specifications for video, FDM Message and
PCM are given. Applications information for Common Carrier, Business Radio, Educational, Municipal,
Medical, CATV and Broadcast is

=

3 decks

2

x

303C

=

6 decks

1

120. NATIONAL SEMICON-

DUCTOR CORP. -A new 130 page Transistor Catalog is now
available. The catalog provides
complete data on National's entire
transistor line including NPN and
PNP small signal transistors, Field
Effect Transistors, and Pro -electron
types. In addition to specifications,
the catalog provides Process No.
design /application data and test
limit information. A glossary of
terms and package outlines are also
provided.

PHONPLEX CORP.- Phonplex Corporation's Solid State
Voice Response System, the only
voice response system to electronically store "phonemes" (the smallest parts of speech) rather than putting entire words on bulky or short lived tape, is detailed in a new
121.
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305C -= 10 decks

3
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15 decks

Mix and match these new SPOTMASTER multi -cart decks. They're designed to meet your needs today, and grow with them tomorrow.
Look at our 303C and 305C Mini -Decks. Space- saving combinations
of 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 15 decks accept type A carts. Slightly wider is our
Mini -603C (not shown), accepting both type A and B carts, three decks
to a unit, six decks to a compact rack.
All these mini -giants feature plug -in, modular, solid state construction with separate audio amplifiers, selectable output level ( -10, 0,
+8), logic switching, and many more features. They're ideal for manual
operation or programmed automation systems.
Save still more money with our time-tested FiveSpot and TenSpot
multi -cart players. You can even get plug -in record modules. Write or
call for complete information:

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways Company

8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

-

(301) 588 -4983

SPOTMASTER
DISCOUNT
CERTIFICATE
Limited time offer -Get any Spotmaster tape cartridge
machine or system for $50.00 off the regular price!

SAVE THIS VALUABLE CERTIFICATE
AND SEND WITH ORDER
Offer applies to Spotmaster Ten /70, 500 and 400
series and all multi-cart players including new
300 and 600 Mini -Series, Five Spot and Ten Spot.
Limit: One Discount Certificate per order.

Can be redeemed through local authorized distributor; or call or write for catalog and price

list: BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC., 8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 (3011
588 -4983

Offer expires April 30, 1972

BE -3 -14
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brochure now available.
Use of the ordinary telephone as a
means of immediately interrogating and receiving information from
a voice response interfaced computer bank for numerous applications such as retailing, education,
banking and finance, insurance,
manufacturing, medicine, stock ex16 -page

THE

PRICE

RANGE

for broadcast automation

$8500

to

is

COMPLETE!

trieval terminals are also discussed.
RF COMMUNICATIONS
INC.- A complete line of frequency
synthesizers and RF power amplifiers for laboratory, test systems,
and communications use are illus123.

information and specification
sheets for the company's synthesized signal generators, frequency
synthesizer, broadband and tunable
amplifiers, and amplifier modules.

see

''the makers of the carousel
\I.

124. RHG ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. -A new eight page technical information bulletin describing their ultra -precision
matched logarithmic IF amplifiers
is now available. Known as Log
Amp Bulletin LA 201, it details
the problems, considerations, circuit concepts, test methods and
computer checkout procedure em-

systems

marketing
corporation

BOOTH

voice response over print -outs,
CRT and other information re-

trated and described in the eight page 1971 Condensed Catalog. Included in the brochure are general

$50000

BLOOMINGTON,

changes, common carrier systems
and other verbal reporting uses, is
explained. The many advantages of

ILL.

220

Circe Number 57 on Reader Reply Card

HMERICA
GOES TO

Captions for election pickups, tabular
display of election slates, and horizontal
crawl over regularly scheduled programs
for flash election results.
Immediate title inserts, simultaneous
two- channel display, four -page display
memory, and simple, convenient audio
tape storage.
Large, readable characters.
Model D- 2400 -only S5,000.

125. TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR-A new Digital Appli-

cation Note #1, showing how the
circuit designer faced with solving
logic noise problems can quickly
overcome his problems with a few
simple design techniques, is now
available. The Application Note
discusses industrial applications
of HNIL to replace switches, relays, latching relays, stepping relays, and mechanical counters. The
Teledyne HNIL family operation
is in the 12 to 15 Volt range with a
guaranteed noise immunity of 3.5
Volts. This obvious advantage over
conventional TTL logic removes
the necessity for regulated power
sources and can drive indicator
lights and relays directly.
Send Your Industry News
To Broadcast Engineering

For Better Coverage

Increase Head Life with ISOLAIR
New Clean Air Unit by LIBERTY

ELECTION '72
S

ployed to establish the linearity,
stability and matching of their precision log IF amplifiers. Block diagrams, photos and scope displays
are included along with a listing
of standard log amplifiers.

This unit provides a laminar down
flow of the cleanest possible air
at the critical video head area.
Excessive wear and damage by

airborne contaminants are virtually eliminated, extending head
life by 100% or more and insuring better overall VTR performance, as well as saving time and
money. The unit is suspended
from the ceiling thus requiring no
additional floor space. It is easily
installed and maintained and
meets Federal Standard 209a,
Class 100.

additional positive effect is the
cumulative result of the constant
filtering of air from the entire
An

room, so that during an extended

Liberty Industries has the capability for providing complete clean
air environments for any size or

period of use, the level of contaminants in the surrounding envi-

type of operation. Our sales en-

ronment is progressively reduced

gineers are

ready to

help you.

Call or write.

For demonstration, write or call

Aid

DATAVISION, INC.
2351 Shady Grove Road, Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 948 -0460

LIBERTY
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LIBERTY INDUSTRIES, INC.
598

Deming Road, Berlin, Conn. 06037
Telephone (203) 828 -6361
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EVALUATE VIDEO TAPES

Off -line
using the field -proven

RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR

Display total number of edge damages.
Display total number of surface defects.
Display total tape time.
Tape fully cleaned, uniformly packed and
degaussed.

Longitudinal testing of video tapes at high
speed makes it possible to evaluate and rewind a one -hour reel in 10 minutes. Tape edge
damage which can cause control signal variations and audio dropouts is readily identified.
Detected video dropouts exhibit excellent correlation with results obtained by evaluating
the same tape on a VTR.
If your operation requires testing of tapes,
this equipment will quickly pay for itself by
keeping your valuable VTR for more productive applications. Additional savings can be
obtained by rehabilitating tapes and reducing
VTR head wear.
Incidentally, it can also be used as a cleaner'
winder for tapes with recorded program.

Write or call us for details. Ph. (415) 961 -8821

RECORTEC, INC.
160 East Dana St.,

Mountain View, California 94040

OTP Director Attacks
The Fairness Doctrine
The problems facing broadcasters today do not
belong to broadcasters alone. In a speech last month
before the Colorado Association of Broadcasters,
OTP Director Clay T. Whitehead pointed out that
these problems are equally those of the advertiser.
The following are excerpts from that address.
From all the reports I've seen, last year was not a
great financial success for broadcasting, but it was not
as bad as some expected when a future without cigarette billings seemed to be a very bleak future indeed.
That's the business side: nothing very exciting in 1971,
but the economic prospects look good for the coming
year. On the government, or regulatory side, broadcasters were beset by threatening developments at
the FCC and in the courts: license renewals, fairness
and access, cable television, spectrum reallocations,
and children's programming among other issues. But
serious as these developments are, they are being
over -shadowed by a new problem.
The problem I refer to is the regulation of broadcast
advertising and the conditions the advertiser finds
when he chooses the broadcast media for his messages. Try this list of issues: advertising and the
Fairness Doctrine: mandatory access for editorial
ads: advertising in children's programs: licensee responsibility as to false and misleading advertising:
campaign spending limits on broadcast ads and political advertising in general: ads for certain types of
products: and counter advertising. The nature of commercial broadcasting depends heavily on how these
and other similar issues are resolved. What is commonly called "free" broadcasting is actually advertiser supported broadcasting, and the regulatory framework
for broadcast advertising deals with the economic core
of our private enterprise broadcast system. Similarly,
advertising is now so dependent on broadcasting that
the issues faced by the advertising industry have been
transformed into broadcast -advertising issues.
Of course, there were ads before there was broadcasting and, of course, many of the ads in the pre broadcasting days were crude deceptions. Deceptive
and misleading advertising is still an important issue,
but now the overall issue is much broader than the
traditional concerns about questionable advertising.
If it were only a case of advertising taste or excessive
"puffery," I think most people would take advertising
with the proverbial grain of salt that one relied upon
in listening to the "medicine men" at country fairs or
reading the back pages of comic books and other popular literature. But now broadcasting, especially TV,
has raised the advertisement to a popular art form.
is not only pervasive, it is unavoidable.

TV advertising

In these circumstances, it seems that advertising
itself has become an issue. Some people tend to view

Circle Number 197 on Reader Reply Cord
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Fairness Doctrine continued

CLEAN AND WIND TAPES

Off -line
using the field -proven

RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE CONDITIONER

Our transport uses a vacuum chamber for gentle tape
handling, combined with vacuum grid cleaners to avoid
scratching or cutting valuable tapes.

Extends tape and head life by removing loose oxide
and debris from tape surfaces.

Improves quality of video recording due to reduced
dropouts.

Minimizes tape damage by improving the tape pack.
Increases VTR utilization.

Options such

as erase,

splice count, audio playback,

etc., are also available.

It you take your car in for preventative maintenance

regularly, why not do the same for your valuable tapes
to extend their useful life?
There are many users here and abroad. This equipment pays for itself in less than one year. Let us show
you how much you can save in your tape operations.

Write or call

us

for details. Ph. (415)

961 -8821

RECORTEC, INC.
160 East Dana St., Mountain View, California 94040

from page 88A

it as the means by which an insidious business- advertising complex manipulates the consumer and leads
public opinion to goals that are broader than simply
purchasing the products being advertised. Some feel
that what is being sold the American people is a consumption- oriented way of life. This becomes a political
issue that is a fit subject for government redress -a
remedy in addition to the traditional controls on false
and misleading advertising.
I think that some of these broader concerns about
TV advertising are now motivating the Federal Trade
Commission. The FTC filed comments in the FCC's
Fairness Doctrine inquiry, proposing that there be
compulsory counter advertising for almost all broadcast ads. The FTC's counter advertising proposal
would provide an opportunity for any person or group
to present views contrary to those raised explicitly
and implicitly by product ads. In the Trade Commission's own words, counter advertising "would be
an appropriate means of overcoming some of the
shortcomings of the FTC's regulatory tools. and a
suitable approach to some of the present failings of
advertising which are now beyond the FTC's capacity."
The Trade Commission wants to shape the Fairness
Doctrine into a new tool of advertising regulation and
thereby expand the Doctrine's already chaotic enforcement mechanism far beyond what was originally
intended and what is now appropriate.
The Trade Commission also suggested that broadcasters should have an affirmative obligation to provide a substantial amount of free air time for anyone
wishing to respond to product ads. This goes beyond
the requirement in the BEM case that broadcasters
must allow persons or groups to purchase time. In a
business sense, that is not too intrusive on the broadcasters' operations, and some right to purchase time
for the expression of views on issues would serve an
important purpose. But a requirement to provide
"free" time in response to paid advertising time would
have all the undesirable features of any market in
which some people pay and some do not. It is, in any
event, misleading to call this free time. There would be
a hidden subsidy and the public would end up paying
for both advertising and counter advertising messages.
Even if there were no problems with a broad free
time requirement, we would be critical of the FTC for
suggesting that "Fairness" responses be required for
ads involving disputes within the scientific community
and ads that are silent as to the negative aspects
of products.
The FTC, however, doesn't think that these regulatory tools are effective enough or thinks that they are
too troublesome to apply. It is disturbing, however,
that the agency charged with overseeing the content
of advertising in all media has stated that the FCC is
better able to achieve the Trade Commission's regulatory goals for the broadcast media. Of course, the
Trade Commission would like to bring the FCC into
the process and by -pass the difficult job of making

factual determinations concerning advertising
deception.
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another new

New Products
(Continued from page

36)

mcmartin console

Sound Synchronized
Projector

'FIVE "channel mixer

Bell & Howell is introducing a
new movie projector which combines the ease of cassette film loading with the Filmosound 8® system
of producing sound -synchronized

movies.
The new instant loading model

478Z projector utilizes Bell &

-

Howell Auto 8® movie cassettes
the convenient system to show,
retrieve, index and store super 8
or regular 8 movies which was first
introduced by the company a year
ago. Lip -synchronous sound are
obtained when the new projector is
used in connection with the Film osound 8 system, a unique system
marketed by the company in a
variety of models since 1968.
The Bell & Howell sound system
uses conventional super 8 film and
features three basic pieces of equipment- camera, sound- synchronizing portable cassette tape recorder,
and projector. Words and sounds of
movie subjects are recorded to
match precisely with every picture
taken by the camera. During pro-

B -501 Mono Console $750.00

.

.

.

.

McMartin
605 north thirteenth street Omaha. nebraska 68102
Circle Number 56 on Reader Reply Card

QUALITY

played back on the tape recorder
is matched with every movement
on the screen. Each of the three
units can also be used independently of the system.

!IO.

Circle Number 158 on Reader Reply Card

Circle Number 159 on Reader Reply Card

Stereo Console $1,050.00

McMartin has designed a series of 5 -mixer consoles for production or
with enough flexibility to serve as the
subcontrol room application
main control console in smaller station operations.
Two models are available: The B -501 mono and the B -502 stereo
version.
Plug -in card design for all program circuits permits full latitude in assignment of ten input sources to the five mixing channels.
Professional performance ... human engineering
attractive design
... combine to offer the user the ultimate in monaural and stereo five mixer consoles.
For complete information, contact: Director of Sales (402) 342 -2753

jection, every word and sound

Camera Sun Gun
GTE Sylvania will be showing
the new Sun Gun SG -65 EXG at
the NAB Convention. This is a
new lightweight higher performance
model of the popular SG -65 used
so successfully by TV news departments for a number of years.
The SG -65 EXG has a lighting
head weighing 11/2 pounds as compared to the old unit at 21/2 pounds.
It uses a 250 Watt lamp that provides the lighting performance of
the old unit with a 350 Watt lamp.
As a result of the lower wattage
requirement, the effective shooting
time is extended to thirty minutes
when used on a fully charged SG65 EXFA 30 Volt battery pack.

B -502

506

B -1

AM
BROADCAST

Modulation Monitor $550

MONITORS
ALL SOLID STATE DESIGN

a a

k

t

t

All models

-

FCC

type approved

Compact 51/4 high on
standard 19" rack

a

Excellent stability

--...

510 Frequency Monitor

®

'"

$795

Highest quality workmanship
and components used throughout

Designed and manufactured
for years of reliable
dependable service

.a ,.

Remote metering available
models 506 6 -1 and 510
Low cost

520 Frequency Monitor

-

-

Fast delivery

$995

METRON INSTRUMENTS. INC.

1051 South Platte River Drive

(303) 744.1791

Denver, Colo. 80223
TELEX 04 -5729

(Continued on page 90)
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The ROH 200 Series

BROADCAST AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
a:- .I.

ii

flexible
solution to many of
your present audio needs.
This quality equipment has been
designed to provide optimum performance at ti-e most reasonable
price. All ROH equipment is conservatively rated and unconditionally warranted for one year
A modern,

MODEL

201
202

203
204
205
210
211

212
213

214
215

PRICE

module card tray
module card tray;
accepts Mocel 205 P.S
3 module
card tray
1
amp power supply
2 module card tray with
1
amp power supply
2 amp 24V DC power
supply module

$170.00

10
10

$190.00
$120.00
$130.00
$150.00

watt mon'tar amplifier
audio distribution
amplifier
1 : 5 audio distribution
amplifier with output
transformers
12 a 1 active combining
network
Preamplifier, 60 db gain
Program amp iffier with
transformer output
10
1

$
$

70.00
70.00

$

70.00

u 5

$120.00
$

55.00
65.00

$

65.00

$

ROH CORP.
3161 Map e Drive, N.E.
404/261 -1429
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Circle Number 60 on Reader Reply Card

Audio -Video
Routing Switcher

The new CDL VS -900 is the
latest word in 4th generation all
solid -state audio/video switching
systems for broadcasting, surveillance or instructional uses. It incorporates many advances in
control and switching technology
and sets high standards in performance, reliability and economy
according to spokesmen at Central
Dynamics.
High performance standards
through newly -developed linear

integrated circuits.
Flexible, progammable control
and tally through state-of-theart digital circuitry.
Fully interchangeable cards without performance compromises.

Completely solid -state audio
systems.
Full selection of economical
standard systems VS-900 has
eliminated costly customization
of hardware. VS -900 is cost
effective over the full range of
10 x 10 up to 300 x 300 inputs

-

and outputs.
Program grade, vertical -interval
switching on all buses.
The CDL Series 900 is modular
in concept, and can be expanded
at will. The basic building block is
an array of ten input, single output
switches, each handling ten signals
to one destination. Matrices are
formed from groups of ten switches,
thus providing one hundred cross points in the basic system subassembly. You can buy one matrix
with ten or even less cards now,
and add to it any time later.
Circle Number 160 on Reader Reply Card

Modular Cart Series

Sparta Electronic Corporation
will introduce the Century Series,
a completely new modular line of
ultra-compact tape cartridge equipment. Record and playback modules are the same size; three will
mount side by side in standard
racks. Single and multiple desk
models are also available.

Features include "touchbar"
operation, built-in audio switcher,
electronics on a single plug -in
printed circuit board, three audio

J

how to
DOVE(' an
Fm signAL

wiTh

M

Its

easy to do. Not too expensive either. Good
stereo demands low VSWR. Our circular polar
ized "Penetrator" antenna guarantees a VSWR
of 1.1 to
before it's even mounted. And after
installation it may he field trimmed to reproduce a VSWR value of 1.08 to 1. This provides
a superior stereo signal.
1

The

"Penetrator" will also increase your audipenetrating difficult areas and by

ence by

reaching more car receivers and small portables. It's the only circularized FM antenna
with variable horizontal -to- vertical gain ratios.
It delivers a signal with sock!

JAMPRO ANTENNA COMPANY
A

DIVISION

OF

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

PHONE (916) 383 -1177
6939 Power Inn Road

Sacramento.

CA

95828
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inputs to record amplifier, and optional secondary tone. Mono playback can be field- converted to
stereo. Replacement circuit boards
are available at a nominal exchange
price after the one -year warranty
period.
Circle Number 161 on Reader Reply Cord

the symbol and it appears instantaneously. Symbols are selected by
push buttons and can be rotated,
changed in size, repeated or moved
in a scene at will. As many as
eighteen custom -designed symbols
can be employed singly or in any
combination.
Circle Number 163 on Reader Reply Card

Battery Operated
Remote Microphone

Dyma Engineering, Inc. will introduce their broadcast quality
dynamic microphone with self contained, solid state amplifier and

power supply. The compact and rugged omnidirectional TRAVELER
and its cord are all you need. Uses
low cost, universally available batteries, built -in windscreen, frequency response tailored for remote
use. It is economical for permanent
use at regular remotes. Ideal for
back -up equipment or emergency
broadcasting from transmitter.

Chroma Keyer
CBS Labs will display their
NTSC Chroma Keyer Model 7000
at the NAB. The TV Broadcaster
can now chroma key from any composite video signal with maximum
effectiveness.
The unit uses a unique comb filter to separate luminance and
chrominance, removing annoying
noise and "color crawl" from the
key signal. Inserts can be keyed

Here's
today's
newest
1 kW AM
transmitter
GATES'
BC-1H

from previously recorded video
tape, from any network scene, or at
the output of the composite program switcher. Completely eliminates cumbersome RBG keying
problems.
Circle Number 164 on Reader Reply Cord

(Continued on page 92)

STEP -TYPE CONTROLS
FOR BROADCAST

CONSOLES

Optional: Telephone connector
unit available.

STERFO

Circle Number 162 on Reader Reply Card

Symbol Generator

The Olympic games at Sapporo,
Japan, which NBC is televising
internationally starting February 1,
mark the debut of some new technical "magic" in television.
TELESTRATOR Industries Incorporated announced that its first
TELESTRATOR* Model 420
Symbol Generator has been purchased by NBC and is installed
ready for action at the games.
With the TELESTRATOR
Symbol Generator, a sports commentator can instantly insert electronically- created arrows, crosses,
asterisks, ski flags, the American
flag, or even the NBC logo into
live action video or during instant
replay. The commentator merely
points a pencil -like probe at the
place in the picture where he wants

MONO
WITH OR WITHOUT CUE

These reliable attenuators are available
for new or replacement requirements.
Solid silver -alloy contacts and switching mechanism assure low noise per-

Split dust cover

formance.
SEND

AUDIO

FOR

YOUR

AND

R.F.

standard.

1972 CATALOG /HANDBOOK ON
COMPONENTS

SHALLCO, INC.

0. BOX 1089
PHONE
919/934 -3135
P.

is

AND

DEVICES.

HWY 301 SOUTH
SMITHFIELD, N. C. 27577
TWX

510/939-1455

Gates' new BC -1H 1000 watt AM transmitter features reliable, long life 833A
tubes, solid state oscillator, instantaneous power cut back to 250 watts, and
1209ó positive peak modulation capabilities. It will be operating reliably at
your station for years to come. Get the
details on tomorrow's transmitter today.
Write Gates Radio Company, 123 Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
HARRIS
INTERTTPE
cOROORATIR
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Low Cost VI

Production Switcher
DYNAIR Electronics, Inc., will
show a new low -cost vertical -

interval production switcher. The
VS -153A is a remote -controlled

T%-e Auao-voeo

r

mount in the 7 -inch arm of inexpensive consoles. The electronics
unit is remoted by means of a
multi- conductor DC control cable.
Special effects capabilities include inserts from each of the four
corners, full horizontal and vertical

TELEVISION

DYNA-MOD

roouuTOR

Tt

P

Circle Number 166 on Reader Reply Cord

unit with a full color programming
capability. Ideal for the more sophisticated small studio, it has provisions for eleven video inputs with
basic single re -entry effects and
mixing. The control panel is only
31/2 inches thick, allowing it to

wipes and internal or external keying and matting. The inserts can be
expanded horizontally, vertically
and diagonally. Illuminating push
buttons and automatic preview are
are also provided.

CCTV Color Camera

designed for live operation and
meets the stringent requirements of
closed- circuit television. Under certain conditions it may also be used
in broadcast studio applications.

Robert Bosch Corp. will introduce their Fernseh KCP -40A color
camera. The Plumbicon color
camera chain KCP -40A has been

Circle Number 165 on Reader Reply Card

U.S. á FOREIGN
PATS.

The KCP -40A features include:
camera with viewfind options; thin
camera cable; camera line -up is
possible without scope; grid -pattern generator and level measuring
sets are built in; RGB or NTSC encoded output signals; two automatic
control circuits for adapting diaphragm and amplifiers to varying
light conditions; voltages stabilized
by way of Triac -type automatic
control; and automatic equalization of cable length for pulse supply.

Solid State Control,
Switching Equipment
Schafer Electronics has developed
and will display a new series of all

solid state control and switching
equipment to provide economical
and flexible broadcast automation
systems. The Model 900 Control
Unit is arranged to work with
Model 901, 902 or 903 Memory
Units, the choice being dictated by
the flexibility and memory capability desired by the user.
A typical control and memory
system will occupy only 14" of rack
space as shown in the attached

Don't loseyourhead
Loose oxide dust can do in a tape head all too soon. Its
rough on tape, too.
MS -200 Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner is an efficient
antidote for oxide dust. Even the valve on the can is

designed to deliver a wet spray to flush away oxide buildup on heads and stray particles embedded in tape. Can
be applied while tape is running.

MS- 200

AGNETIC
APE HEAD
CLEANER

/Ink

Qmiller -stephenson

chemical co.,inc.

Route 7, Danbury, Connecticut 06810
Please send me data and prices on MS -200.
BE
I

intend to use MS -200 on:

Title /Dept.

Name

Company
Address
City
CHICAGO

State
LOS ANGELES

TORONTO L_ DIST. IN MILAN

Zip
HAMBURG

PARIS

LONDON
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For Phase - Current Ratio- Signal Strength

photograph. The Model 900 Control Unit contains interface circuitry for 16 audio sources for any
reel -to -reel or reel -to- cartridge
equipment, and includes stereo line

,

-

MODEL

900

L.:-

A

CONTROL UNIT
MODEL

9o2 /9u3

MEMORY

UNir

111/11

and cue amplifiers with associated
V U Meters, loud speaker amplifiers
and controls. Stereo phase can be
checked by the operation of one
front panel switch. A set of indicating lamps shows which source

New Console Series
Visual Electronics Audio Division,
Pasadena, California announces it's
new M 1100 Series Consoles. They
are available in two basic configurations namely dual channel and
stereo. They use the same high
quality amplifiers and components
featured in Visual's Custom
Consoles.

currently on- the -air and which is
next to play.
The Model 902 Switch Memory
Unit or the Model 903 Keyboard
Entry Memory Unit is used in conjunction with the Model 900 Control Unit for system programming.
Both feature a clock with digital
readout. The Model 902 Switch
Unit provides sixty memory positions plus twelve clock oriented
positions; any one of which can be
used to insert a single event or a
cluster, jump, skip to another event,
or to restore to a position in the
original program format.
The Model 903 Keyboard Memory Unit is capable of inserting a
single event or a cluster of events
to start at any selected minute during a days programming. Network
join and leave, with control to the
second, is also provided. The Model
901 Manual Control Unit can be
used in conjunction with the 902
or 903 Memory Units so that the
system can be taken over at any
time for special news event or live
programming.
is

Circle Number 167 on Reader Reply Card

Optional items available allow
customizing either now or in the
future. They are designed for
operational efficiency and are easy
to maintain. Last but not least the
pricing is attractive and delivery is
four to six weeks. See them at Booth
#301 -302, Continental Room.
Circle Number 168 on Reader Reply Card

(Continued on page 94)

WE "VE MADE

THE BEST
EVEN BETTER!

FIM -21 Field Strength Meter, 535 KHz to
1605 KHz Lightweight, easy -to -use, the
'21' is the new solid state replacement for
the time -proven Nems -Clarke FIM -120
(RCA WX-2). Using six standard D cells,

the unit features a ceramic IF filter,
ganged osc /receiver tuning, front panel
speaker and illuminated meter and dial.
Field strength values between 10 microvolts /Meter and 10 volts /Meter. An external RF input jack is provided for tunable
voltmeter applications.
FIM -41 Field Strength Meter. 540 KHz to
4.8 MHz This lightweight unit measures
AM broadcast harmonics to -80db. Exceptionally stable over a wide temperature
range, it includes the same features as
the Model FIM -21. Exceptionally easy to
use, it is particularly well suited for transmitter 'proof -of- performance' reporting as
defined by FCC Rule 73.47(a)(5).

AM-19 Antenna Monitor The basic instrument for measuring phase and loop current ratio, the AM -19 can monitor up to
12 towers and accommodate DA -1, DA -2
and DA -3 patterns. Phase meter resolution is 0.5 degrees. Loop current accuracy is ±1.5% with a 0.5% resolution.
The AM -19 -D offers digital readout of
phase angle and loop current ratio to
provide phase and current resolutions of
0.1 degree and 0.1% respectively.
For complete information, please write or

call:
NAB
SHOW 72

BOOTH

PI

#209

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS, inc.
932 Philadelphia Ave.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
Phone: (301) 589 -3125

Circle Number 71 on Reader Reply Card
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saving combinations of 3, 5, 6, 9,
10 and 15 decks.
All of these new models feature
plug -in, modular construction, logic
switching and many other features
required for programmed automation systems or manual operation.

Multi- Channel Cart
Playback Systems
Broadcast Electronics, Inc., manufacturers of the world famous
Spotmaster tape cartridge systems,

Film Balanced
Three Color Meter

A new instrument to assist the
photographer and the lighting man
in obtaining correct color balance
has been announced by the Photo
Research Corporation. The new

Interchangeability of some circuit
boards has been developed between
these new units and our single deck ten/70 series.
Circle Number 187 en Reader Reply Cord

announces the availability of the
new, mini -series, multi -channel car-

tridge tape playback systems.
Models 303C, 305C and 605C are
designed to provide "mix and
match" flexibility, offering space

ISSCO

Automatic
Bulletin Alarm
Broadcast Automation Associates
will show a bulletin alarm designed
for use in control room or other
remote locations from news ticker
to give a visual indication of bell
count informing operator of the
importance of the message coming
through. Unit ignores 1, 2, or 3
bells, indicating testing or interoffice signaling.
The Bulletin Alarm is designed
to operate with all news service
systems using a bell tone signal.
Circle Number 188 on Render Reply Card

Dual 15 Watt

NEW MONITOR AMPLIFIER

Spectra Film -Balanced Three -Color
Color -Temperature Meter "sees
light just as the film does," and
reads-out in either color temperature or color -balancing filters. A
successful test program conducted
by the impartial Motion Picture
and Television Research Center of
Hollywood was described in a
paper given at the recent S.M.P.T.E.
Convention in New York.
Circle Number 195 on Reader Reply Card

Low Light Level

MONITOR MASTER 215
Standard 31/2 "x19" rack mount
DESIGNED by THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
for THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY

*

*
*
*

*

Balanced or unbalanced bridging input, without transformers!
Built -in input pads!
Drives stereo or independent mono speakers!
Plug -in P.C. boards remove thru front panel for service!
15 watts continuous RMS output into 8 ohms, per channel

$210.00, F.O.B. CLOVIS, CA.

/MI

CALLIVL1
/f(1CO
X76

WRITE OR
FOR BROCHURE

...

1070 BROOKHAVEN
PHONE, AC 209

.

.

.

299-2167

Impossible Electronics.
Circle Number 196 on Reader Reply Card

Vector Voltmeter

Two basic parameters, amplitude
and phase, are measured with a
new Hewlett- Packard instrument,
the Model 3575A Gain Phase
Meter.

Electronics Mfg.

CLOVIS, CA. 93612

Camera
The Impossible Model SL-4X
camera is a unique new intensified
silicon target low light level CCTV
camera, designed to be used in very
low light level TV applications primarily in the security -surveillance,
industrial, law- enforcement, military, and medical fields, but also
would have application in the
CATV and broadcast fields. It was
demonstrated at the NAEB by

MI

Circle Number 66 on Render Reply Card

Phase and amplitude accuracies
depend upon frequency and signal
level. For example, at signal levels
higher than about 20 millivolts, at

BROADCAST
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less than IO kHz, phase measurement accuracy is ±0.5 degrees.
Amplitude accuracy, above about
2 millivolts and below MHz is as
good as ±I dB. Resolution of the
digital readout is 0.1 degree for
phase, and 0.1 dB for amplitude.
Reading rate is 4 per second.
The instrument has 80 dB dynamic range over its frequency
range of Hz to 13 MHz. Input
signal levels from 0.2 millivolts to
20 Volts are handled by the Model
3375A -two input voltage ranges
are set by front -panel controls.
With a 10:1 divider probe, signals
up to 200 volts can be measured.

Projecting

1

the

Perfect

1

Circle Number

171

on Reader Reply Card

Directional Wattmeter

The new Bird model 4370

is

the

first THRULINE® directional

high -power wattmeter to cover 25
to 500 MHz from Watt full scale
to 500 Watts full scale without
changing plug -in elements. This
universal flexibility is accomplished
by eight easily switched ranges:
Four forward power levels (10-500
Watts) and four reflected power
1

values

(1

Image...
reflected power ranges are also
available for forward readings by
reversing RF connections.
The new multi -range model 4370
THRULINE Wattmeter is ideal
for CW, AM, FM, SSB and TV
signals, for design and maintenance

Consulting
Engineers

known
photometric
specifications

SPECTRA'

of oscillators, transmitters and
transceivers, for antenna matching,
design and development of RF
components such as filters, sensors,
loads and power transistors. Since
it requires neither AC nor battery
power, the model 4370 is equally

TV OPTOLINER M
T

PROJECTS A UNIFORM, HIGH RESOLUTION
ILLUMINATED PATTERN DIRECTLY ON SENSOR
FACEPLATE. TEST AND EVALUATE
LINEARITY
DISTORTION
RESOLUTION
LUMINOUS

-

--

-

SENSITIVITY-REGISTRATION-AND

at home in the lab or atop an antenna tower, at a remote base station or in a car, boat or plane.
Booth No. 323 NAB Convention.

PHOTO
3000

Circle Number 172 on Reader Reply Card

-50 Watts). The lower

Memo to

with

(Continued on page 96)

A
N

Division

CONTRAST.

RESEARCH
01

KOILMORGEN Corporation

Hollywood Way

Burbank Calif 91502

Circle Number 63 on Reader Reply Card

production switchers
11Y1111111111111>r/
111111111111111

Broadcast Engineering's "Professional Services Section" is
your most economical and effective way to display your Professional Card.

LOW MONTHLY RATES
516 per monthly issue, 12 or

more times
$18.50 per monthly issue, 611 times
$21 per monthly issue, 5 or
less times

REACH ALL PROSPECTS
Greater at- station circulation:
AM and educational
radio; TV, ETV, CCTV and
CATV; recording studios.
FM,

MORE AD SPACE
Your Professional Card in BE
is a full column wide!

MONE
It ME

M

G

1Q1111111>rr

w

1111111111111111111111111e

11111111

The overall performance of the Dan
scoll line of production switchers meets
color broadcast standard specifications
at the most economical cost.

matrix may be located up to 500 feet
away from the control panel. All circuitry is solid state with extensive use
of intergrated circuits.

An automatic sync comparator is built
in so that automatic cut occurs if a mix
or effect is attempted between two
mutually non-sychronous video sources.

For complete details on video switchers
and other terminal equipment, write
Danscoll Ltd. 9721 Cote de Liesse,
Montreal 760, Canada.

Vertical interval switching is employed
on all busses. The centralized switching

DANSCOLL

-

Circle Number 136 on Reader Reply Cord
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Miniature Cam Head
LISTEC Television Equipment

Corporation announces two

5kW Load

changes in its line of camera mounting equipment manufactured by
Vinten, Ltd., England.

910 GANZ 0 g9 NAM

The new Bird Model 8785 TERMALINE^ Coaxial Load Resistor
dissipates 5000 watts continuously in ambient air without

blowers or cooling water.
it is ideal as a "dummy" antenna for design, testing, and
maintenance of transmitters, and for RF power measurement
of CW, AM, FM, SSB and TV signals to 5kW average in conjunction with a Bird THRULINE,, Wattmeter.
A 7.5kW version is currently under development.

I

SPECIFICATIONS:
TERMALINE® MODEL 8785 RF LOAD RESISTOR

watts continuous
to 1 GHz

POWER RATING: 5000

VSWR: 1.10 max DC

1.25 max 1 to 1.5 GHz
50 or 51.5 ohms
INPUT CONN: 31/4"
SIZE: 17" DIA x 33" H (38" with dolly)
PRICE: $1295

-

THRULINE® MODEL 460 RF WATTMETER
(shown mounted on Load)
POWER RANGES:

1- 5kW

-

FREQUENCY RANGES: 2
1000 MHz
PRICE: $235
Plug -In Element: $50

BI

R

NEW 5kW TERMALINE!

(shown with THRULINES)

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
30303 Aurora Road
Cleveland (Solon) Ohio 44139
Ph.216- 248 -1200 TWX 810- 427 -2687 Cable BIRDELEC
Circle Number 76 on Reader Reply Card

Ours was the Fidelipac 300 Tape Cartridge ... the
original tape cartridge. And the same better ideas it
had when it first came out are the better ideas
it still has today ... operating superiority, true sound
fidelity and long life. The only difference is
that they've all been improved. The Fidelipac 300 is
compatible with all standard broadcast cartridge
machines and is available in all standard lengths.
That's why we've sold over 25 million of them.
That's why Fidelipac is the standard for
the Broadcast Industry.
For additional information on the Fidelipac 300 as
well as the Broadcaster Comprehensive Fidelipac
Cartridge Line, call your local Fidelipac
distributor or write to

Photo shows new Mark V miniature Cam Head for new, smaller
broadcast color cameras. The new
Head weighs 25 lbs. and features
extended tilt elevation and depression of ±70 °. Special new operator's
drag controls are provided and
these changes have also been incorporated into the existing Vinten
Cam Head now designated Mark
III -A. All existing optional equipment will fit both new Heads.
Model Mark III -A and Mark V
Heads can be seen at the upcoming
NAB Convention (Booth No. 312,
Continental Room and on various
camera manufacturers' exhibits).
Availability of the new Mark V
Head is July and is priced under
$1,000. Changes in the Mark Ill -A
have been introduced with current
shipments at no extra cost.
Circle Number 173 on Reader Reply Card

See Us At NAB Booth No. 409

FìdeIivac

r._

a division of TelePro Industries, Inc.
3 Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034
(609) 424 -1234

Circle Number 77 on Reader Reply Card
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Light Weight
Remote Video Camera

Editel will make their first show
appearance with a unique video
camera. They call it the Mark III.
Editel says the color camera, which

trials. It does weigh less than 20
pounds and can be operated from
12 volt car batteries. Options include a wide selection of lenses,
including a 10 to zoom lens.
Designed with video taping from
remotes as its prime use, the Mark
1

il0w 4,1Tt

will be on display in the Editel
hospitality suite in the Essex Hotel

(Room 214 -216), has already
proven itself.
Although the Mark Ill was designed for studio quality, its recent
use has been on remotes in network
Ajustable Cartridge

The Fidelipac 350 Cartridge is
offered by TelePro for service in
applications requiring extreme accuracy of tape guidance at the
corner post. It includes an adjustable corner post which uses a
crossarm to guide the tape vertically. Turning the adjustable screw
raises or lowers the arm as required.
Access to the screw is through a
hole in the cartridge cover. The
cartridge is preset to the industry
standard height of .562 ±.002"
above the deck so that the cartridge
may be used in normal service
without additional adjustment.
Advantages of the Fidelipac 350
Cartridge are most notable in stereo
operation. Phase differences can
be minimized by simple adjustment
using an oscilloscope arranged for
a Lissajous Display, a screwdriver
and any cartridge machine. In monaural operation, the 350 can be

11I

1

I1 I is rugged enough for reliability.
Also, the camera has attempted to
insure reliability and ease of use

by reducing the camera to basic
essentials. The Mark Ill has been
in field use since January, 1972.
Circle Number 174 on Reader Reply Card

adjusted to improve frequency
response.
Circle Number 175 on Reader Reply Cord

Function Generator
Total Technology is introducing
an inexpensive voltage controlled
function generator. It is offered as
a 14 pin module (Model 12 -050) or
mounted on a standard 4.5 x 6.5
inch plug-in board with trimming
controls and a 10 Volt reference
source for control voltage (Model
12 -051).

The frequency range is 0.1 Hz
to 20 kHz producing three wave(Cont joined on page 98)

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION

TOOLS'

1700 items -pliers,
tweezers, wire skippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits

Lists

Call Gates for the
most complete line
of radio broadcast
equipment ..
available from three
separate centers.
.

Home Office
and Mfg. facilities
123 Hampshire St.
Quincy, III. 62301

(217) 222 -8200
Southwest
service center
4019 Richmond Ave.
Houston, Tex. 77027

(713) 623 -6655
Eastern
service center
130 East 34th St.
N.Y., N.Y. 10016

(212) 889 -0790

more than

cases. Also includes tour pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection,
and

JENSEN
4117 N.

a

TOOLE and ALLOYS

11th Street,

rhamfu, Adam,a ä01t

Circle Number 67 on Reader Reply Card

HARRIS
IMTIRTTPN

celseeMrr

GATES
A

DIVISION OF HARRIS- INTERTVPE

Circle Number 68 on Reader Reply Card
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STOP
GROUND -LOOP
HUM!
VIDEO

HUM STOP COIL

HSC-I

r

forms; sine, square, and triangle.
Tuning ratio is 20,000:1 with one
capacitor and a 0 -10V tuning voltage. Operating voltage range is
±10V to -.-18V. Output is 10 Volts
peak to peak with a ±15V power
supply. Ideal for use as a tone generator or for creating special effects.
Also available as a complete package unit with power supply
(Model 12 -052).
Circle Number 176 on Reader Reply Card

Mono -Stereo

®11I

Aar

Mixing Console

Rupert Neve, Incorporated,
Bethel, Conn., will show its model
PSM ...a mixing console.

;' .

Yj

_r;_--

IMO
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
"GOLDEN 50 KW"
AT NAB'S 50th!
Continental's 50th 317C 50,000 Watt Trans-

mitter will be shown at the 50th NAB Convention. This has become the most wanted, best
accepted radio transmitter of this power level
in history. See the "Golden 50 KW" and other
Continental Electronics transmitters and equipments at Booth 200, NAB Show.
BO iN

=200

Circle Number 142 on Reader Reply Card

The Neve PSM is a fully professional portable sound mixing console of extremely compact dimensions, designed for high quality

Will ELIMINATE HUM ano other INTERFERENCE
in Video Lines caused by differences in
Ground Potential!!

-

For Color and Black & White
FLAT
DC to 6.5 MHz.

or HiFreq. Roll-off.
Differential Phase Distortion.
Differential Gain Distortion.

No Low -Freq.
No

No

Envelope Delay.
Reversible.
Passive Device
Failure Free.
Small Compact Package 4" x 4"
Low Price.

No

-

21/4

",

$110. -F.O.B. NY
Intertruck Hookup

For VTR Units
For Monitoring Lines
IN STUDIO: Between

On

incoming TELCO circuits
Outgoing TELCO circuits

AUDIO -VIDEO ENGINEERING COMPANY
65 Nancy Blvd., Merrick, N.Y. 11566

Tel. (516) 546.4239
Please send Add'tl. Inform. on

HSC -1

:= Please send me
HSC -1 coil(s).
r] Enclosed is remittance of
Please Invoice on 10 day Free Trial

7

Name

Station or Co.
Address
City

Modular amplifiers are used
throughout. All active circuitry is
on plug in modules employing the
highest grade professional components. All inputs and main outputs
are balanced and earth free.
Circle Number 177 on Reader Reply Cord

Title
State

The M.101N is an extremely small omnidirec-

tional microphone weighing under four ounces.
It is completely impervious to hand holding
noise and has an absolutely flat frequency
curve. Ideal for modern music applications it
accepts speech modulated voltages up to two
volts. It can also be used as an ultra -sensitive
talk -back microphone. Frequency response 4020000 Hz ± 2.5 db. $85.00. REVOX CORPORATION, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y. 11791.
(516) 364 1900.
BOOTH

#420

Circle Number 137 on Reader Reply Card

Zip

almost every
automated radio
station has a

CAROUSEL!
if you are automating
see the experts

Buildings

long runs in Buildings
Between Studios & Transmitter
On
On

M.101 N DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

signalling facilities are included.
x

ELIMINATES HUM & INTERFERENCE:
IN FIELD:
Betw. Remote Truck & Telco.
Betw. Remote Truck & Microwave
For

mono or stereo recording and
broadcasting. Eight or 12 Full mixing input channels with equalization and two principal output
groups are provided, each controlled by precision horizontal
faders. Two Direct input channels,
auxiliary output, studio foldback,
communication, cueing, speaker
and headphone monitoring, and

BEYER

New Audio Tape Line
Nortronics Company, Inc. has introduced a new line of professional
recording accessories for reel -to-

who make the carousel

reel, cartridge and cassette

machines.
Designated QM- SERIES quality
maintenance accessories, the new
line is the outgrowth of more than
three years of investigation into the
factors which degrade the performance of recording equipment.

systems

marketing
corporation

BLOOMINGTON,

ILL.

BOOTH *220
Circle Number 70 on Reader Reply Cord

Circle Number 69 on Reader Reply Card
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Nortronics' QM- SERIES in-

of dual purpose products that clean

cludes liquid and spray tape /head
cleaners, cartridge and cassette
head cleaners, cartridge reel -toreel and cassette head demagnetizers, bulk tape erasers, splicers,
splicing tape, reel -to -reel and cassette alignment tapes and a series

and demagnetize or clean head and

capstan. Additional products including professional splicing blocks
and professional bulk erasers for I
and 2 inch tape will be added to
the line shortly.

Just

send your worn cartridges to us

Our

individual professional reconditioning

Assures

you of properly serviced cart-

ridges

Circle Number 178 on Reader Reply Card
FOR

ratios can be measured directly.
The absence of an input RF signal automatically mutes the audio
output. Auxiliary alarm contacts
are provided for interconnection of
an external carrier failure alarm.
All critical circuitry is placed on
plug -in, glass epoxy printed circuit
boards accessible from the rear.
A kit is available for remote

Frequency/Modulation

Monitor
The new McMartin TBM -3700
combines the FM frequency deviation and modulation percentage
monitoring functions in a single,
7 -inch rack mount unit.
The two functions are independent of each other. Frequency
measurement and calibration adTN

BETTER

LONGER
PERFORMANCE
.

.

.

-JOA will

inspect, service and reload your
cartridges with ANY LENGTH tape
NO MINIMUM -NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR

-

lal FOAM

TEFLON -FACED

PRESSURE

PADS

(b) replacement of minor parts
lc) VISIBLE SPLICE
All cartridges PRETESTED under actual
broadcast conditions-48 -hour Processing
more cartridges SHIPPED PRE -PAID
2C or
Need NEW CARTRIDGES fast? JOA will
from stock
ship immediately
any sine Fidelipac, precision manufactured NAB cartridge.
.

.

.

.

.

10A-the cartridge

ity- serving

_ie>

ID

Authorized distributor for NORTRONIC HEADS

phone or write

-

Cartridge Service

"A 0A

Q

>b

service of authorthe broadcast industry.

-.,.r.

P. O.

Box 3087

Philadelphia,

Pa. 19150

Area Code 215, TUrner

6 -7993

Circle Number 48 on Reader Reply Card

justments may be made without
interruption of modulation monitoring.
A precise, internal reference signal permits calibration of the 100%
modulation point at any time. The
inherent internal FM noise of the
TBM -3700 (typically -75 dB below
100% modulation) as well as. system AM and FM signal -to -noise

monitoring of frequency deviation
and modulation percentage, as well

Solid State

80 is in its wide choice of inputs...
18 inputs can be switched into

Monaural Console

With the introduction of the
Gatesway 80, an eight -channel
solid state monaural audio control
console, Gates Radio, a division of
Harris Intertype Corporation, has
provided broadcasters with the
third model bearing the "Gates way" name.
The flexibility of the Gatesway

as the peak flasher.

Dual, isolated composite output
signal terminations provide drive

IMITATED BUTUNMATCHED!

for the McMartin TBM -2200
Stereo Modulation and /or the
TBM -2000A SCA Frequency/
Modulation monitors.
Circle Number 179 on Reader Reply Card

eight

mixing channels which

include: five microphones, four
turntables, five tapes (cartridge or
reel -to- reel), three remotes and
network. For future expansion, the
console has been designed with
three unwired utility keys.
Silicon transistors, used through(Continued on page 100)

SP SERIES REPRODUCERS
S P-

0001

S625

8'/z Inches Wide

450 RPM Direct Capstan Drive
Motor, Electrolyzed Shaft

Quiet, Air Damped Solenoid
Hi -Speed Cue Option

Monophonic or Stereophonic
If1TERf1ATIOfAL
TAPETROf11CS

CORPORRTIOf1
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington. Illinois 61701
Telephone. 309 - 828-1381
Circle Number 133 on Reader Reply Card
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CCA

ELECTRONICS

50 KW AM
with
CONVENTIONAL
HIGH LEVEL MODULATION

and

SUITE 1906A HILTON

out the Gatesway 80, assure the
console of meeting performance
specifications and optimum console
operation over a wide ambient temperature range.
The cue, monitor and program
amplifier and new plug -in printed
circuit modules are all interchangeable and have similar electrical
design and construction.

5 TARZIAI1E

Circle Number 180 on Reader Reply Card

AIR COOLING

Computer Video Tope
Editing System

on

no

You are cordially invited to visit
our plant and watch the AM
50,000 go through its paces!!

This computer controlled system
can edit "off- line" on helical scan
video tape machines, and assembles on quadruplex machines.
Central Dynamics' new SMPTE
time code generator and code
"reader" assist this computer based
system in editing to single frame
accuracy.

BOOTH #104
Circle Number 148 on Reader Reply Card

CCACCAELECTRONICS

CORORATION

716 JERSEY AVE.. GLOUCESTER CITY.
N. J. 08030
Phone. (609) 456 -1716

BEYER

DT100 HEADPHONE

all modular built DT100 headphone is
probably the first to be designed specifically
for rough tough studio usage. Due to its
plug -in capsules, leads, headband, cushions,
etc. it need never go back to the manufacturer for repair making it the most popular
headphone in Europe for studio applications,
particularly with its forgiving power handling
capabilities! Available with or without microphone in 5, 400 and 2000 ohms plus other
impedances to special order. $57.50. REVOX
155 Michael Drive Syosset,
CORPORATION,
N.Y. 11791. (516) 364 1900.
The

BROADCASTERS

1st

CHOICE

for
1KW AM

The system can perform combined audio /video, video only and
audio only edits, and can be programmed to operate in conjunction
with the Ampex HS -200 teleproduction unit.
Other options include an edit
log/edit file (up to 600 scenes) mass
storage unit that permits rapid program assembly of a master tape.
Also available are video switching,
mixing and special effects equipment, control of audio tape machines and Central Dynamics' new
color frame corrector.

BOOTH

#420

Circle Number 138 on Reader Reply Card

Circle Number 181 on Reader Reply Card
CCA

AM1000D

Sorry, you'll not he exclusive
when you buy your CCA 1KW
AM Broadcast Transmitter!!
Your fellow relaxed., hi -fi
broadcaster has already "gotten the word "!!

CCA

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
716 Jersey Ave., Gloucester City,
New Jersey 08030

(609)'456.1716

Circle Number 72 on Reader Reply Card
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CARTRIDGE TIMER

Want A Free
Subscription?
Send Requests To
Broadcast Engineering
1014 Wyandotte Street
Kansas City, Mo. 84105

Precision electronic stop watch. May be operated
or

manually, by

from

$150.00.

remote

remote

voltage

TAPECASTER

contact closure

source.

TCM,

INC.,

Net

Price

Box

662,

Rockville, Md.
Circle Number 89 on Reader Reply Card
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Studio Production
Switcher
Richmond Hill Laboratories will
show their RH L VPM 1000 Series
Video Production Switchers have
been expressly designed to meet
the market requirement for an economically priced unit. It also has
been found that many applications

optional extras are included as
standard equipment. The remaining
economical options offer versatility
and an exciting variety of production capabilities. Features include:
simple routing and effects /mixing
operations, the VPM 1000 Series
Production Switcher has a built -in
Black Burst Signal Generator with
pulse timing adjustment and 360°

CCA
TRUE CIRCULAR

FM ANTENNAS
S,

for production switchers require
only a few video inputs, such as
teleproduction mobile operations,
video tape editing switchers and
transmitter booth operations. The
standard VPM 1004 Video Production Switcher has been designed
particularly to meet these
applications.
Features offered previously as

Reference Burst Phase Range, the
VPM 1004 having Mix and Effects
Amplifiers with individual Fader
Controls places the VPM 1000
Series Switchers in a class by themselves, background color generator
included, and sync comparators
included to prevent non- synchronous transitions.

Low Cost

price group.
The camera electronics are completely remote controlled; the only
set -up adjustments in the camera
head are those used when changing
pick -up tubes. Color balance, registration and other engineering
functions are remote controlled. A
separate camera operating panel
with lens iris servo, master gain,
master black level and paint pots is
supplied for mounting either adjacent to the engineering control
panel or in a more convenient location. The CEI -280 will operate on
500 feet of mini -cable or up to
2500 feet of standard TV -81 broadcast camera cable.
The camera viewfinder will display a variety of video signals, including a choice of two external
sources (special effects and program, for example). Two channels
of intercom are provided and a
choice of zoom lenses is available.
The CEI -280 is completely modular in construction and the camera
head weighs less than 50 pounds
with lens and viewfinder.

Color Camera

Commercial Electronics Incorporated has designed a Plumbicon
color television camera for broadcast and .high quality closed circuit
applications. Called the CEI -280,
it is a full NTSC color camera
system and offers several unique
features for a camera in the low

-

CCA offers its 2nd
model
generation design
with increased
FMC
power rating, corona free
construction, and identical
phase centers for horizontal
and vertical components!!

-

CCACORPORATION
/16 JERSEY AVE. GLOUCESTER CITY.
Phone. 16091 4561716
N
1
08030

Circle Number 182 on Render Reply Card

Circle Number 183 an Reader Reply Card

CCA

ELECTRONICS

flhtiauhces a

25 KW FM
AIR COOLED TRANSMITTER
WITH INDEPENDENT 3 KW
DRIVER AND ONE POWER

AMPLIFIER TUBE

]L

CCAELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

716 JERSEY AVE.. GLOUCESTER CITY.
N. J. 08030
Phone: (609) 456 1716
Circle Number 12 on Reader Reply Card
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New Products
(Continued from page

What is CHIRON Il
doing at NAB '72?

eA.
Impressing people.
For those not easily
impressed, CHIRON II is

the most advanced, the
most versatile...
Electronic Character
Generator System
available today.
CHIRON II can do more
things, in more ways,
more quickly, more
colorfully and more
efficiently than any other

character generator
system in operation today.
For example, CHIRON II
can display:
any type font
in any size font

intermix styles
intermix sizes
colors (letter by letter)
flashes & blinks
"roll" or "crawl"
modes

different speeds
custom fonts
symbols, logos, etc.
line art and more.
graphic demonstration
of this claim, you must see
NAB '72 Booth 121 /East Hall
For

a

CHIRON
TELESYSTEMS

Photo Chemical
Pollution Control
Computerized Pollution Abatement Corporation, of Leicester,
N.Y., has designed the TV -PAC
system, a new concept in chemical
recovery and pollution control. A
high -current density, low maintenance silver recovery cell contained

within the TV -PAC unit, yields
98% pure, tight -grain silver from
used fixer. The fixer is recirculated
through the electrolytic cell in a
closed -loop system, allowing reuse
of the fixer after desilvering.
Ozone is then utilized to bring
overflow bleach back to its original.
fresh state for re -use resulting in
substantial chemical cost savings
in addition to the benefits from
silver recovery.
In the waste water section of the
TV -PAC, ozone again is used to
pretreat the final effluent so that it
may be discharged without violation of the existing sewer codes.
Circle Number 184 an Reader Reply Card

'L
is definitely
not

fattening...
LPB is a

223 Newtown Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Circle Number 75 on Reader Reply Card
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reel tape recorder, the A77, and
a full line of microphones and

headsets.
The A77 employs the Dolby
audio noise reduction system. and
has automatic rewind, allows two
consecutive fully synchronized
tracks to be recorded simultaneously, motor speed control,
and remote control accessories.
Optimum bias and equalization
are obtained through separate electronics for each speed and channel.
Various head configurations are
offered.
Circle Number 185 on Reader Reply Card

8 -Track Tape Cartridge
Memorex announces the addition

of eight -track recording tape cartridges to complete its line of audio
recording tape products.
The new, high -quality Memorex
eight -track cartridges are available
in 40- minute, 64- minute and 80-

minute configurations. The

Memorex line of audio recording
tapes now includes 5 -inch, 7 -inch
and 101/2-inch polyester reels, 30 -,
60-, 90- and 120- minute low noise,
high output cassettes, 60- and 90minute chromium dioxide cassettes,
and 40 -, 64- and 80- minute
cartridges.
Circle Number 186 on Reader Reply Card

manufacturer and dis-

tributor of Studio and Broadcast equipment at low, low
prices. It's worth your time to
find out more, so call Dick
Crompton or Ted Davey or
write

LPB:

Most of the ads in BE in this
issue depict products that will be
on display in the exhibits at the
convention. Since most new products are shown for the first time at
the convention, this issue should
serve as a guide for what's new in
'72. However, because of deadlines
and a number of manufacturer
considerations, some new products
are not shown in this issue. We will
bring you up to date in the May
issue.
If you don't make the trip to
Chicago for the convention, use
the Reader Service card to get
more information on the new equipment in our special products section and in the ads.

Yes, We Pay For

LPB Inc.

Engineer's Exchange

520 Lincoln Highway

Frazer, Pa. 19355
(215) 644 -1123

Systems Resources Corporation
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Reel -To -Reel Recorder
Revox will exhibit their reel -to-

J

Articles
Broadcast Engineering
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New Cable Rules

CATV Requirements Explained
Nonbroadcast Channels
Noting its obligation to ensure
that cable systems had available
adequate channel capacity to ful-

fill their "recognized functions,"
the Commission said that it saw a
future for cable in which potential
sources of income would result
from services other than transmission of off- the -air signals. While
acknowledging that some systems
with 40 or more channels were
being installed, it commented that
it did not wish to impose "unreasonable economic burdens on
cable operators" and therefore it
would not set minimal channel
standards for any but the top -100
markets. In these markets the
Commission said that 20 channels
was "the minimum consistent with
the public interest." It also specified that for each broadcast signal
carried, the cable systems in these
markets must make an equivalent
signal available for nonbroadcast
use.

Cable systems will be required to
make available a public access
channel without charge on a first
come, first served basis. They
would also have to reserve a channel for educational use and one for

local government use. There would
he no charge for these facilities
during a "developmental period."
Any extra channels available in
the system may be provided for
leased use, the Commission said.
It pointed out that channels designated for various public uses, or
blacked out because of exclusivity,
may also he made available for lease.
Cable systems will also be required to make additional channels
available as demand develops. The
Commission set standards to determine when additional capacity must
be added, noting that "this requirement should encourage the use of
the system with the knowledge
that channel space will always be
available, and also encourage the
cable operator continually to expand and update his system." It

said it planned later to initiate a
rule making proceeding to assure

"that our requirement of capacity
expansion is not frustrated through
rate manipulation or by other
means." It said that the proceeding
would also deal with rates for
leased channels.
The Commission said that regulation of access channels for non broadcast programming was "properly" its concern because they
"fulfill Communications Act purposes and ... are integrally bound
up with the broadcast signals being
carried by cable." It pointed out,
in addition, that the leased channels
would very likely carry programs
being transmitted by satellite or

microwave facilities- services

which come under the Commission's jurisdiction. Local regulation
of these channels, the Commission
said, would put them under a double
obligation and would be "confusing
and impracticable." In communities outside of the top 100 markets,
where access channels are not required, the Commission said it
would permit local authorities to
require access services based on
the standards for the major markets.
Cable operators will not be permitted to censor or exercise any
kind of program content control
over material presented on the
access channel and may not discriminate in making the channels
available. Advertising, including
political spots, lotteries, obscene
or indecent matter will be prohibited. Similar rules will apply to
leased channels where a rate schedule will be required.
Cable systems will be required to
maintain production facilities for
those using the public access
channels.
The Commission pointed out that
its regulatory approach in this area
was tentative, that it believed its
best course was to "proceed with
minimal regulation in order to
obtain experience" and that it could

Developed and used by NASA
Prepares cable for connectors in
Adjusts for stripping
10 seconds
requirements of all standard co-ax
connectors
Close- tolerance adjustment prevents nicked conductors With removable inserts, accepts cable from .075" to .435" OD.
PRICE ;39.50 F.O.B. San Clemente
Specify cable 0.0. when ordering

Western Electronic Products Co.
107 Los Molinos, San Clemente, Calif. 92672
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THREE FOR THE
PRICE OF TWO
41119211IN LIN

".

emir ®
3D SERIES REPRODUCERS
3D -0001 S1395
Three Rugged Cartridge
Machines in One Small
Package

450 RPM Common -Capstan,
Direct -Drive Motor

Independent control and
Audio for Each Deck
If1TERf1ATIOf1AL

TAPETROfICS
CORPORATIOf

1

2425 South Main Street

Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309- 828 -1381
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alter the program "as we gain the
necessary insights."

function would be to set minimum
standards for franchises issued by
local authorities, covering such

Franchises

matters as the franchise selection
process, construction deadlines,
length of franchises, fees, complaint
handling and rate changes. These
areas would be administered in the
certificating process the Commission said. It asked that all franchise
actions be public proceedings with
published notice of filing and public
hearings. It also pointed out that

Acknowledging that federal licensing of cable systems would
be an "unmanageable burden,"
the Commission cited the value of
local authorities in administering
franchise matters and in following
up service complaints. Operating
under a "deliberately structured
dualism" the Commission said its

ask about our new

am

m

tv monitors

it was the prerogative of the local
government to determine character
qualifications for franchise applicants.
While conceding the competence
of local authorities in establishing
franchise areas, the Commission
stated that provision must be made
to bring cable benefits to all areas
of a community -not just the more
affluent sections. It also set standards to insure that franchises were
established promptly. It specified
that cable systems must begin construction within one year after a
certificate of compliance is issued,
and that the facilities must be extended to cover at least 20 percent
of the franchise area each succeeding year. (It added, however, that
the percentage might vary according to local conditions.)
Noting that long term franchises

"invitation" to obsolescence,
the Commission said that it felt
that franchises generally should
not exceed 15 years. It said it would
permit local authorities to regulate
rates charged to subscribers.
are an

Call or Write ARNO MEYER

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
Delaware & Montrose Avenues, Upper Darby, Pa. 19084 Box 83
(215) 789 -0550
Circle Number 78 on Reader Reply Card

ERASE

i RECORD
REPROD2teE
MONO

-

STEREO

Professional Direct Replacement Heads with
complete written and pictorial instructions
Our factory will clean, rebuild. adjust and test your
head ASSEMBLY...install new
MMI heads...
replace minor hardware and modify your gate

to

accept our "NON - POPPING" springs

Professional program production
An intermediate sized television program production console, the PC -2 contains all of the capa-

bilities necessary to produce professional quality
programs . . . includes all popular effects . .
vertical interval switching eliminates picture disturbance. Console monitors for two cameras, a
special effects preview monitor, and line output
on a fourth and larger monitor. Provides audio
mixing of three mies and an audio recorder. Also
includes intercom between cameras and console.
.

36 HOUR SERVICE
(612)

MINNEAPOLIS

-

LOANERS AVAILABLE

For complete information, write Nasco Television Systems, Dept. PC -2.

884 -7393

MAGNETICS, INC.

8125 PLEASANT AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420

tel vision

Closer,

systems

947 Janesville Ave., Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538
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AUTOMATION?

BE Direct Current

SMC sells the finest
throws in
training and service

Pompous Forecast
For 1972

COMPUTER OR MECHANICAL

AUTOMATION

systems

marketing
corporation
'makers of the carousel'
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.
BOOTH

220
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CARTRIDGE TIMER
Precision
erated
or

electronic stop watch. May be op-

manually, by remote contact

from

$150.00.

remote

voltage source.

TAPECASTER

TCM,

INC.,

closure

Net
Box

Price
662,

Rockville, Md.
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march
of Dimes
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

CATV Technical Standards: The
Commission has recently adopted
new rules establishing Technical
Standards for CATV systems (a
special article in next month's BE
will describe these in detail). However, these standards apply only to
so- called "Class I" cable channels,
which carry the signals of television
broadcast stations. The Commission will form a new Committee to
consider increasing the scope of the
present CATV Technical Standards, and to keep the existing
standards current in the light of the
improvements
"state -of- the -art"
expected with new and improved
technology.
Coded Television Commercials:
The Commission will continue to
struggle with the problems arising
from the inability of the Digisonics
coding system to meet the requirements of the Rules providing for
the use of this code. The Commission will also study aural coding
systems as a possible supplement
to or substitute for a visual code.

Operator Requirements: The
Commission will continue to study
the NAB proposal to permit the
use of third -class operators for

i

"RAPID-Cl"
TRIPLE PLAY
31/

..

Three play -back cartridge units

check these

STANDARD features...
High speed cueing (RAPID -Q)
1/ Heavy duty cast head- mounts

Reliable direct drive servo- capstan
motor for each cartridge unit
V 1000 and 150 Hz cues standard

d

switching and

IC

IC

audio -NO relays

Automatic audio muting
V Compact size (31/2" height)

"RAPID -O"
1208A KIFER ROAD
CALIF. 94086
SUNNYVALE
(408) 736 -8737
Circle Number 134 on Reader Reply Cord

FITS YOUR
BUDGET

many tasks for which the rules

require

a

first -class ticket. Any

rules in this area are likely to be
tied to pending proposals for the
remote control of AM directional
antenna systems and the use of
type- approved phase monitors at
the remote control point.
Use of AM Clear Channels: The
twin issues of higher power for
Class clear- channel AM stations,
and the assignment of additional
daytime -only or fulltime Class 11
stations to the clear channels are
essentially dead. Look for no activity of any consequence in this
area for the coming year.
1

EIÌCORE REPRODUCER

$385
Quiet, Air -Damped Solenoid
Precision, Micro -Adjust
Head Assembly
Three Independent Tape Guides
450 RPM, Direct -Drive Motor

Monophonic,

Buying? Looking? Selling?
Try Our Classified Ads
For Better Results
Broadcast Engineering

1

KHz Cue

Economy with Quality

I11TERMTIOnAL
TAPETROflICS
CORPORRTIOfI
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington. Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309 - 828-1381
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LOW COST
FM STEREO MONITORING...
with KENWOOD KC -6060A AUDIO LAB SCOPE
3'!-

screen Oscilloscope Built -in 1 kHz Oscillator
Built -in Sweep Generator
Solid -state Circuits Price: $219.95

5- position Selector Switch

Canadian Group Set
For May Convention
In Regina
The Annual Conference of the
Western Association of Broad-

casters, Engineering Section
(W.A.B.E.), will be held in Regina,
Saskatchewan on May 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th, 1972 at the Hotel
Saskatchewan.
This conference has now grown
into a major radio, television, and
associated equipment display for
Western Canada. The interest and
response for display space, so far
this year, indicates that the conference will top all records.

Several interesting technical

For complete specifications, write:

q31

K E N VV O O D
15777

72.02

So.

Broadway. Gardena. Coli. 90248
Ave.. Woodde. N.V. 11377

Fty first

Circle Number 35 on Reader Reply Card

papers will be on the three day
program. The total conference is
geared to gather as much information as possible for station engineers who want to keep up with the
latest technical advancements.
The ladies are extended a welcome to attend the conference. A
two -day program is planned, which
will be of interest to the ladies.
Detailed information may be obtained by writing to Box 2000,
Regina, Saskatchewan.
Send your Engineer's

Exchange Ideas To:
BE,

1014 Wyandotte

Kansas City, Mo. 64105

AUTOMATION

VTR

manufactured

or reconditioned

Send for our
free brochure today
Call or Write:

TABER

MANUFACTURING &

ENGINEERING CO.

Professional head hunters know that only
at Taber can you find the kind of value
you seek in VTR heads. Taber heads are:
Precision made in a sophisticated
laboratory, tested to produce total response and playback.
Guaranteed to meet or exceed equipment manufacturer's specifications.
Priced at only $310.00 for 4 new heads
installed, or $100.00 for 4 reconditioned
heads (Add $25.00 if monitor post
needs lapping).
Free loaner assemblies available.

COMES

IN ALL

SIZES AND

AND WE'VE
GOT 'EM ALL
Ali

systems

arketing
corporation
' makers of the carousel
BLOOMINGTON,
ILL.
1r

BOOTH
2081 EDISON AVE.
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SAN LEANDRO. CALIFORNIA 94577

PHONE: (415) 635 -3832
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4 5

AEL Has New President;
Dawson Up At Philips
John W. Clark has been appointed account executive for Communications Improvement, Inc. by General Manager Bob McRaney, Jr. Clark joined WLBTTV last December.... Paul W. McCracken, chairman
of President Nixon's Council of Economic Advisers
for the past three years, has been elected a director of
Harris -Intertype Corp.... Robert Gutreuter has joined
Jerrold Electronics Corp. as Manager of the Turnkey
Systems Div., it was announced by Dr. John C.
Malone, President.... Charles E. Wilson has been
named General Manager of the Colorado Springs,
Colo., operations of Ampex Corp., it was announced
by Charles A. Steinberg, Vice President- General
Manager, Video Systems Div....Martin Beck has
been named Broadcast Manager / Producer for Cargill, Wilson & Acree, Inc.'s Atlanta office. He was
formerly Broadcast Producer in the agency's Charlotte office.... Robert A. Bass has been appointed
Training Supervisor at Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp....James F. Jennings, Jr. has been elected Vice
President, Marketing, Phelps Dodge Communications Co., it was announced by Frederick W. DeTurk,
President ...Leonard L. Rosenfeld has been appointed
President of AEL Communications Corporation
(AELCC), the CATV subsidiary of AEL, it was announced by Conrad J. Fowler, Chairman of the
Board, American Electronic Laboratories, Inc.,
(AEL).... John R. Dawson has been appointed Manager of Applications Engineering at Philips Broadcast
Equipment Corp.... Harold F. Boreiko was appointed
regional Sales Manager, it was announced by A. W.
McEwan, Marketing Manager of the ITT Electron
Tube Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.

MODEL 728 PROGRAM TIMER

Now from Cooke.

TIME DISTRIBUTOR EQUIPMENT
PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL-TO-PARALLEL
CONVERTER

IMPULSE SLAVE CLOCKS
PROGRAM

Alan F. Culbertson, president of Culbertson Industries, Palo Alto, Calif. has been elected President
of the newly formed IEEE Communications Society.
...Donald F. Holloway and Patricia L. Swenson have
been elected to the board of directors for four -year
terms expiring December 31, 1975 of the National
Educational Radio division of the NAEB, they were
elected by the members of the National Educational
Radio Division of the NAEB.... David L. Crippens,
executive producer with WQED -TV Pittsburgh, and
Everett A. McDonald Jr., superintendent of schools
for the Centennial School District, Warminister, Pa.,
have been elected to NAEB's Instructional and Professional Services board of directors.... Charles M.
Edwards has been elected chairman of the board of
directors of the 1972 Western Electronic Show and
Convention, and J. Rudy Hummes has been named
chairman of the WESCON executive committee....

TIMER

DIGITAL CLOCK DRIVER
8- EVENTS TIMER

REMOTE READOUTS

STATION -BREAK TIMER

NUMERICAL CHARACTER
GENERATOR

MODEL 724

DIGITAL CLOCK DRIVER

-

Cooke Engineering
well known for "Quality In Communications" now introduces a new line of time distribution products for the Broadcast Industry:

--

728 - Program

Associations

0

-A

Timer
must for any production
facility.
Instant and accurate determination of time
Plus -or -Minus minutes /seconds read on
segments
legible Nixie Tubes
Timing count may be preset
and held or started at any time
Minimizes "False
Starts."

-

-

-

724 - Digital Clock Driver
"Real Time" clock system
for broadcast and production
-volt impulse drives
60 or more clocks
Completely independent, not
affected by "power out" conditions
Complete flexibility: drives slave read -outs in "real- time ", can be
converted to a video signal for display on monitors.

-

-12

-

information on Cooké s complete line of Time
Distribution Equipment and Video Patch Fields and
Broadcast Products Accessories call or contact..
For

.

COOKE
900

ENGINEERING
A DYNATECH COMPANY

Slaters Lane, Alexandria,

Va.

22314

703/548 -3889
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DirLTBIOLIVIc%

Your No. 1 source for Antenna
Systems & Components
CUSTOM -DESIGNED PHASOR
SYSTEMS Full phasing systems, couplers and AC control
circuits are custom designed
to meet your exact station requirements. We can also offer
full financing if required. For
any phasing needs, Multronics
will be pleased to quote the
optimum system required for
your pattern.

iì 1e

tilt[!11$Ylu!!u[ifu! i L!

booty

Way

The ABC's of Electronic Power, written by Rufus P.
Turner, is a concise, well- organized book on electronic power. It contains in a few chapters a surprising amount of information on the subject. Dr. Turner
clearly explains what electronic power is and how to
measure it. The first chapter deals with fundamental
ideas of power in resistive and reactive circuits; the
remaining four chapters give practical methods of
measuring and calculating power in both tube and
transistor circuits.
A complete discussion of power falls into two
classes: DC power and AC power. DC power, being
much simpler, is allotted one chapter (Chapter 2).
AC power, having the added considerations of power
factor, single phase and polyphase, and audio and
radio frequency measurements, is covered in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
As the book progresses, each new point is clearly
illustrated by a worked -out example, with no step,
however simple, in the mathematical solution being omitted.
This book is available through Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.
Circle Number 190 on Reader Reply Card

HI-0 RF INDUCTORS Our RF Inductors provide unmatched
stability for systems requiring impedance matching, phase
shifting, power dividing and filtering. Typical inductors range
from 15 to 100 ampere current handling capability, inductance
values from 6 to 620 microhenries, and special units built to
meet specific requirements. Our expansive line of MULTI FILAR RF inductors provide higher Inductance and current
handling capacities in minimum size configurations. All are
suited for motor-driven applications in remote-controlled
systems.

CONTACTORS
A wide
choice of rugged, recoil- and
corona-free multi -pole contactors are available for high voltage RF switching. All feature
strong Melamine construction
for extra ruggedness and ease RF

of- maintenance.

Ideally suited

for RF applications in the VLF,
LF, MF and HF ranges, they are
rated from 208 to 240 VAC ca-

pability (24KV and 40KV models
available).

Folded Unipole Kits
Meter Switch
Assemblies
Phase Sampling Loops
J -Plugs (test
jacks)
Plug -in Meter Boards
Isolation Inductors
Limit Switch Assemblies for controlling motor -driven
variable inductors and vacuum capacitors.
In addition to:

Wiring The World -The Explosion In Communications was written by the editors of the Book Division,
U.S. News & World Report, Inc., with the assistance
of Richard Doan, columnist and staff writer for
TV Guide.
The book presents a history of the growth of cable
television; a description of how cable TV works;
analysis of the programming of cable TV, and the advantages and disadvantages as compared to broadcast
TV; and a history of the growth of government regulation of cable TV. The book also informs the reader
about picture telephones, videocassettes, and the
development, present and potential uses of communications satellites.
One of the features of Wiring the World is an interview with Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, director of the
White House Office of Telecommunications Policy.
Other highlights include a short history of communications developments prepared by the Federal Communications Commission and a glossary of technical terms.
The book is 208 pages, and contains maps, charts,
tables, photographs and a full index.
This book is available through the Book Division,
U.S. News & World Report, Washington, D.C.

For complete information, please write or call:

MULTRONICS® INC.
12307 Washington Avenue Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone: (301) 881 -5774
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Construction Delays Hit New Jersey
Public Broadcast Stations
The timetable for the three proposed New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority television stations has suffered a setback due to
construction delays, but the Chairman of the NJ PBA remains hopeful
of having all four new stations in
operation by the end of 1972.

Dr. Edward J. Meade, Jr., Chairof the New Jersey Public
Broadcasting Authority, reports
that construction of the transmitter building for WNJS -TV Channel
23 in Waterford Works (Camden
County) will cost the State approximately $45,000 less than anticipated, but a delay in beginning construction work will postpone the
anticipated Spring opening of
Channel 23 to next Fall.
Dr. Meade explained that the
delays at the Channel 23 site will
have a slight effect on the two
northern New Jersey stations, too.
It was hoped to have WNJM Channel 50 in Montclair and WNJB
Channel 58 in New Brunswick on
the air by early Fall, but now a
more realistic date would be
December.
"It's unfortunate that we must
have these delays, but we are a
State agency and we must abide by
the strict restrictions that are set
forth to protect the taxpayers in
major construction projects such
man

SUITE 1906A HILTON

- SARKES TARZIAIV Try it,

as ours," Dr. Meade continued.
"The contractor for the Channel 23
building submitted a low bid that
was very favorable. That's good
news. But the bad news is that the
contractor cannot start work until
after the weather breaks. We had
hoped to have the building nearly
complete by then."
The Chairman explained that
there were normal delays in the
construction that put the timetable
of WNJT -TV Channel 52 in Trenton off schedule before it finally
went on the air last April.
"All of us are anxious to have
these stations on the air and we
have been justifiably criticized for
releasing target dates for their completion that have not been met. We
know all the citizens of New Jersey
are exicted about having their own
stations and a complete state -wide
network and we are very confident
that our target dates of early Fall
for Channel 23 and December for
our northern stations Channels 50
and 58 are realistic. If the work is
completed and the stations are
ready to go on the air prior to those
dates, we'll welcome the good
news," Meade concluded.
Workmen completed erection of
the 900 ft. tower and mounting of
the antenna on the Channel 23 location in December. However, the
building must be constructed to
house the transmitter and electronic gear. After the building is
complete, the highly-sophisticated
electronic equipment must be installed and thoroughly tested.
The NJPBA is prepared to feed
from the Trenton flagship station
telecasts to all three new stations
as soon as they are completed.
When completed, each of the four
stations will also be able to have
separate programs geared to their
local area through utilization of a
mobile television van which will
be delivered this summer.
Send Your Industry News
To Broadcast Engineering

BOOTH #104
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For Better Coverage

Tape

Cartridges
.i

C

,I

-

All lengths and sizes stocked
service
highest quality
Series
Type

-

Time at 71 ips
20
sec. (13')
40
sec. (25')
70
sec. (44')
100
sec. (63')

300
300
300
300
300

sec.
min.
51/2 min.
81/2 min.
10'/2 min.

140

300
300
300
300
300
600

16

600
1200

31

31/2

fast

Unit
Price
S

(88')
(132')
(207')
(320')
(394')

empty cart.
min. (600')
empty cart.
min. (1163')

2.00
2.05
2.10
2.25
2.35
2.50
2.90

3.70
3.90
1.60
6.25
2.80
10.45

Also: DL cartridges (for Spotmaster
delay machines), bulk tape, tape -tags
and other accessories.
ANY ASSORTMENT -NO MINIMUM ORDER

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A

Filmwaya Company

8610 Brookville Rd., SilverSpring, Md. 20910

PREMIUM
FEATURES ECONOMY PRICE

Ef1CORE

RECORDER /REPRODUCER
S495
Precision Head Assembly

Fully Automatic Pressure
Roller, Air -Damped
450 RPM Direct -Drive Motor

Full Remote Control

Monophonic,

1

KHz Cue

IfTERfRTIOf1RL
TRPETROflICS
CORPORRTlOfl
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington. Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309- 828 -1381
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10kW

NAEB President's Statement

20kW

(Conlntuedirour page

quality of public broadcasting that everyone is an
insider. It will be far from neat, but it will be public
and it will be important to people who need a corn munication opportunity and service which is more
than an antidote for whatever the deficiencies of
commercial broadcasting might be."
In his remarks, delivered at a seminar on Telecommunications Center Planning -part of NAEB's
Educational Broadcasting Institute -Mr. Harley
also urged that "it is the licensee who must determine
what public broadcasting can do in his community
that will meet the needs he should have identified."
While suggesting that the professional capacity to
analyze community needs and to develop programming
services pertinent to them is less refined than it could
be," Mr. Harley said the crux of the problem is "funding programming already known to be needed and
valuable."
If programming control is "abandoned or transferred," Mr. Harley continued, "we have a regulatory
agency which should act to restore the control. If the
control is exercised carelessly or irresponsibly, there
is a variety of social, legal, professional and community forces which are now developing,to give local
control the meaning it was intended to have.
"This is not to suggest that operating arrangements
which make it feasible to facilitate a nationwide programming service have no place in public broadcasting.
What is a legitimate concern is the trend of these
arrangements. Does it lead to a system of local distributors for a single national program service? Or,
does it by the nature of the agreements among station licensees and national interconnection and
programming agencies, respect the need for sub national and local involvement in providing program
services and making program decisions? Do the funding patterns of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the foundations respect this principle?

MODULOAD'
Self -Cooled
Load Systems
external water supply is needed
for the
10 -20kw
Self- Cooling
MODULOAD' RF Load Resistor Mod.
ule. In a scant three cubic feet o,
space. the integral heat -exchanger
permits continuous 10/206W.dissipation in 5° to 45 °C ambients (- 2C
to +20 °C with anti- freeze).
No

MODEL

POWER

FRED.

CONNNECTOR

8632

10kW

0.1.4GHz

31/4

864:12

20kW

0- 1.30Hz

341.

EIA FI.
EIA FI.

PRICE
$

2350
3300

BIRD ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
30303 Aurora Road

Cleveland (Solon), Ohio 44139

Phone: (216) 248 1200

Cable: BIRDELEC

BOOTH

#

323

Circle Number 87 on Reader Reply Card

SCHNEIDER MANUAL /SERVO

ZOOM LENS
The Schneider System 11.2 to 1 offers plug -in
conversion from manual to servo at any time.
The 28 inches close working distance, 11.2 to
1 zoom range, 18mm wide angle, quick change
range extenders make this the most versatile
color camera lens available. TELE -CINE INC.,
294 East Shore Drive, Massapequa, N. Y. 11758.
Telephone: (516) 798 -1119, 798 -2828. Cable:
Telecino, Massapequa, N. Y.
TELE -CINE

16)

HO0TH 118

Circle Number 88 on Reader Reply Card

AUTOMATION

NEED

to make your station
sound right and pay right?

LE TERON

Television Titler
See it now!
systems

marketing
corporation

makers of the carousel

BLOOMINGTON,

BOOTH

Titles and all lettering is easy with the Leteron

ILL.

*220

Tapesigner. Prepare super cards, crawls, special effects quickly. No ink or chemicals. Various type styles and sizes. Opaque white and
Pacoima,
colors. REYNOLDS /LETERON CO.,

Cdlf. 91331.

(2131

8995281.

Circle Number 90 on Reader Reply Card

Precision electronic stop watch.
manually, by

erated
or

from

$150.00.

remote

remote contact

voltage

TAPECASTER

May

source.

TCM,

INC.,

op-

be

closure

Net

Price

Box

662,

Rockville
Circle Number 91 on Reader Reply Card

110

CARTRIDGE TIMER

BEAT THE DEADLINES!

Md.
Circle Number 92 on Reader Reply Card

BROADCAST

ENGINEERING

PROFESSIONAL

M

ET

2Ell

Z

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
345 Colorado Blvd.
Phone:
Area Code 3031 333.5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE
TWX 910 -931 -0514

[EWS°

Aerodyne Industries, Inc.
American Data Corporation
American Electronic Laboratories
Amperex Electronic Corp.
Anderson Laboratories, Inc.
Angenieux Corporation of America
Audio Video Engineering Co.
Belar Electronic Laboratories,
Berkey ColOrtran, Inc.
Bird Electronic Corporation
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
Broadcast Products, Inc.

80
32
79

445 Concord Ave.

Cambridge.

Phone 876 -2810
Mass. 02138

COURTRIGHT
ENGINEERING
MORRIS COURTRIGHT, Jr., P.E.
Automation

Applications

Field Engineering

ELECTRICAL AND BROADCASTING
Route No. 1. Box 854A. Flagstaff. Ariz. 86001
Phone (602) 774 -8206

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM - FM - TV - CATV - ITFS
3500 North Sherman Blvd.

98

Inc.

17, 104
15
96, 110
9 87, 109

33

Laboratories
Electronics Corp.
Canon Inc.
Central Dynamics
Cohu Electronics, Inc.

1

98
107
30

Danscoll, LTD.
Datavision Inc.
Delta -Benco LTD.
Delta Electronics
Dictaphone Corp. (Metrotech Div.)
Ditch Witch (Charles Machine)
Dynair Electronics, Inc.
Dynasciences Corp.

95

88
69
12
21
CE -3
84

43

Gates Radio Company Div.
8 91, 97
Harris Intertype Corp,
85
W. R. Grace 8 Co., Davison Chemical Div.
3
The Grass Valley Group, Inc.
38
Gray Research Division
68
International Good Music
International Video Corporation
CE -9- CE -10
International Tapetronic
Corporation
14, 99, 103, 105, 109
'amino Antenna Co.
90
and Alloys
Cartridge Service

97
99

Kenwood

106

LPB Inc.

102

Lenkurt Inc.
Liberty Industries, Inc.
Lipsner Smith Corp.
Listec Television Equipment Corp.
Magna Tech Electronic Co., Inc.

S.

Summit Avenue, Ph: (312) 832 -4104
VILLA PARK, ILLINOIS 60181

BROADCAST MEASUREMENTS
Certified frequency
Measurements AM, FM, TV
Box 663 Pontiac, Mich. 48056

Phone: 313. 332 -5823

SESCO, Inc.

57
86

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.
Phillip A. Hunt Chemical Co.
Photo Research Div. of Kollmorgan Corp.
Potomac Instruments, Inc.
RCA Electronic Components

58

Electronics, Inc.
Sarkes Tarzian
Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
Shallco, Inc.

FRIDAY HARBOR,
WASHINGTON, 98250

Taber Manufacturing & Eng. Co.

Radio Station For Sale
5.000 WATT A.M.
.

,

Ariz.

March, 1972

.

radio investment. EastSubstantial cash
KHIL .
Willcox
.

.

.

.

.

1

72
95

93
CE -11

105
88A -888
53, 98, 100
110
5

77
90

94
47
68, 100, 109
63
91
23
Cover 3

D

Shibaden Corp.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sono -Mag Corporation
88, 98, 105, 106, 110
Sony Corp. of America
CE-6- CE-7
37
Sparta Electronic Corporation
Spotmaster
9 87, 109
Stainless Inc.
67
13
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
Switchcraft Inc.
86
Systems Resources Corp.
102

(206) 378 -2137

ern Arizona
Harold E. Bruzee

.

82
76

Phase Corp.

SC

47 NICHOLS AVENUE
P. O. BOX 518

34
108
78
104

Onan Div. of The Onan Corp.

Revox Corp.
Reynolds Leteron Co.
Rhode & Swartz Sales Co., Inc.
Richmond Hill Laboratories Inc.
Roh Corp.
Russco Electronics Mfg. Co.

ability are required. Grantham offers
correspondence and resident instruction.
in depth. leading to the degree of Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering. G. I. Bill approved. Credit for previous training and experience allowed.
Free Catalog Write: Dept. E -2. Grantham
School of Electronics 1505 N. Western
Ave.. Hollywood, California 90027. 6 -67 -tf
First phone through tape recorded lessons
at home plus one week personal instruction in Washington. DC Atlanta. Boston.
Detroit. New Orleans Minneapolis. Seattle. Denver. Portland Los Angeles.
Proven results. Our 17th year teaching
FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio
License Preparation. 1060D Duncan. Manhattan Beach. Calif. 80266. Phone 2131 -69 -tf
379 -4461
PASS FCC EXAMS with Ameco books.
Each book contains FCC questions plus
simplified answers plus FCC -type exams
and answers. 3rd class 75c. 2nd class
52.25. 1st class $1.50. Free catalog. Ameco
Publishing, 314G Hillside Ave,. Williston
Park, N.Y. 11596.
1 -72 -1t

27
CE -5
14, 89
89
92
-104
75

Minneapolis Magnetics, Inc.
Monsanto
Moseley Associates, Inc.
Multronics, Inc.
Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Inc.
Nalco Television Systems
North American Philips Corp. (AKG)
Nortronics Co., Inc.

Recortec, Inc.

To advance In electronics. knowledge and

88
66
16

Marco Video Systems Inc.
McMartin Industries, Inc.
Metron Instruments. Inc.
Miller Stephenson Chemical Co., Inc.

Rapid -O

Training

39

GTE

827

-

REPAIR AND OVERHAUL MONITORS
Doolittle. GE. HP. McMartin and GR
frequency or modulation types. Don't discard these fine instruments for new ones
just because of age. Rates reasonable. No
UHF types. Thermometers and thermostats for GR 1170 and 1181. and Doolittle
FD -1A. Radio Aids. 528 Ravine Ave-,
2 -72 -2t
Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044.
ROCKET CITY REMAILS 25c. Receiving,
Forwarding, Gem. 4624B Daugette, Huntsville, Alabama 35805.
3 -72 -1t
DID YOU KNOW that we can repair and
recalibrate to original accuracy G.R.
1181 -A and Gates MO -2890 frequency
monitors at very reasonable prices? Also
broadcast crystals: 30 years experience.
Eidson Electronic Co.. Box 96. Temple
Texas 76501. (817) 773 -3901, 3- 72- e.o.m.

71
Editel LTD.
Cover 2
Electro Voice, Inc.
62
EMCEE Broadcast Products
96
Fidelipac, A Div. of TelePro Industries, Inc

Phone: 414. 442 -4210

Alva C. Todd, Ph.D., P.E., Principal

& MONITOR SERVICE, Frequency change, repair or replacement of
oven type broadcast crystals, Also frequency change and recalibration or repair
of AM frequency monitors, and H -P FM
monitors. Fast service at reasonable
prices. 30 years experience! Call or write:
Eidson Electronic Co. Box 96, Temple,
9 -70 -tf
Tx. 76501. Pho. 817 773 -3901.

CRYSTAL

25

Continental Electronics
Cooke Engineering
Crown International

Joa

RADIO ENGINEERS

Services

64
100, 101
Cover 3

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216

CONSULTING

GATES DUALUX, GATEWAY. YARD OR
SIMILAR in good condition. Also need
two 16 inch turntables and two Ampex
350's or equivalent. Send description and
price to Box 5161. Albany. N.Y. 12205.
3 -72 -1t

31

Jensen Tools

TODD ASSOCIATES

Equip. Wanted

7

83

CBS
CCA

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM -FM -TV

Ei0ECl

INDEX

-72 -3t

Advertising rates In C ass fled Section are
16e per word, each Insert on, and muet be accompanied by cash to Insure publication.

Each initial or abbrev atlon counts a full
word. Upper case words, 30e each.
Minimum classified charge, $2.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding, there Is an additional charge of
$2.00 to cover department number, etc., which
Is printed In advertising copy, and processing
of replies.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by
manufacturers unless used and no longer
owned by the manufacturer or a distributor.

106

Tapecaster Electronics
55, 100, 105, 110
Tech Labs, Inc.
70
Technology Incorporated HF Photo Systems Div 70
Tele -Cine Inc.
110
Teledyne Isotopes
81
Telemation, Inc.
10.11
Telement Company
35, 50
Visual Electronics Corp.
CE -13
Vital Industries, Inc.
29
Western Electronic Products Co.
103
Wilkinson Electronics, Inc.
61

Xcelite, Inc.

36

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH NO.

www.americanradiohistory.com

412

111

Equipment for Sale
"New & Used Towers, Buy, Sell or Trade,
Erect. Ground wire 85 lb. Bill Angle,
919 -752 -3040, Box 55, Greenville, N.C.
27834."
2 -71 -tf

HELIAX- STYROFLEX, Large stocks

-

Calif. 94623. Tele: (415) 832 -3527.

-tf

-

bargain price
tested and certified.
Write /call for price and stock list. Sierra- Western Electric. Box 23872, Oakland,
1 -71

ONE STOP for all your professional audio

requirements, Bottom line oriented.
F. T. C. Brewer Company, P. O. Box
8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.
7 -71 -tf
CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT-Com-

pletely rebuilt and reconditioned. Tape caster and Spotmaster Record /Playbacks
$375.00. Playbacks $250. 30-day money back guarantee, AUTODYNE, P. O. Box
1004, Rockville, Maryland 20850 (301/
762 -7626).
11 -71 -tf
77DX -$100; E.V. 666 -$65, both
microphones in excellent condition: 50
carts, various lengths, with fairly new
tape -$35; 15 reels of new Scotch 201
on NAB hub 2500' $5 @, or lot for $60;
(4) 150/300 ohm stereo pots with cue,
never used, and not the sealed type -$20
id. Don Roberta WHIG Radio, Wausau,
RCA

WI. 54401.

3 -72 -1t

TAPE SPECIAL
SCOTCH 150
AMPEX S00 SERIES
REEVES SOUNDCRAFT
1
mil mylar 3600' on 101Z" Fiberglass
reel, No boxes, Bulk packed, 30 reels to
a carton, slightly used in Government
application but in excellent condition,
Original ' " width, not re- split: $2.50 per
reel. Quantity price breaks on request.
Will wind to 3 ", 5" or 7" reels. Accurate
Sound Corp.. Box 2159. Garland, Texas
75041.
3 -72 -3t
AMPEX PARTS AND
HEAD REPLACEMENTS

Complete inventory of replacement parts
for Ampex 300 and AG 440 equipment.
New and used Recording Equipment.
Write for catalog. Accurate Sound Corp.,
Box 2159, Garland, Texas 75041. 3 -72 -3t
MOTOROLA MOCOM -10 mobile & base.
38 Mhz business band $425. Large exhaust
blowers. Write for info. Bird line section
for 15. line. Dual element $50. R. Ellis,
4313 Russell Rd., Las Vegas, Nev. 89109.
3 -72 -1t
BROADCAST TAPE CARTRIDGES. New
empties: load yourself and save. Sold in
lots of 25 only. 25/$1.20 each: 50 or
75/$1.10 each: 100 /$1.00 each. Enclose

payment with order, shipping collect.
Redding Radio, Box 344, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430.
3 -72-4t

$25 BUYS A NEW CARTRIDGE PLAY-

BACK UNIT? We have a number

of

Satellite II units originally designed for
the playback of 4 -track stereo cartridges
(standard broadcast fidelipac type).
Housed in a walnut cabinet with stereo
preamps. this unit can be modified to
serve many purposes around the station.
New in factory cartons; no warranty. $25
each while supply lasts. Sparta Electronic
Corporation, 5851 Florin -Perkins Road,
Sacramento, California 95828.
3 -72-2t
SCHAFER 800 AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
Well maintained systems available for immediate purchase. Each complete with 6 -8
program decks. network switches, and
spotters for carousels. TRU -8 production
units also available. Box 260. Broadcast
Engineering. 1014 Wyandotte Street,
Kansas City, Missouri 64105.
3 -72 -1t

LPB CARRIER CURRENT XMTTRS.
1- RC -25B 20 watt, 4 -RC -5A 4 watt, each
with T3A coupler. RC -T1A aglitter with
3- RC -T2B couplers. Take all or part.
WJRH. Lafayette, Easton, PA 18042.

2 -72 -2t

KTR-1000 COLOR TV MICROWAVE
LINKS -NTSC Color TV plus program
audio microwave links for studio-xmtr,
CATV. etc- Rack mounted. Mfr. Raytheon.
25 sets in stock, as new condition. Radio
Research Instrument Co.. Inc., 3 Quincy
Street. Norwalk, Conn. Tel. 203 -853 -2600.
12 -71 -4t

112

B/W MOBILE VAN with (2) Ampex VTR 1000, low head use. (2) G.E. Cameras,
new I.O. tubes Cohu Sync Gen & D.A.s
(New). Telemet Multiburst (New), Plus
many extras. Can be seen in San Francisco. 415- 776 -9211.
3 -72 -1t
RCA TK60A 4!z -inch I.O. cameras.
Includes 350 feet camera cable per
camera. remote control panel, WP16
power supply. instruction books, 75 -foot
and 5 -foot remote control cables. Price
$3,000 each f.o.b. Green Bay, Wis. Contact: M. Williamson. WLUK -TV, Box 7711,
Green Bay. Wis- 54303 (414) 494 -8711.
2

3 -72 -1t

RCA AVQ -10 Weather Radar system complete with Raydome, Heater, 400 cycle
power supply, VJ -B monitors, cabling and

spare parts -excellent condition, ready to
use. Priced at 2/3 original cost. Some
installation assistance included. Dept. 261,
Broadcast Engineering. 1014 Wyandotte
Street. Kansas City, Missouri 64105.
3 -72 -4t

FOR SALE -NEW CUSTOM AUDIO CONSOLE STILL CRATED AT FACTORY.
THE CONSOLE IS INTENDED FOR NETWORK TELEVISION USE, BUT HAS ALL
RECORDING STUDIO FACILITIES, 25
INPUT MODULES WITH EQ., ECHO,
MIKE AND HIGH LEVEL INPUTS. 32
ADDITIONAL MIKE INPUTS, 8 CHANNEL OUT. STEREO AND MONO MIX
DOWN. 28 50 WATT MONITOR AMPS.
STUDIO HEADSET SYSTEM. CUE SYSTEM. CALL FOR DETAIL DESCRIPTION
AND PICTURE AVAILABLE. AVAILABLE AT 50% OF COST. DAVID MUSIC,
INC., 1650 ROADWAY, NEW YORK, NEW
3 -72 -1t
YORK 10019, 247 -2159.
100W UHF TRANSLATOR: EMCEE UHTU -100 and SL8 -75 Antenna gives 1.0
KW ERP. Presently Ch. 20 In/Ch. 75 Out.
J, Merritt, WICS -TV, Springfield, Illinois.
2 -72 -2t

CBS Volumes 400 -$500.00, CBS Audimax
II$500.00. RCA BA -6 Limiter-$275.00,
General Radio AM Frequency & Modula-

tion Monitor $400.00, Gates two tower
phasor & phase monitor- $2,000.00, Broadcast Products Carousel Memories RS-50
B &C- $750.00 Cr. Scully 270 -$1,600.00,
Ampex AG 440b-$1,850.00, Schafer Sub
Brain -$1.500.00. All equipment guaranteed one full year -call collect or write
BROADCAST AUTOMATION ASSOCIATES -3101 N. Federal Hwy.-Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. 33306 AC- 305- 563 -0495.
3 -72-1t

For Sale: Send for our latest used broadcast and recording equipment list. Mastertone Company, 8101 University Blvd..
3 -72 -1t
Des Moines, Iowa 50311.
HEWLETT-PACKARD 335 Frequency
Modulation Monitor Channel 11. For further information contact Director of Engineering. (515) 281 -3166.
3 -72 -1t
MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS

NEW Paps hysteresis synchronous motor
HSZ 20.50- 4 -470D as used in series 400
and 500 machines. Price $39,00 each pre-

paid, while they last. 90 day warranty.
Terms check with order only, no COD's.
Not recommended for Tapecaster series
600 or 700.
TAPECASTER TCM, INC. Box 662.
Rockville, Maryland 20851.
1- 72 -TE'

Help Wanted
Job Headquarters for all Radio and Television Engineers. Immediate openings exist in 9 western states and elsewhere for
qualified engineer and technical personnel. All categories from trainees to experienced transmitter maintenance, chief.
assistant chief. live color video maintenance and technical operations, Send us
your complete resume now. The AMPS
Agency, 11661 San Vicente Blvd., Suite
300, Los Angeles. Calif. 90049. Telephone:
For
213- 820 -2678. By Broadcasters
11 -68-tf
Broadcasters.

-

Broadcast Transmitter Technician, 2years experience 1st Phone. Desires job
in deep South. W. H. Wilson- 6481 Brown
St., Douglasville, Ga. 30134. Phone 404942 -6014.

ENGINEER -Video Broadcast.
Nationally known manufacturer of Video
Broadcast equipment requires Sales Engineer to satisfy expanding markets in
direct studio, OEM, CATV, and closed
circuit sales. Established territories in the
Southeast area. Related broadcast and /or
sales experience necessary. Salary commensurate with experience plus commission. in addition to expenses. Submit
resume including salary history to Personnel Dept.. Telemet. 185 Dixon Avenue,
Amityville, New York 11701. Interviews
to be conducted at NAB '72 in Chicago,
Booth #213. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
3 -72 -1t
AUDIO ENGINEER /TECHNICIAN spanning theater /rock concert work styles.
Theater producer of contemporary hit
musical seeks audio engineer to tour road
company starting July- Knowledge of
radio mikes essential plus problems of
retuning entire show to differing environments. Will serve as supervisor of
IA technicians. Enthusiastic, hard -working sound nut required. High salary.
Inquiries handled in confidence, Phone:
Andrew Mihok (212) 677 -1750.
3 -72 -1t
SALES

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
NEW PATENTED SOUND SYSTEM FOR
DRIVE -IN THEATERS. NO COMPETITION. THIS NEW CONCEPT IN ENTERTAINMENT CAN DETERMINE THE
GOOD FORTUNE OF THE RIGHT REP

FIRM. PERFORMANCE CONTRACT
(OTHERWISE NON -CANCELABLE).
WITH ESCALATING
COMMISSION
RATE FOR EXCEEDING QUOTA. A
TOP LINE FOR TOP REPS ONLY. ALL
AREAS OPEN. STATE PRESENT LINES
AND TERRITORY. DEPT. 259, BROADCAST ENGINEERING. 1014 WYANDOTTE ST.. KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
64105.
3 -72 -1t
TV- MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

NEEDED ON WEST COAST
Due to expansion program, a major West Coast

Network Te'evision Station his openings for
qualified maintenance engineers. Send resume
and salary requirements to:
BOX (262) BROADCASTING ENGINEERING
1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105
-An equal opportunity employer

-

3-72-1t

CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEER. COMPANY IS ENGAGED IN DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT.
KNOWLEDGE OF VIDEO AND DIGITAL
CIRCUITRY IS REQUIRED. SEND RESUME TO THE VICE PRESIDENT
MUSTANG ELECTRONICS DIVISION.
LENCO INC.. 319 WEST MAIN, JACKSON, MO. 63755.
2 -72 -1T

Tired of
Hand -Me-Down
Copies of
Broadcast Engineering?
a member of the broadcasting
industry you probably qualify to
receive your personal copy of B.E.
FREE!' We have enclosed a postage -paid reader service card for
convenience -see back section of
this issue. Just complete the card
and drop it in the mail box. We'll

As

do the rest.
If this is your personal copy of
B.E., why not pass along the read-

er's service card to an interested
friend? (Remember, he must be in
the broadcasting industry).

2 -72 -2t

BROADCAST

ENGINEERING

Shopping for lenses?
Compare Canon!
P10X20B

Draw up a checklist that includes
price, specifications and image brilliance, then start comparing catalogues. You'll probably come up with
the Canon answer, like so many major
camera producers -for broadcast 1"

11'4" Plumbicon°tl
2/3" vidicon.
or

or CCTV 1"

Stack these two Canon popularity
favorites against anything else on the
market and see what we mean.
The Canon TV Zoom Lens
P17X30B2 has an impressive
1:2.5 relative aperture at
focal length range (440 500mm), in spite of its
17X zoom ratio. At 30 440mm it's a remarkable
1:2.2, offering the same performance as our P10X20B,
specially designed for maximum versatility with three different range
extenders.
Both are ideal for a variety of situation, including dim lighting and open
areas like field events.
Here are some other examples of
the wide Canon line:

Manual
Name

1,4" Plumbicon P17x3062
1" Plumbicon

1" Vidicon

3 §"

Vidicon

Range of Focal Length

30- -500mm

-200mm

P10 x 20

20

PV17 x 24B
PV10 x 16
PV10 x 15B

24- 400mm

VIO e 15
V6 x 16
V5 x 20
V4 x 25
110 x 13

Zoom Ratio

Maximum Relative Aperture

1:17

F

2.2

10

F

2.2

17

F
F

1.8
1.6

F

2.0

F

1 :
1

:

1:10
1:10
1:10

16 -160mm
15 -150mm

150mm
16.9
95mm
20- 100mm
15

:

5

F

25- -100mm

1 :

4

F

2.8
2.0
2.5
1.8

13 -130mm

1 :

10

F

2.8

1:
1:
1:

6

F

5

F

1.9
2.1

4

F

1.8

--

1

6 x 13

13

1

5 x 15

15-

1

4 x 12

12.5

-

76mm
75mm
50mm

1

:

6

F

1

Servorized /Moto ized
Name

114" Plumbicon

PIO

1" Vidicon

V10 x 15R (DC)
V6 x 16R (AC /DC)
V4 x 25R(AC /DC,EE)

x

2084

Range of Focal Length

20- -200mm
15

16.9 -95mm
25 -100mm

CANON
S.A. 'Phone) 516.488 -6700
CANON U.S.A., INC.. 10 Nevada Prive, Lake Success. Long Island. New York 1104C. 11.
CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS
US.A_ INC.' 457 Fullerton Ave. Elmhurst. Illinois 60126, U.S.A. (Phone) 317,833 3070
CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.: Gebouw 70.
MACHINES CO, INC. 3113 Wilshire Blvd Los Angeles, California 90005. U.S.A.
CANON INC.: 9.9, Gmao
CANON LATIN AMERICA. INC Apartado 7022. Panama 5. Panama
Schlphol Oost. Holland
5.chome, ChuO'ku, Tokyo 104. Japan
Circle Number 2 on Reader Reply Card
.

-150mm

Zoom Ratio

Maximum Relative Aperture

:

10

F

2.2

1 :

10

F

:

6

F

1 :

4

F

2.8
2.0
2.5

1

1

Cailoli

it

f on record...
-

Now it's official! An association survey quoted in BM /E magazine produced
some very revealing information on FM broadcast equipment preferences
particularly in the category of phono cartridge usage, where a whopping
57 °0 of the respondents expressed their preference for Shure cartridges
more than all other brands combined. It didn't particularly surprise us
because we know our M44 series with its uncommon combination of clear
sound. low cost, exceptional ruggedness and excellent back -cuing characteristics, has been the broadcast standard for years. And our peerless
V -15 Type II Improved? There simply isn't a better cartridge for "high fidelity"
FM operations. Write for the free Shure "Guide to the Conversion of Monophonic Broadcast Facilities for Stereo Records," as well as the complete
Shure Phono Cartridge Catalog.
.

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204
Circle Number

3 or,

Reader Reply Cord
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